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SUMMARY 
An invest igat ion of the response of or thot ropic , f iberglass-faced, 
honeycomb core, sandwich s t ruc ture compressively loaded at various angles 
to the material axes was conducted on typical short column, l ightweight, 
a i r c ra f t type, edgewise compression t e s t specimens. The mechanical 
proper t ies of the f iberglass reinforced p l a s t i c laminate face sheet 
material were obtained using laminate t e s t methods. The in t eg r i ty of 
the fabricated sandwich panels was assured by sandwich qual i ty control 
t e s t s performed on samples of each fabricated panel, 
Edgewise compression t e s t s were performed at 0° , 30°, 45°, 60°, 
and 90° to the major material axis of the t e s t specimens. Some of the 
specimens were instrumented with s t r a i n gage r o s e t t e s , some with photo-
e l a s t i c coating, and some were uninstrumented. These t e s t s provided 
measurements of ult imate s t rength , observations of fa i lure modes and, in 
selected cases, face sheet e l a s t i c p roper t i es . The experimental re-
su l t s were then compared with predict ions of fa i lu re modes and strengths 
derived from rela t ionships available in the l i t e r a t u r e . The laminate 
compressive strengths and moduli and the sandwich face sheet compressive 
strengths and moduli were also compared, 
The resu l t s of the invest igat ion indicate that the edgewise com-
pression t e s t provides an excellent means to t e s t off angle, th in gage 
f iberglass-reinforced p l a s t i c laminates for strength values. The shear 





The early promise of light weight structural sandwich composed 
of fiberglass reinforced plastic face sheets on light weight cellular 
honeycomb core has never been realized due to a lack of available com-
mercial material and recognized analysis methods. Early proponents of 
sandwich structure were, and continue to be, the aircraft companies 
where the conceptual advantage of an apparent gain in bending stiffness 
with little resultant weight penalty has always appeared attractive. 
Early in their work, they investigated the performance of layered sand-
wich structures composed of isotropic face slieets (such as aluminum) and 
isotropic core (such as balsa wood or foam). Later, improving the core 
by changing to a cellular orthotropic honeycomb resulted in a more ef-
ficient structure but complicated any analysis. Again increasing the 
efficiency of the structure by utilizing orthotropic face sheet material, 
such as fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP), further complicated the 
analysis. 
Although a great amount of effort has been expended to analyse 
the simplest form of sandwich structure, isotropic face sheets on iso-
tropic core [1, 2, 3, 4]* and a smaller, yet significant effort has been 
recorded for analysing the more difficult construction of isotropic face 
^Numbers in brackets indicate reference numbers 
sheets on cellular honeycomb (orthotropic)core [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], 
little recorded information is available for orthotropic face sheets on 
orthotropic core [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], 
Adhesive Prepregs 
Recent material advances by FRP manufacturers have renewed 
interest in orthotropic/orthotropic sandwich structure by providing 
new materials whicli offer too many advantages in fabrication, structural 
integrity and cost effectiveness to be disregarded. The new materials, 
called adhesive prepregs, do not require an adhesive to bond the face 
sheets to the core. The uncured resin impregnated FRP face sheet 
material is positioned directly on the core and placed under approxi-
mately 25 psi pressure at about 250°F for nearly two hours in order to 
effect a cure. During this cure cycle, the special formulation epoxy 
resin> which is the face sheet irnpregnant, "flews" and "fillets" direct-
ly around the ends of all the honeycomb cells against the face sheet 
material in exactly the same manner as an epoxy adhesive would perform 
andj in fact, forms an epoxy bond between the face sheet and core in 
a "one-step" cure as just described. Many advantages of such systems 
immediately come to mind. 
(1) Adhesive costs are eliminated. 
(2) Bonding of the layers of the face sheet material has been accom-
plished using a tougher epoxy adhesive than the normal epoxy laminating 
resins. 
(3) Weight is reduced through elimination of adhesive. 
(4) No adhesive/laminating resin compatibility problems are present. 
(5) No cure temperature differentials exist (the sandwich is processed 
at only one temperature, 250°F, a low cure temperature at that). 
(6) Processing tecliniques for curved parts are simplified. 
(7) FRP epoxy materials are well known for their resistance to environ-
mental and handling damage. 
It is understandable then why the airframe companies have demon-
strated a renewed interest in such sandwich structure. 
However, the utilization of such FRP faced sandwich structure is 
accomplished presently through the use of empirical data generated solely 
for the particular configuration under consideration (as in Reference 17). 
Typically, such airframe structures are constructed of two or three ply 
face sheets of 181 or 120 style fabrics bonded on cores with densities 
of three to eight pounds per cubic foot and cell sizes of 1/8, 3/16 or 
1/4 inch. 
Fai lure_ Modes 
Since the sandwich structure, by virtue of its design, is resis-
tant to bending, the critical aircraft design conditions often become 
the compressive instability characteristics of the various panel con-
structions. Depending on the overall panel configuration and constituent 
configurations, sandwich structure, whether composed of isotropic or 
orthotropic core with either isotropic or orthotropic face sheets, under 
edgewise compressive loading will fail in one or a combination of the 
following modes: 
(1) General instability (overall Euler buckling) 
(2) Face sheet compression strength 
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(3) Face sheet wrinkling 
(4) Shear crimping 
If the core is a cellular type, like orthotropic honeycomb, a fifth 
failure mode possibility exists: 
(5) Face sheet dimpling (intracellular buckling) 
Figure 1 demonstrates these failures. 
Analysis Methods 
Generally, the existing analysis methods in theoretical or 
empirical form exist as separate criteria for the different modes of 
failure. This is especially true for sandwich constructed of ortho-
tropic core and orthotropic face sheets. 
The primary theoretical analysis concerning orthotropic/ortho-
tropic sandwich structure appears in the report by Ericksen and March 
[12] where they concern themselves with the general instability mode 
of failure and the various boundary conditions. Later reports by Kuenzi 
[10] and Plantema [3] all refer back to this work. Two other reports 
are significant when considering the face wrinkling mode of failure. 
The report by Morris, Boiler and Voss [9] and the one by Yusuff [6] 
each present an empirical approach to the face wrinkling buckling of a 
sandwich panel constructed of cellular honeycomb core, with isotropic 
face sheets, Nordby and Crissman [14] used these criteria for ortho-
tropic fiberglass face sheets on honeycomb core; correlated some 0° and 
90° load angle tests; found discrepancies; but considered them reasonable 
and reported that for these constructions the theories should be used 
with care; and noted that such, were the only theories available. 
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According to Morris, Boiler and Voss, shear criinping is a consider-
ation only when the face wrinkling stress can exceed a core shear stress 
cut-off which is a function of the core shear modulus. Nordby and 
Crissman concur and state that for sandwich of thicknesses suitable for 
aircraft structures, this failure mode causes no problems. 
Nordby and Crissman also declare that for cell sizes of under one-
half inch, intracellular buckling will also cause no problems. They base 
their comments on their work [14] and that of Morris [18]. 
Almost all the empirical and theoretical developments on ortho-
tropic/orthotropic sandwich have been applicable to the type layup first 
specified in Reference 12 by Ericksen and March, They specified that 
the two orthotropic axes of the core and facings were to be parallel to 
the edges of the panel with a third axis perpendicular to the facings. 
Such a construction is a common result of efforts to simplify the many 
possible combinations of axes directions. The warp direction (a natural 
axis) of each FRP lamina of each face sheet is laminated in the ribbon 
direction (a natural axis) of the honeycomb core. Such a structure has 
a major natural axis, the ribbon/warp direction, and a natural axis at 
90° to the major axis. Another core axis, the longitudinal cell direc-
tion, is perpendicular to the face sheets, 
^ISiiliF a L Pijtfall s 
The standard edgewise compression test specimen as specified in 
ASTM Standard Test Method C 364-61 [19] is a short column, loaded in the 
ribbon direction of the core and designed so that the face sheets fail 
in compression. The data obtained from these tests are used by designers 
as the compression allowable for face sheet material under any planar 
load. Mien the face sheets are made of isotropic material (or nearly 
isotropic), such as aluminum, these data will probably be valid for 
load input at any planar angle to the face sheet because any angle of 
load off the ribbon axis of the core will influence the failure mode 
only as the elastic properties of the core change in that direction from 
the ribbon direction. These properties won't change sufficiently to in-
fluence the failure mode and a face sheet compression strength failure 
will probably occur at much the same load on the isotropic face sheet 
material, regardless of direction. 
If the specimen was so designed that the face sheets i\rere able 
to withstand the compression loads to the point of incipient buckling, 
the core would then act as an elastic foundation and would influence the 
instability failure mode. Any edgewise compression specimen for iso-
tropic face sheets will therefore fail in face sheet compression strength, 
face wrinkling, or shear crimping depending on the properties of the 
constituent materials, regardless of load angle input. 
Such is not the case for orthotropic and, in particular, fiber-
glass faces. The modulus and strength values change considerably as 
the planar load angle to the warp direction changes. This means that 
although the face sheet material will fail, in compression at a 0° load 
angle (the ribbon/warp direction) and probably at a 90° load angle 
(since the respective strengths and moduli are numerically close at 
these angles), at other angles, the modulus values drop so lav that a 
low value for face sheet wrinkling strength could become the determining 
failure criteria; yet the designers use the 0C and 90° load angle data, 
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as this is the only information available, even for loads at other 
angles. 
Purpose of Research t_ Scope 
Tlie objective of this investigation is to contribute to the 
understanding of orthotropic, fiberglass faced, honeycomb core, sand-
wich structure through an examination of the response of such structure 
at various load angles to the material axes of typical short column, 
light weight, aircraft type, edgewise compression test specimens com-
posed of three ply, 131 (75DE181) style fabric face sheets on three 
common size cores (1/8, 3/16 and 1/4 inch cell). 
An orderly plan of study directed towards this objective was ac-
complished by foHaving a sequential set of steps as follows: 
(i) Establish experimentally the mechanical properties of the non-
isotropic fiberglass faces of the sandwich. This was accomplished 
through a sequence of tension, compression and flexure tests at various 
load angles with respect to the principal direction of the composite/ 
laminate. 
(ii) Run a series of tests to establish sandwich quality control criteria 
in flatwise tension, flatwise compression and short beam flexure. 
These tests also provided information necessary to ascertain if the 
panels possessed certain minimum properties for face wrinkling type 
failure. 
(iii) Perform a photoelastic evaluation of selected typical edgewise 
compression specimens to assure continuity of bond between face sheet 
and core and uniformity of load introduction. 
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Civ) Perform a number of tests in edgewise compression at 0°, 30°, 45°, 
60°, and 90° to the principal direction of the sandwich on several sizes 
and weights of honeycomb core in order to determine experimentally the 
nature of failure as well as load, These tests provided measurements 
of ultimate strength, determination of failure mode, and, in selected 
cases, face sheet elastic properties (through strain gaging techniques). 
(v) Compare the experimentally deduced results of the laminate and sand-
wich tests with theoretical predictions and semi-empirical relationships 
available in the literature, 
Tests Performed 
The following tests were performed to provide data for comparative 
analysis, or quality control purposes: 
Laminate Tests 
Tension at 0°, 90° and 45° 
Compression at 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° 
Flexure at 0° 
These t e s t s were performed on 12 ply laminates constructed of the same 
material as the face sheets of the sandwich s t ruc tu re . Strength and 
modulus were determined. Additional t e s t s or calculat ions of a qual i ty 
control nature were performed: 
Resin content 
Specific gravity 
Void volume of laminate 




These tests were performed on selected samples for each core size, 
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Sandwich Photoelastic Edgewise Compression Tests 
These tests were performed on samples of each core size for 0° 
and 45° orientation. The samples were picked to represent the two 
strain response extremes of typical edgewise compression samples. 
Sandwich Edgewise Compression Tests 
Two types of tests were performed: 
Instrumented. 3/16 core specimens at 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°, 
instrumented by strain gages to provide elastic properties of face sheets, 
along with failure mode and ultimate strength. 
Uninstrumented, 1/8 core, 3/16 core, and 1/4 core specimens at 
0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°, to provide failure mode and ultimate 
strength. 
A set of uninstrumented tests of all core sizes were performed 
initially to determine the cell size specimens to be instrumented, 
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CHAPTER II 
INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
Instron Description 
All mechanical tests were performed on an Instron Universal Test-
ing Instrument, Model TT-D-L. This machine incoiporat.es a highly sensi-
tive, electronic weighing system with load cells that use strain gages 
for detecting and recording tensile or compressive load. The moving 
crosshead is operated by two vertical, low speed drive screws. A 
positional servomechanism maintains accuracy and alignment control over 
the crosshead motion. The chart of the recorder is driven synchronously 
at chosen speed ratios (vritli respect to the crosshead), enabling measure-
ments of sample deformation to be made with varying magnifications. The 
machine is also equipped with a servo system and strain gage pre-
amplifier which alternatively allows the chart to be driven directly by 
a measuring extensometer attached to the test sample. 
Two load cells were used interchangeably, depending on the ex-
pected ultimate load. One cell, used for low load indication, has a 
maximum full scale sensitivity of 0-1,000 pounds; the other cell, used 
most often, a maximum full scale sensitivity of 0-20,000 pounds. These 
cells are tension-compression cells and can record load under either type 
(tension or compression) loading, depending on the test set-up and 
location of the cell. 
The load cells incorporate bonded strain gages mounted within the 
ce l l housing on a s t r a in sens i t ive simple tension member. The in terna l 
member i s supported by means of diaphragms, eliminating response to 
non-axial loading. Posit ive stops within the housing and shear pins in 
the specimen grips protect the in te rna l member from accidental overload-
ing and the resu l tan t (possibly unknown) damage to the gages. The 
s t r a i n gages in the load c e l l operate s imi lar ly to the s t r a i n gages 
used for t e s t inves t iga t ions . An applied load on the c e l l causes a 
proport ional change in the resis tance of the s t r a i n gages mounted on 
the ca l ibra ted in ternal tension member. The gages are arranged in a 
Wheatstone-bridge c i r cu i t and excited by a s t ab i l i zed o s c i l l a t o r . The 
resul t ing s ignal i s amplified, r ec t i f i ed to d . c , and fed to the pen 
driving c i r c u i t of a high speed potentiometer recorder. Within the am-
p l i f i e r c i r c u i t are means to compensate for the weights of the jaws, 
f ixtures and the samples themselves. The s ens i t i v i t y of the amplifier 
may be changed in ca l ibra ted steps of fu l l range ra t ios of 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, 50, 100, and 200, depending upon the pa r t i cu l a r load c e l l . The ac-
curacy of the load weighing system is ±0.5% of the load or ±0,251 of the 
recorder scale in use , whichever is grea ter . 
The crosshead operates on a constant s t r a i n r a t e , or "hard" 
p r inc ip l e , and loads a specimen through ve r t i c a l drive screws which 
produce a constant s t ra in ing of the specimen regardless of load response. 
The crosshead speed can be varied at any time during t e s t by means of 
fas t response electro-magnet clutches operated by pushbuttons which 
provide seven standard speeds. This feature was u t i l i z e d during ex-
treme s t r a i n deformation to speed up the duration of the t e s t a f te r 
i n i t i a l s t r a in values were determined. 
The recording system incorporates a potentiometer driven pen 
arm, described earlier as the output medium for the load weighing system, 
and a means to drive the chart on an orthogonal axis to the load axis. 
Two means are used to drive the chart. 
The first is a synchronous motor with various change gears used 
to drive the chart at a constant speed at ratios of up to 250:1 of the 
lowest available speed. Because of their synchronous operation, there 
is a correspondence between the individual motions of the chart and 
crosshead. This close relationship is maintained by virtue of the low 
inherent deflection of the load cells and by the almost total elimination 
of backlash in the crosshead drive assembly. However, since the chart 
is not coupled directly to the crosshead, the chart drive direction can 
also be considered a time axis. 
For reduced area test specimens, specimens of extreme low total 
deformation, or other special configurational specimens, direct strain 
measurements on the specimen can be accomplished by using the second 
means of driving the chart, which is termed the X-Y Chart Drive System. 
This system incorporates a high performance servo system consisting of 
an amplifier, control circuits, and a chart drive assembly which drives 
the chart in response to an input signal for the extensometer, deflecto-
meter, or strain gage. Although not performed here, the chart can be 
driven directly from a bonded strain gage on a specimen. 
Change gears allow magnification of chart response up to a total 
field of 10 inches of chart travel. Parallel clutches provide the 
capability to switch back and forth between the two described methods 
of chart drive, 
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Strain Measurements 
Extensometers and strain gages were used to obtain strain measure-
ments directly from the test area cf the specimen, For the fiberglass 
laminates, an extensometer was used to measure tensile and compressive 
deformations. For the selected sandwich edgewise compression specimens, 
strain gages were used, 
The extensometer used was the Instron G-51-11, one-inch gage 
length, 10% maximum strain extensometer. The extensometer signal was 
fed into the X-Y chart drive recorder yielding an available magnification 
range of up to 1000/1. The extensometer incorporates a light weight 
housing for an internal strain gage circuit. Extending from the housing 
are two light weight rigid arms that clip on the test specimen. The 
internal strain gages are bonded on a flexure element connecting the 
two extending arms. Bending of the element with specimen elongation 
strains the gages, changing their resistance to provide the signal driv-
ing the X-Y chart. The extensometer incorporates a positive stop and 
space bar that provides a means to establish the initial gage length 
and prevents the extensometer from damage from over-extension. The 
extensometer is positioned on the test specimen using the knife edges 
on the ends of the extensometer arms and a straddle clip that applies 
a spring-loaded plunger on the opposite side of the specimen with 
enough force to support the extensometer and insure proper seating of 
the knife edges. The entire assembly weighs 42 grams and is light 
enough to negate any inertial effect of the arms or the extensometer 
body. 
Strain measurements on the sandwich edgewise compression face 
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sheets were obtained using strain gages bonded directly to the face 
sheets. The gages were BUI FAR-25-12-45 S-13, three-arm (45°), epoxy-
backed, foil rosettes. The gages were aligned to 0°, 45°, 90° to the 
test axis; one on each face sheet on the center line. The gages were 
bonded, using Eastman 910 acrylic adhesive, after cleaning the surface 
with methyl ethyl keytone (MEK). The gages were connected to a BLH 
Type 225, 10 channel Switching and Balance Unit which was then connected 
to a BUT Model 120C Strain Indicator Unit. Each arm was connected to a 
separate channel on the switelling and balance unit and each channel was 
zeroed to a convenient setting using the built-in balancing potenti-
ometers. The channel selector switch then allowed each signal to be 
individually monitored by the Strain Indicator Unit, 
The Strain Indicator uses a manually operated null-balance system 
with a digital readout. The Indicator measures the change in electrical 
resistance of the strain gage connected to the channel being monitored. 
Through the null-balance system, using the input constants such as 
resistance and "gage factor" of the strain gage, the Indicator trans-
forms the signal change into the displayed digital reading in micro 
inches per inch strain, 
Photoelastic J^Photostress) E^l23j^nt 
Although the photostress technique can be applied to many problem 
areas when investigating composites, the technique was used in this 
study to examine the load introduction response of the sandwich edgewise 
compression test specimen. 
Selected specimens were coated, on the faces with the birefringent 
material and then examined, using polarized l igh t during the axial edge-
wise compression t e s t . Tne selected specimens were coated on both sides 
(to balance the specimen) with Photo las l ic , Inc., PS-2, 0.046-inch thick, 
high s e n s i t i v i t y , low elongation photostress sheet ing, using the compat-
ib le PC-1 cement with PGI-1, 10 phw hardener. Handling of the sheeting 
poses some problems because the material i s b r i t t l e and heat sens i t ive , 
Therefore, machining of the sheeting cannot be accomplished too fas t or 
chipping wi l l occur, or too slow or d i s to r t ion w i l l occur. The sheeting 
was cut almost to s ize on a Syncro J i g Saw, Model 1004, Syncro Corpora-
t ion , Oxford, Michigan, a small model-making type tabletop j i g saw. The 
edges were f inished, n e t , by sanding over 280 g r i t Si l icon Carbide sand-
paper, using clean paper each pass. The ends of the sheeting were 
beveled back near the tangs of the specimens to l a t e r allow adhesive to 
cover the ends of the sheeting to prevent end-peeling during t e s t . 
The specimen surfaces were prepared for bonding by l igh t ly abrad-
ing the surface with the same sandpaper, applying a Photolas t ic , Inc. 
proprie tary "metal cleaner" using disposable gauze pads, applying a 
propr ie tary "Neutra-Sol" and f ina l ly cleaning with alcohol. The ends of 
the specimens were masked and the surface not being bonded was protected, 
using masking tape. The adhesive, which has a pot l i f e of about twenty 
minutes, was brushed on as a thick coat to insure wett ing. The prepared 
sheeting (prepared to size) was then applied in a. manner allowing the 
sheeting to spring down from one end to the other , forcing the adhesive 
to flow ahead of the contact of the sheeting and the specimen thereby 
removing any entrapped a i r . The adhesive was then spread on the edges 
of the sheeting and specimen and b u i l t up a t the beveled ends. After the 
adhesive had set (about twenty minutes), the excess adhesive was removed 
and the top of the sheeting was cleaned with acetone and then alcohol. 
The masking tape was removed from the specimen end area and care was 
taken to make sure a separation existed between the clamp area and the 
adhesive to guard against a load path leading to the coating which could 
load the coating directly and bias test results. After an hour, the spec-
imens were able to be turned over and the coating was applied to the 
other side using the same procedure. Cure time for both adhesive systeras 
was a minimum of twelve hours. 
A Photolastic, Inc., Model 031 basic analyzer reflective polari-
scope was used to observe the strain pattern of the selected specimens. 
A 35 mm camera was used to record the patterns. The instrument was 
zeroed while the specimen was under no load and the analyzer set to 
determine the magnitude of principal strain differences. This was ac-
complished by inserting quarter-wave plates into the viewing field which 
removed the isoclinic lines (lines of constant principal strain direction) 
and allowed comparisons of magnitude of principal strain difference 
values at different points on the instrumented surface which amounted to 
viewing changes in the strain field due to the influence of the load 
introduction. No discrete strain readings were obtained, so no addi-
tional accessories were required, 
Special Test Figtujres_ 
Special test fixtures were designed, fabricated, and installed on 
the Instron to perform some of the specialized sandwich and fiberglass 
laminate tests, 
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A special flexure tool was designed to load fiberglass laminates 
and sandwich panels in bending. A "three-pointM or "four-point" loading 
can be accomplished using interchangeable upper and lower base plates 
and the required load rods. Each base plate can accommodate the load 
rods on a span from two inches to six inches. A single load rod can be 
placed in the center. The base plates can be positioned either axial to 
the crosshead or 90° to the crosshead axis. The loading rod has been 
fixed at one-eighth-inch radius. Loading rod adapters for sandwich 
testing include one-half-inch flat, three-fourths-inch flat and the AS1M 
recommended one-half-inch diameter rod. 
Figure 2 shows the flexure base plates and the loading rods. 
Tension testing was accomplished using the standard 20,000-pound 
Inston 10F Wedge Action Grips. The grip faces used were the special flat 
25-teeth-per-inch diamond serration type, adjustable to open from zero 
to one-fourth inch. These grips are especially desirable for use with 
fiberglass reinforced plastics because of certain inherent design 
features. The grips are tightened onto a sample without altering the 
vertical position of the faces. This precludes any initial buckling of 
the specimen while loading in the grips. The grips operate on an ever-
increasing wedging principle which allows the grips to maintain the 
force on the specimen even under high loads and specimen "drawing," 
After rupture, the grips exhibit no recoil, thereby maintaining the 
specimen and extensometer in the machine test area. The only drawback 
was that specimens greater than one inch could not be accommodated. 
All compression tests and flexure tests were performed using a 
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recessed base to seat and center on the compression table, 
Laminate compression specimens were tested using specially de-
signed end clamps to insure flat arid parallel loading to the specimen 
ends and a specially modified Federal Standard 406 type support fixture 
which was relieved to allow extensometer attachment. The sandwich edge-
wise compression specimens required no support fixture; however, scaled-
up versions of the end clamps were used. Figure 3 shows the end clamps 
and support fixture. 
Flatwise tension tests of the sandwich specimens required the 
use of universal joints in the load train to preclude any off angle load-
ing and the notching or tearing type failure. The universal joints were 
machined from J5 universal joint blanks purchased from the Boston Gear 
Company. Figure 4 shows the joints. Figure 5 shows a connector between 
the universal joint and the test specimen. 
Attached directly to the connector were pinned loading blocks 
which had previously been bonded to the sandwich test specimen. The 
blocks were bonded using a low temperature curing epoxy adhesive, 
Magnobond 29A and B (Magnolia Plastics Company, Chamblee, Georgia), 
cured at 180°F for two hours. The surface of the blocks were faced on 
a lathe and etched using the FPL acid etch solution prior to bonding, 
The FPL etch solution consists of 22 to 25% sulphuric acid, 3 to 9-1/2% 
potassium dichromate marck, and the remainder clean H 0, all measured 
by weight. The surfaces were rinsed in distilled water and air-dried 
prior to bonding, 
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Figure 3, Laminate Compression Test Fixtures 
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Figure 5. Flatv/ise Tension Adapter 
Calibration 
The Instron load cells are calibrated through the use of a cali-
bration control incorporated in the anplifier controls. The calibration 
knob operates a ten-turn potentiometer which can vary the sensitivity of 
the amplifier continuously, thus adjusting the load cell scale sensi-
tivity. This control is used after a known dead weight has been sus-
pended within the load train. For the 20,000-pound capacity load cell, 
the amplifier incorporates a circuit which produces a signal correspond-
ing to 500 pounds load. This load cell is normally calibrated using 
the internal electronic loading. This signal was checked against 100 
pounds of actual dead weight and found accurate. 
The Instron strain gage extensometers were calibrated using the 
Instron G-55-1 high magnification calibration fixture. The fixture con-
sists of a large micrometer head mounted on a stand which enables the 
accurate manipulation of the extensometer over a relatively small 
distance. 
The chart is normally calibrated over a range of ten inches of 
travel and the calibration fixture can be adjusted to 0.001" with a 
readable vernier of 0.0001". 
The BLH Strain Indicator was calibrated by the local company 
representative using the BLH Model 625 Calibrator. The calibrator in-
puts known inicrovoltages to the strain indicator so the resulting strain 
reading can be checked. The calibration insures a tolerance of ±50 
microinches per inch at ±20,000 microinches per inch. 
Specimen Machird no 
Two special aids were used to machine the t e s t specimens. These 
aids were cut t ing tools designed especial ly to handle the abrasive 
f iberglass reinforced p l a s t i c s . One tool was a tungsten carbide band 
saw blade and the other was a table model, high-speed, precision con-
tour mil l ing machine. 
The tungsten carbide band saw blade, manufactured by Remington 
Arms Company, has thousands of tungsten carbide pa r t i c l e s permanently 
bonded to i t s en t i r e cut t ing edge. Such a blade r e s i s t s dull ing and 
provides a long term cut t ing operation on the abrasive f iberglass re-
inforced p l a s t i c laminates and f iberglass faced sandwich s t ruc tu re , 
Using the blade on a conventional table band saw, no coolants or speci-
men feed controls are required even for one-eighth-inch-thick f iberglass 
laminates. A gul leted type saw blade was used. The band speed was 
3,000 feet per minute. All blanks for t e n s i l e , compressive, and flexural 
laminate t e s t coupons were rough cut using the saw blade. All sandwich 
specimens were cut to s ize with the blade, 
Tensi le , compressive and f lexural laminate specimens were machined 
on a l l edges using the Tensilkut high-speed, precis ion contour mill ing 
machine manufactured by Sieburg Indus t r ies , I n c . , Danbury, Connecticut, 
The Tensilkut machine i s the high-speed, precis ion contour mil l -
ing machine which achieves machining by a se r ies of l ight cuts with a 
carbide cut t ing too l , designed especial ly for f iberglass reinforced 
p l a s t i c laminates, ro ta t ing at 20,000 rpm. The depth of cut can be ad-
jus ted from 0.0005 inch to 0.250 inch by a precision micrometer control 
which spaces the template holding the roughed specimen from the cut t ing 
t oo l . The precision cut t ing depth, combined with the high rpm of the 
cut t ing t oo l , achieves a low chip load which reduces the cut t ing pressures 
to a minimum, achieving machined edges free of d i s to r t ion or heat 
deformation. 
The roughed t e s t specimen is clamped in a precision master tem-
p la te whicli i s manually moved across the Tensilkut table during the 
machining of the t e s t specimen. The dimension and configuration of the 
t e s t specimens are control led by these templates with contour accuracies 
of ±0.0005 inch, as reported by the manufacturer. 
For the compressive and f lexural laminate specimens, s t r a igh t 
sided templates were used to machine the s t r a igh t s ides . The compressive 
specimens were also machined in a special template tha t squared the ends 
f l a t t p a r a l l e l to each other and perpendicular to the s ides , 
The t ens i l e laminate specimens were machined, using a template 
tha t contoured the sides of the specimen to a "dogbone" shape s imi lar to 
that of ASTM D638-64T [20], 
All non-machined edges of the laminates and a l l edges of a l l the 
sandwich specimens were hand-sanded to remove any frayed f ibers and 
provide a finished edge. 
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CHAPTER II I 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The procedures used in t e s t ing and in the preparation for t e s t ing 
are reported in de t a i l to f a c i l i t a t e thorough data analys is . The pro-
cedures are described in three sec t ions : f iberglass reinforced p l a s t i c 
material property t e s t s ; sandwich qual i ty control t e s t s ; and sandwich 
s t a b i l i t y (edgewise compression) t e s t s . The f iberglass reinforced 
p l a s t i c material property t e s t s provided a data base needed to define 
the face sheet or thotropic p roper t i es . The sandwich qual i ty control 
t e s t s provided a data base to define the adhesive and core p roper t i es . 
All of these consti tuent proper t ies are used to predict the response 
of the edgewise compression s t a b i l i t y t e s t s . 
S^XSiSS^SSiP^SISE^LE 1 ̂ ^ i c Material Property Tests_ 
Three types of t e s t s (tension, compression, and flexure) were 
performed on f iberglass reinforced p l a s t i c laminates fabricated to a 
standard laminate t e s t ing thickness from the sandwich facing mater ia l . 
BP919/75DE181. The number BP919 i s assigned to the 250°F curing modi-
fied epoxy res in system developed as an adhesive prepreg material by 
the American Cyanamid Company5 Bloomingdale P las t i cs Department, The 
panels were 12 p l ies th ick , measuring approximately one-eighth of an 
inch. Specimens were trimmed from the panels according to the type t e s t 
specimen and o r i en ta t ion , using the Remington handsaw blade for rough 
cuts and the Tensilkut machine for a l l f inishing work, 
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Laminate Tension 
The tensile specimeiis were trimmed using a modified 50-43 Tensilkut 
template. The tensile specimen, shown in Figure 6, has been modified from 
ASTM D638-64T [20] in that tlie fillet radius, marked R on Figure 6, has 
been increased to 18 inches and tlie overall length subsequently lengthened 
to 12 inches to allow a tang length of three inches on each end. Such 
changes have insured that for all orientations of the fiberglass reinforced 
laminate test coupons, failures in the test section will occur rather than 
at tlie radius tangent point or in the tangs. All the tensile specimens 
were placed in the Instron wedge action grips which were attached to a 
load train incorporating a universal joint to insure alignment. General 
testing procedures conformed to ASTM D638-64T [20]. The Instron G-51-11, 
one-inch gage length, ten percent, maximum strain extensometer was in-
stalled across the width of the specimen to measure elongation. Modulus 
values were obtained from tlie X-Y plot on the Instron recorder. The 0e 
and 90° load angle tensile specimens were tested at a crosshead speed of 
0.05 inch/minute. The 45° load angle specimens were tested at 0.1 inch/ 
minute. Figure 7 shows the laminate tensile test setup, including the 
extensometer location. Figure 8 presents a typical load-strain plot 
as received from the Instron recorder. 
Laminate Compression 
Laminate compression tests were performed following the general 
requirements of ASTM D69S-63T [21], Specimens were modified to provide 
a straight-sided configuration, and an extension in length to accommo-
date the end clamps. Figure 6 shows tlie compression specimen, Tlie sup-' 
port jig was tightened finger tight using wing nuts at the four corners. 
Laminate Tension Specimen 
Laminate Compression Specimen 
Figure 6, Laminate Test Specimens 
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Figure 7. Laminate Tension Test 
Figure 8. Instron Tension Load-Strain Plot 
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The end clamps were t ightened, using an Allen wrench, to a snug posi t ion 
t i gh t e r than finger t i g h t . The Instran G-55-11, one-inch gage length, 
ten percent maximum s t r a in extensonieter was i n s t a l l ed across the thick-
ness outside of the support f ix tu re . The extensomcter was opened and 
balanced in the open posi t ion and allowed to close the one-inch gage to 
record deformation, Using a se t of ca l ipe r s , the open gage length v/as 
measured and recorded for each specimen, The normal such gage length was 
about 1,05 inch. The measured gage length was used in calculat ing s t r a i n . 
The en t i r e assembly of specimen, end clamps, support j i g , and extenso-
meter was placed on the top surface of a spherical sea t . The crosshead 
was manually lowered to within approximately 0.05 inch of the top of the 
upper clamp surface and the spherical seat was v isua l ly aligned to in-
sure axia l alignment and loading. Tests at a l l load angles were per-
formed at 0,05 inches per minute. Failures var ied, but. were generally 
the angled wedge compressive fa i lure across the width near the center 
of the specimen. Figure 9 i l l u s t r a t e s the t e s t setup in the Instron. 
Figure 10 presents a typica l load-s t ra in curve recorded. Figure 11 
shows a typica l f a i l u r e . 
l^mijiateJPlexure 
Laminate flexure t e s t s were performed as a qual i ty control t e s t 
(not as a material property t e s t ) and as such were standardized to 
follow ASIM D790-66 [22] exact ly . Procedure A v/as followed, using a span-
to- depth r a t i o of 16 to 1. This allowed a two-inch span for a one-inch-
wide specimen, three inches long. Single point loading, using loading 
points of one-eighth-inch radius was accomplished at a crosshead speed 
of 0,05 inch/minute. Flexural modulus v/as obtained from the load 
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Figure 9. Laminate Compression Test 
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Figure 10. Instron Compression Load-Strain Plot 
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Figure 11. Laminate Compression Failure 
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deflection plot on the Instron recorder. Figure 12 shows the test setup, 
Additional data were obtained to further define the laminate. 
Specific gravity of the laminates and percent resin content by weight 
were reported from the manufacturer of the panels. Using these data, 
along with the manufacturer's reported specific gravity of the epoxy 
resin system and the glass fabric, the percent void volumes were cal-
culated using the methods of Reference 23. 
Sandwich Quality Control Tests 
Three types of sandwich tests (flatwise tension, flatwise com-
pression, and flexural shear) were performed on certain panels to pro-
vide a base for later quality control tests and to develop certain 
constituent properties of the adhesive system and core. 
Flatwise Tension 
Samples from each type core (1/8", 3/16" and 1/4" cell size) were 
tested in flatwise tension generally following ASTM C297-61 [24], Two-
inch diameter round specimens were used rather than the one-inch square 
specimens described in the ASTM method. This was accomplished to elimi-
nate influence of a corner toward a peeling failure. Loading blodes of 
the same diameter were bonded to the specimens using the FPL etch prepar-
ation and an epoxy adhesive. The specimens were measured prior to bond-
ing for a mean diameter from which the area was calculated. The load 
blocks were inserted into the load train immediately below a universal 
joint. The crosshead speed was 0.02 inches per minute. Figure 13 shows 
a test specimen and one bonded to the load blocks. Figure 14 shows the 
test setup. 
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Figure 12, Laminate Flexure Test 
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Figure 13. Sandwich Flatwise Tension Specimen 
Figure 14. Sandwich Flatwise Tension Test 
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Flatwise Compression 
Flatwise compression t e s t s were performed following ASTM C365-57 
[25], Specimens from each core s ize and iden t ica l to the flatwise tension 
ones were used for t h i s t e s t . They were placed on a spherical seat and 
aligned p a r a l l e l to the ram mounted on the bottom of the crosshead. Load-
ing was accomplished at 0.002 inch/minute. Strength resu l t s and fa i lure 
mode were recorded. 
Flexural Shear 
The flexure t e s t to produce core shear fa i lu re has been r e l a t i ve ly 
standardized and accepted, following the methods of ASTM C393-62 [26]. 
However, since sandwich with r e l a t ive ly th in f iberglass reinforced 
p l a s t i c face sheets were being t e s t ed , the load points were changed from 
the one-half-inch diameter described in the ASTM method to three-four ths-
inch f l a t pads on one-eighth-inch radius load po in t s . This precluded 
fa i lu re under the load po in t s , yet did not in te r fe re with the deflection 
cha rac te r i s t i c s of the specimen under load. The specimens were the 
standard s i z e , three inches by eight, inches, loaded using the four-
point loading method. The top load points were spaced two inches; the 
bottom points v/ere spaced s ix inches; allowing one-inch overhang on each 
end. A small L-shaped wire was inser ted in to the core in the midplane 
of the midsection, following the pract ice described in the ASTM method. 
The Instron G-51-14 extensometer was used as a deflectometer by at tach-
ing the movable leg to the wire. Figure 15 shews the t e s t setup. The 
t e s t s were conducted at 0.05 inches per minute crosshead speed. Load 
versus center deflection was recorded on the Instron chart for l a t e r 
evaluations of core shear modulus, core shear s t rength , and face s t r e s s . 
Failure modes were recorded, 
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Figure 15. Sandwich Flexural Shear Test 
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Sandwich Edgewise Compression Tests 
Edgewise compression tests were performed similarly to the 
methods described in ASTM C364-61 [19], Prior experience, industry 
recommendations and available equipment dictated changes in end support 
clamps, specimen end preparation and testing alignment methods. 
The sandwich specimens were rough cut in the desired orientation 
from the panels, using the Remington bands aw. The ends were filled with 
a room temperature curing filled epoxy potting compound, Magnolia Plas-
tics, Chamblee, Georgiaj Magnobond 79-3. The core between the face sheets 
was routed out along the width to a depth of one-half inch, using a table 
circular saw dado blade and spacer. The core was left bonded to the in-
side of the face sheets to a depth of one-sixteenth inch to keep the 
adhesive fillet stiffness pattern intact, insure no cutting into the face 
sheet, and pi'ovide a tie from the potting compound to the core. The 
potting compound was carefully cast into the routed-out urea avoiding 
entrapment of air. Care was also applied to keep the face sheets spanning 
the routed core area parallel while the potting compound cured. The 
specimens were then clamped in an alignment fixture and the ends 
machined flat and parallel. This operation machined about 0.1 inch of 
the ends of the face sheets. The sides were hand-sanded smooth. Figure 
16 shows the test specimen. 
In order to load the specimens and strain the two faces uniformly, 
a spherical seat and flat strap-like end clamps were installed on each 
specimen finger tight, loosening and tightening the wing nuts in rotation 
to eliminate any wedging action on the ends of /the specimen, The clamps 
were three-fourths-inch deep and supported the face sheets to one-fourth 
Figure 16. Sandwich Edgewise Compression Test Specimen 
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inch above the potting compound. The specimen with end clamps was placed 
on the spherical seat and the crosshead was lowered to within approximately 
0.05 inch of the top of the specimen. Visual indications of misalignment 
were corrected by manual adjustments of the spherical seat until load was 
normal to the specimen. Figure 17 shows the test, setup. Load was applied 
at 0.02 inches/minute, 
One sample from each size and orientation was tested to verify 
test procedure and indicate expected load levels and failure modes. It 
was demonstrated that face sheet failure could be expected for every 
type specimen. Interest was then generated in covering the surface with 
a photo-stress coating and examining the response of the face sheets under 
load to verify uniformity of load input and the belief that no stability 
modes were being reached. 
The photoelastic coatings were applied on both face sheets of 
selected specimens by personnel at Photolastic9 Inc., using their 
standard techniques. The specimens were loaded using the standard des-
cribed techniques and examined under polarized light at various percentage 
of expected ultimate loads. Thirty-five millimeter slides were taken at 
these increments, 
With the indications that the loading was even, selected specimens 
were strain gaged to again ascertain whether the face sheets were being 
strained uniformly and to determine principal strains and the elastic 
constants of the faces under the loading. Three arm rectangular rosettes 
were installed on both sides of each selected specimen, using standard 
application techniques as recommended by BLII Electronics, the manu-
facturer of the strain gages, Eastman 910 adhesive was used to bond 
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Strength Test 
Specimen with Strain Gage Rosettes 
Figure 17, Sandwich Edgewise Compression Test 
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Strain Indicating Instruments 
Figure 17. Continued 
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the gages to the fiberglass reinforced plastic face sheets, The strain 
readings were obtained from a BLH switch and balance unit hooked to a 
BLH strain indicator. The load was held at each reading, 
All the remaining specimens were tested uninstrumented to pro-
vide a statistical basis for determining the ultimate strengths. The 
same procedures for clamping the ends and aligning the specimen on the 
spherical seat were used. Failure modes and failure loads were recorded. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
The experimental results are discussed according to the type of 
experiment and mode of failure. 
Facing Laminate Properties 
Tests were performed on 12 ply laminates to determine the tension 
and compression strengths and moduli at 0°, 45° and 90° to the warp 
direction. The test data are recorded in Appendix 2, Section 1. The 
results are tabulated in Table 1. Following the guide of MIL-HDBK-17 
[27], a set of equations was developed to accept the strength and 
modulus values of the 45° load angle in lieu of the shear modulus and 
shear strength which were then calculated and reinserted into the MIL-
HDBK-17 equations. These equations then were solved to provide the 
modulus and strength values of the laminate at every five degree incre-
ment from the major warp axis. The equations and a computer program 
used to perform the calculations are presented in Appendix 3, Section 1. 
Results from the 12 ply tension and compression tests at 0°, 90° 
and 45° were input into the program to yield the strengths and moduli at 
every five degree increment from the warp direction for tension, com-
pression and shear. An input value of Poisson's ratio was required. A 
value of 0.17 was reported in Reference 28, for 13 ply laminates fabri-
cated from 181 style fabric with Epon 828/CL epoxy resin system, How-
ever, more recent data, [29], on 75DE181/Narmco 500 material, a material 
»>VJ 
Table 1. Facing Laminate Tension and Compression Properties 
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ident ica l to the 75DE181/BP919 material being invest igated, indicated 
Poisson's r a t i o should be 0.16, This value was used in the above calcu-
la t ions . 
Data points to the laminate compression t e s t s at 30° and 60° were 
obtained to check the computer output and compared with the output in 
Table 1. The resu l t s of the tension and compression 12 ply laminate t e s t s 
and computerized load angle analysis are presented in Figures 18 and 19. 
These are polar graphs indicat ing t e n s i l e , compressive and shear strengths 
and moduli at a l l or ienta t ions from the basic warp d i rec t ion . 
In order to compare the 12 ply laminate propert ies to those of the 
three ply face sheets , reductions in strength and modulus were required. 
Basical ly, such reductions are empirical; however, they are thought to 
be caused by such factors as that in a three ply laminate, a greater 
percentage of the p l ies are on the surface which contain micro-voids and 
damages and are not as e f f i c i en t as i n t e r i o r p l i e s . MIL-HDBK-17, [27], 
provides data for t ens i l e and compressive strength reductions from 12 ply 
to three ply laminates fabricated from 181 s ty le fabric and Scotchply 
1002 epoxy res in . The three ply compression values are 81 percent of 
the 12 ply values, 
Recently, cer ta in unpublished data on 75DE181/E293 epoxy laminates 
generated at Lockheed-Georgia, substant iated empirical reductions pro-
posed in Reference 30. These calculat ions provide the following reduc-
t ions of 12 ply laminates to three ply laminates: 
3 Ply Compressive Strength ~ 90% of 12 Ply 
3 Ply Tensile Strength = 91.4% of 12 Ply 
3 Ply Compressive Modulus = 96.9% of 12 Ply 
3 Ply Tensile Modulus = 93.1% of 12 Ply 
Figure i:it Laminate Strengths (12 Ply) 
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Figure 19. La/ninate Moduli (12 Ply) 
Using the above two referenced recommendations, the following 
criteria were followed for reducing 12 ply to three ply data: 
3 Ply Tensile and Compressive Strengths =-• 90% of 12 Ply 
3 Ply Tensile and Compressive Modulus - 95% of 12 Ply 
The input strength and modulus values were reduced by these 
amounts and input into the computer program. The resulting three ply 
tensile, compressive and shear strengths and moduli for all orientation 
angles are presented in Figures 20 and 21. These data represent the face 
sheet material properties. 
Laminate Quality, Control Tests 
Certain other data were developed to ascertain that the laminates 
being tested for tensile and compressive properties were of high quality 
and represented typical aircraft type laminates. To a certain degree, 
the tension and compression tests indicated the laminates were adequate; 
however, flexure tests and void volume calculations were needed to com-
plete the description of the laminate. 
The flexure test, although meaningless as a design property test, 
yields comparative data indicating the resin performance of the laminate. 
Low values of flexural strength (modulus of rupture) indicate a low 
interlaminar shear capability of the laminate caused by insufficient 
resin action, possibly caused by poor resin cure, poor resin formulation, 
old resin material or other fabrication problems. Void content indicates 
entrapped air which can be deleterious to the laminate performance. 
The flexural tests were performed on the 12 ply panels provided 
by American Cyanamid. Additional tests were also performed on two addi-








Figure 21, Laminate Moduli (3 Ply) 
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and on panels of similar material (75DE181/SP275A) provided by the 3M 
Company. The flexural strength (modulus of rupture) and flexural tangent 
modulus were calculated according to the small deflection analysis des-
cribed in ASTM D790-66: 
3(Load)(Span) 
Modulus of Rupture - TTTTTTTtn '". ',——To * 2 (Width) (Thickness)2 
. w i - , (Span)3(A Load) 
Tangent Modulus = -i-*—£—^-—•—J-4(Width)(Thickness)3(A Deflection) 
The t e s t data are presented in Appendix 2, Section 1, and the 
r e su l t s are tabulated in Table 2. The modulus of rupture values in-
dicate high overal l qual i ty of the panels used to develop the laminate 
tension and compression data. 
The laminates were tes ted for percent res in content by weight 
(371) and speci f ic gravity (1.95) and reported by the manufacturer. The 
cured BP919 resin speci f ic gravity value of 1.40 ±,02 was also reported 
by the manufacturer and used along with the known and well documented 
speci f ic gravity figure of 2.54 for E glass as reported by Owens 
Corning [31], These values were used to calculate the percent void 
volume according to the equation of Reference 23: 
% Void Volume = 100- . fv L a i r d n a t J 
% Res in jContent % Gi1as s> Content 
V J LResin vGlass 
where v i s the specif ic gravity and the percent res in content and percent 
glass content are measured by weight, 
The percent void volurve for the laminate was 0.1%, which indicates 
a very dense qual i ty laminate. 

























3.16 x 106 
3.48 x 106 
3.32 x 106 
Sandwich Quality Control Properties 
The sandwich quality control tests served two purposes. They 
provided a base to determine if the fabricated sandwich panels were 
sound; and they provided constituent properties needed in analysis of 
the edgewise compression results. The flatwise tension tests provided 
core tension properties or tensile adhesive bond properties, whichever 
was less; the flatwise compression tests provided core compression 
properties. Such data was required for a face wrinkling analysis of 
the edgewise compression test. The flexural shear test provided core 
shear properties needed in a shear stability analysis of the edgewise 
compression test. The flexural shear test also provided enough data to 
derive an effective stiffness of the sandwich structure, 
Flatwise Tensile Test Results 
Five specimens from panels of each cell size (1/8", 3/16" and 
1/4") were tested in flatwise tension. Test data are listed in Appen-
dix 2, Section 2. The results are presented in Figure 22 as a function 
of core density (related to core cell size) and flatwise tensile 
strengths* The lightweight, 3.7-pound-per-cubic-foot (1/8" cell) core 
failed in tension as a rupture of the core material. The other two 
heavier cores failed as adhesive bond failures of the core to'the face 
sheets. The lower results of the 6.8-pound-per-cubic-foot (3/16") core 
was evident when inspecting the bond failure. The fillet to the core 
was smaller and did not break as large amount of adhesive away from the 
face sheet as did the 8.0-pound-per-cubic-foot (1/4") core. Figure 23 
compares.the three failures. The test results indicate quality adhesive 
bonds, 
A=FUSTWISE TENSWN 
Figure 22. Sandwich Flatwise Strengths 
'/Q CBLL jy C S L L y 
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Figure 23. Sandwich Flatwise Tension Failures 
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Flatwise Compressive Test Results 
Five specimens from panels of each cell size were tested in 
flatwise compression. Because the cell edges were stabilized by the 
face sheets of the bonded sandwich, failure was expected to occur as 
a buckling of the cell walls. Such compression strengths would be 
higher than those obtained from tests on base core, but would be more 
realistic when used in a face wrinkling analysis. As expected, all 
failures were of the core walls buckling. The test data is presented 
in Appendix 2, Section 2, and the results presented in Figure 22. 
Flexural Shear Quality Control Test Results 
Five specimens at 0° load angles cut from panels of each cell 
size were tested in flexural shear to provide base data for quality con-
trol checks of panels to be used for edgewise compression specimens. 
The 1/8" and 3/16" core specimens failed in core shear stress; 
however, the 1/4" core specimens failed the upper face sheet in a lami-
nate compressive strength mode. The test data is presented in Appen-
dix 2, Section 2. The results are presented in Table 3. Also presented 
in Table 3 are the results of the 0° quality control flexure tests of 
samples from each panel used for edgewise compression tests. All the 
panels behave as expected with the exception of panel 158-13, a 1/4" core 
panel used for 0° load angle edgewise compression tests. The failure mode 
was a face sheet compressive strength failure as expected for 1/4" core; 
however, the face sheet stress values were slightly lower than expected. 
The flexural quality control test data are presented at the end of Appen-
dix 1, along with the quality control part riders that accompanied each 
panel through fabrication at American Cyanamid. 
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Sandwich Flexure Stiffness and Strength. Jesuits 
These tests provided an abundance of data available not only for 
calculating shear stress across the core and face sheet stress, but for 
also calculating effective stiffness and effective modulus of the three 
ply face sheets. 
Using a flexure analysis such as that presented in Appendix 4, the 
data used to develop the base comparative data for quality control purposes 
were also used to investigate the effective stiffness and effective modulus. 
Using the load and center deflection values obtained from the Instron 
recorded output, an experimental (EI) was calculated for the sandwich. 
Using the sliear deformation analysis, the shear deflection was calculated 
arid subtracted from thz measured center deflection, The corrected bend-
ing deflection was then used to recalculate the experimental (HI). This 
value was then divided by an (I) calculated from the sandwich configur-
ation. This resulting effective E is compared to the laminate three ply 
values acquired earlier in the testing in Table 4, 
Another comparison readily available from the flexure tests in-
volves the face sheet corn]-) res si ve strength calculated from the results 
of the 1/4" cell size flexure specimens which failed in a face sheet 
strength failure mode. Table 4 compares the calculated 0° face sheet 
compressive strength from the flexure test, and the reduced three ply 
0° laminate compression tests. Finally, an equivalent (EI) was calcu-
lated based on the methods of Reference 32 and Reference 33 and presented 
in Appendix 4. The calculations are also presented in the Appendix. 
The effective EI and experimental EI are compared in Table 5. 
Table 4. Comparison of Three Ply Laminate Properties 
(Compression) as Determined by Reduced 12 
Ply Laminate Tests and Sandwich Flexure 
Analysis 
Three Ply Reductions of 
12 Ply Laminate Tes t s 
Sandwich Flexure 
Tes t Resu l t s 
S t r eng th 
(p s i ) 
Modulus 
(ps i ) 
S t reng th 
(ps i ) 
Modulus 
(ps i ) 
57,700 3.35 x 10G 38,600 4.87 x W> 
Table 5. Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Stiffness 
of the Sandwich Flexural Shear Tests 
Sandwich Flexure Stiffness Results 
1/8 Ce l l 3/16 Ce l l 1/4 Cel 
(EI) ( l b - i n 2 ) 
Experimental 
34,500 38,300 40,400 
(EI) ( l b - i n 2 ) 
[ Ca lcu la t ed 
26,500 31,200 29,600 
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Edgewise Compression Tests 
At the initiation of the experimental investigation, certain 
ground rules were established concerning the design of the edgewise 
compression specimens and the anticipated failure modes. Typical air-
craft type construction was chosen which dictated core densities of 
from three pounds per cubic foot to eigl'it pounds per cubic foot. Three 
ply 75DE181 face sheets were chosen as typical lighweight non-metallic 
facings, 
General Buckling 
The edgewise compression specimen was designed as a short column 
precluding failure in a general instability or Euler buckling mode. 
Intracellular Buckling 
The maximum core cell size was limited to 1/4 inch as the largest 
typical cell size used in aircraft design for such lightweiglit structure. 
ITiis requirement should have precluded concern about the intracellular 
or dimpling type failure mode. According to Reference 18, an empirical 
approximation of the critical buckling stress of the facings spanning 
the voids between the cell walls is proportional to the square of the 
facing thickness divided by the cell diameter. 
The most critical condition for this empirical relation would be 
provided by the 1/4 cell diameter oriented at 45° to the ribbon/warp 
direction where the modulus would be the lowest. Using the equation 
out of Reference 18: 
- • 2(hm 
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Where E1 i s the effective e l a s t i c modulus of the facing material in the 
d i rec t ion of the loading which in th is case could be taken as the re-
duced three ply 45° compressive modulus of 1,64 x 106 p s i ; t f i s the 
face sheet thickness, which for tliree p l i e s can be approximated by 0.03 
inches; S is the diameter of the core ce l l which can be approximated by 
0.25 inch; and v i s the Poisson's r a t i o which l a t e r instrumented edge-
wise compression t e s t s at 45° yielded values approximating 0.6. This 
yie lds a c r i t i c a l facing s t r e s s of 73,800 ps i or 2,214 pounds/inch-
width/face which i s higher than any expected face s t r e s s that the face 
sheet can withstand p r io r to strength f a i l u r e . However, i t should be 
noted tha t t h i s s t r e s s i s within a factor of three or four of the 
expected ult imate s trength and possibly more accurate empirical methods 
should be developed for or thotropic face shee ts . 
Face Wrinkling 
According to Reference 14, face wrinkling can be predicted for 
two ply or three ply f iberglass faces using the theore t i ca l basis 
developed in References 4 and 9. These theore t i ca l developments are 
lengthy and complex; however, cer ta in sa l i en t points can be gleaned 
from the examination of the assumptions and conclusions. Namely, the 
face wrinkling phenomenon i s thought to be dependent upon an i n i t i a l 
waviness which i s a function of the core ce l l s ize and, in the case of 
f iberglass reinforced p l a s t i c face shee t s , the fabricat ion method. This 
occurs because during fabr ica t ion , pressure i s applied to laminate the 
face sheet upon the core, and the pressure i s reacted by the ends of 
the core ce l l wal ls . This causes the facing thickness to be less at 
these core ce l l wall locations and greater over the center of the ce l l s 
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even though the outside surface is relatively flat. Other assumptions 
in the theoretical developments concerned the directional relations of 
core properties. A K factor was presented that related the core clastic 
properties with the notation that this factor must be smaller than 0.5 
at which time the dirrension of the half wave length of the face wrinkles 
(L) may be taken equal to the cell size of the core. According to cal-
culations presented in Reference 14, this parameter, K, is small for 
honeycomb cores suitable for aircraft construction and is calculated 
equal to 0.05 for two pounds per cubic foot core. With these assumptions, 
the simplified equation presented in Reference 9 can be used. 
'cr- r2 ^ E f 
24 ECZX£ L 
12 L2A£ 
1 +xirIf E f t c t f
3 
I +/2 E c z L KQ 
7T t c 
Where tf = face thickness 
tc = core thickness 
Xf - unity minus the product of the two Poisson's ratios of the 
facing material associated with the axes aligned with the 
edges of the specimen 
E c z = modulus of elasticity of the core parallel to the cell axis 
L s half wave length of facing wrinkles, here equal to cell size 
E£ = facing modulus and taken by Nordby [14] to be the facing 
modulus parallel to the test axis 
K0 ~ ratio of the facing wave amplitude to half wave length at no 
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load ( i n i t i a l waviness) 
T = t ens i l e s trength of core (or bond) in di rect ion perpendicular 
to the facings 
Since face wrinkles are free to move in or out, perpendicular to 
the faces, depending on the reaction of least r e s i s t ance , the factor T 
should actual ly be the leas t absolute strength value of the flatwise 
compression and flatwise tension resu l t s where the flatwise tension 
t e s t s w i l l already determine the leas t s trength value between the core 
t ens i l e s trength and the adhesive bond s t rength . 
All the p r io r t e s t i ng has determined a l l the needed values for 
the face wrinkling equations except the value of KQ. Visual ly, no d is -
cernible external i n i t i a l waviness i s present ; however, a f te r flatwise 
tension t e s t s , inspection of the in te rna l surface of the face sheets 
allowed estimates of the amplitude of the facing wave to be approxi-
mately one ply thick, or 0.01 inch for the 3/16 core; approximately one 
and one-half p l i e s th ick , or 0.015 for the the 1/4 core; and undiscemible 
for the 1/8 core. This would provide the following K factors (assum-
ing a l inear amplitude re la t ionship for calcula t ing the 1/8 core va lue) : 
1/8 core KQ = .04 
3/16 core K0 = .053 
1/4 core K0 = .06 
For each type core, a l l the face wrinkling parameters are con-
s tan t at any load angle except Poisson's r a t i o and modulus of e l a s t i c i t y 
of the facing mater ia l . Calculations were performed using the computer 
program in Appendix 3, Section 2, to predict the face wrinkling at 0°, 
30°, 45°, 60° and 90° using the three ply compression modulus values 
and Poisson's ratios later obtained in the instrumented edgewise com-
pression tests. The results are presented in Table 6, Interestingly, 
the face wrinkling stress for any particular case remains almost constant 
for varying load angles. As the modulus decreases as the load angle 
changes, the Poisson's ratio increases holding the stress relatively 
constant. These face wrinkling stresses were within the range of the 
0° load angle edgewise compression samples prior to a face sheet 
strength failure. The off angle specimens were not expected to carry 
such high load levels prior to failure. 
Shejr^j^^ing 
The other possible stability failure is the shear crimping mode. 
According to Reference 9 (the use of which is recommended by Reference 
14), the shear crimping stress is proportional to the core shear 
modulus values at the load orientation, and independent of the face 
sheet properties. The stress is calculated by the equation: 
acr = (.5) -~~ Gcxz 
tf 
Where tc is the C07;e thickness, 
t£ is the facing thickness, 
and Gocz is the core shear modulus in the plane parallel to the load 
angle (x), and normal to the face sheets (z). 
Since the face sheets were nominally 0,03 inches thick and the core 
Table 6. Face Wrinkling Stress Determined by 
Cell Size and Lead Angle 
Core Cell Size Load Angle Face Wrinkling Stress 
(lb. /in.- width/face) 
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nominally 0.5 inch thick, the equation becomes: 
acr =8.33 Gcxz 
Reference 34 provides values for Gcxz where x = 0° and 90°. These 
values are tabulated in Table 7 along with the calculated shear stability 
stresses. The 90° modulus should be the lowest obtainable value for any 
core and the 1/8 inch core, because it is the lowest in density, should 
provide the lowest value of the three cores. The results in Table 7 
indicate no shear crimping should occur even for the 1/8 inch, 90° 
specimens. However, this was not the case. Shear crimping failures 
occurred on some of the 1/8 inch cell 90° specimens. Sufficient speci-
mens failed in this mode to allow a statistical average to be computed. 
The statistical averages will be explained in the next section. How-
ever, a statistical average value of 691 pounds/inch-width/face was 
recorded for 1/8 inch cell, 90° load angle edgewise compression speci-
mens that failed in a core shear crimping instability mode. Identical 
specimens that exhibited compressive face sheet strength failure re-
corded a statistical average value of 747 pounds/inch-width face. The 
test data and statistical reduction calculations are combined with 
those of the strength tests discussed in the next section. The test 
data appears in Appendix 2, Section 3. Figure 24 shows the two types 
of failure modes for the 90°, 1/8 inch cell specimens. Better measure-
ments of core shear modulus at varying angles to the ribbon direction 
and improved shear instability analyses are definitely needed. 
Photoelastic Investigation 
Initially, one sample from each type core and each load angle was 
Table 7. Shear Crimping Failure Strength Prediction 








































Figure 24. Sandwich Edgewise Compression Failures 
of 90° Oriented, 1/8 Cell Specimens 
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tested in edgewise compression to ascertain expected failure modes and 
strength levels. 'Hie results indicated all the load angle/core size 
combination would result in face sheet compressive strength failure. 
No visual stability responses were observed. A method was desired to 
verify tliese conclusions. This problem and several other problems were 
solved with the use of a photoelastic coating on selected edgewise com-
pression specimens. Not only were the visual clues to any instability 
action "magnified," but also the loading pattern across the face sheet 
and the effect of core size and density on the loading response were 
evident. Zero degree and 45° specimens of 1/8, 3/16 and 1/4 inch core 
size were coated and investigated under the action of polarized light, 
Pictures were taken at increments of the expected ultimate load and 
viev/ed in sequence to demonstrate the loading pattern. Several conclusions 
were drawn. Spanning over the voids of the 45° large (1/4") cell core 
specimens, a strain differential of greater than one fringe value ex-
isted for the highly loaded condition. This could indicate an incipient 
intracellular buckling phenomena. The 0° medium (3/16) cell core speci-
mens exhibited strain patterns constant across the width, but varying 
in ripples down the length in conjunction with the cell size which 
could indicate incipient face wrinkling. The small (1/3) lightweight 
core reacted to the loading in a method reminiscent of a homogeneous, 
soft, foam-like core. Tliese observations were made in addition to the 
recognition that the specimen is very susceptible to misalignment and 
uneven loading. Techniques were developed during these investigations 
to align the specimen properly, using the spherical seat, 
EDGEWISE CCMPRESSION PHOTOELASTIC PHOTOGRAPHS (*—-Load 
Direction 
Axial Compression Load Applied 0° to Warp/Ribbon Direction 
(75°0 < 7 u l t i m a t e (50*) a u l t i T n a t e (251) a u l t i m t e t°%5 Ultimate 
EDGEWISE COMPRESSION PHOTOELASTIC PHOTOGRAPHS (•>•• Loadt <) 
Direction 
Axial Compression Load Applied 45° to Warp/Ribbon Direction 
(75$) aultimate (50%) ̂ ultimate (25$) aultimate (0%) cJultimate 
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E?S e w^ s c Compression Strength and Modulus Tests 
Since the stability failures were not likely to occur, informa-
tion was desired as to the use of the edgewise compression specimen as 
a test device for determining the strength and stiffness properties of 
the thin three ply face sheets at all load angles. The strength levels 
and load introduction responses obtained indicated that the 3/16 cell 
specimens were optimum specimens for developing such data. Two samples 
from each load angle of this cell size were instrumented with three-arm 
rectangular strain gage rosettes, one on each face of the specimen on the 
intersection of the center lines. The specimens were loaded normally 
except the load was held during strain gage readings. A normal reading 
of the six arms required approximately one and one-half minutes. During 
this time the off angle loaded specimens had a tendency to creep at 
higher load ranges. This reduced the ultimate load capacity of the 
specimens and lower ultimate stress values were achieved for the strain 
gaged specimens. The strain gage raw data was input into a computer 
program written to accept the indicator readings from each arm, sort and 
collect the arms that belong to each rosette and calculate the principal 
strains, the angle of principal strain from the axis of the specimen, 
the Poisson's ratio at the load reading, the stress value, and the 
secant modulus at the load reading. The computer program is listed in 
Appendix 3, Section 3, and the reduced data appears in Appendix 2, Sec-
tion 4. The results appear in Figures 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29. Pre-
sented are the axial and transverse stress strain curves of the face 
sheets for each load angle, The axial strains of the five load angles 
are compared in Figure 30. The increased stiffness recorded on the 
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edgewise compression tests over those of laminate tests probably 
resulted from effects of the core. 
All the remaining samples were tested for strength properties 
only. Failure mode was recorded for every test. An improper failure 
mode, such as end crushing in the clamps, negated the use of that sample 
in the statistical average. 
A statistical sampling was accomplished to attempt to normalize 
the data for comparative purposes. Some type specimens varied very 
little in ultimate strength, no matter how they were mishandled, others 
were extremely sensitive to testing procedure. Also, more specimens 
were available for certain type tests than for others. In order to com-
pare the data then, a "B" allowable was determined which takes into ac-
count sample size and test scatter. 
A "B" allowable is defined by Reference 35 as "the mechanical 
property value . . . above which at least 90 percent of the population 
of values is expected to fall, with a confidence of 95 percent." Such 
a value is calculated as follows: 
"B" allowable value = X - Ks 
Where X is the average ultimate test value; K is one-sided tolerance 
limit factor for normal distribution for the 95 percent confidence and 
90 percent probability level; S is the standard deviation: 
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X- - individual test value 
n = number of test points 
The K values were obtained from Reference 36 for values of n from 5 to 50. 
The computer program is listed in Appendix 3, Section 4 and the 
output data in Appendix 2, Section 3, 
The strength results for all the load angles and the three core 
sizes are presented in Table 8. Table 9 compares the optimum sandwich 
(3/16M) compression strength and stiffness for the three ply face sheets 
to those calculated for three ply laminates from the 12 ply laminate 
tests. Figure 31 shows the compressive strength and modulus values of the 
3/16 cell edgewise compression tests for all load angles. Figures 32 and 
33 compare the three ply results presented in Table 9 and calculated using 
the computer program of Appendix 3, Section 1. 






































































*Shear Instability Failure for 1/8 Core 






3 Ply Reductions of 
12 Ply Laminate Tests 
(#/in.-width/3 Ply Laminate) 
3 Ply Face Sheets of 
3/16 Core Edgewise Compression 
(#/ in.-width/3 Ply Face) 
Strength Modulus Strength Modulus 
0° 1730 101,000 1230 135,000 
30° 660 66,000 608 71,000 
45° 580 59,000 568 62,000 
60° 650 64,000 601 67,000 




Figure 31, Edgewise Compression Results (3/16 Cell Size) 
Figure 32. Comparison of 3 Ply Strength Results 
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An orderly plan of study was conducted to investigate the response 
of orthotropic, fiberglass-faced, honeycomb core, sandwich structure 
loaded at various angles to the material axes of typical short column, 
lightweight, aircraft type, edgewise compression test specimens. 
The mechanical properties of the fiberglass reinforced plastic 
laminate face sheet material (epoxy adhesive prepreg) have been deter-
mined and reduced to equivalent face sheet type thin gage material 
properties. The test laminates were of high overall quality. The 
lamnate test results indicate the adhesive prep re gs have lower mechan-
ical properties than those of conventional high strength epoxy/fiber-
glass laminates. 
The adhesive prepreg one step bonding fabrication technique yields 
high quality bonded sandwich panels as determined by the flatwise tensile 
test results. The flexural shear tests verify this conclusion by provid-
ing a face sheet failure rather than an adhesive shear failure when per-
formed on panels constructed of high shear strength core. 
Edgewise compression tests were performed on specimens of three 
core sizes (1/8, 3/16 and 1/4 inch) at five load angles 0°, 30°, 45°, 
60° and 90°). Although expected, face wrinkling and face dimpling 
(intracellular buckling) failure modes did not appear during edgewise 
compression tests. Although not expected, shear crimping did occur on 
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some of the 90° load angle, 1/8 inch cell size tests* Face sheet com-
pressive strength failure occurred on all of the remainder of the edge-
wise compression tests, including the remaining 90° load angle, 1/8 inch 
cell size specimens. 
A photoelas tic investigation indicated that for certain specimens, 
face wrinkling was incipient as was face dimpling of other selected 
specimens. This investigation also demonstrated the importance of 
aligning an edgewise compression specimen with a spherical seat normal 
to the loading to prevent uneven load distribution. 
Strain gage instrumented specimens provided face sheet modulus 
and Poisson's ratio values. The modulus values were higher than expected 
for the face sheet material and probably represent a stiffening effect 
of the core. 
Strength tests indicate the 3/16 inch core as the optimum size core 
to distribute the load evenly yet not influence the face sheet response, 
The shape of the curves presented in the polar coordinate graphs show 
that if the load angle is off two or three degrees near the zero or 
ninety axes, significant strength or modulus reductions occur. There-
fore, small errors are amplified when testing in this region. Test 
scatter was extremely high for all 0° and 90° specimens, indicating the 
sensitivity of the specimens to test technique. Test scatter was 
relatively low for the 30°, 45° and 60° specimens, indicating these 
specimens were very forgiving. The most difficult test to perform was 
the 90° tests. The specimens failed quite often at the clamps. The 
core is so flexible in a 90° orientation that the potting compound acted 
like the tangs of a tensile specimen and stiffened the face sheets too 
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abruptly, causing a stress concentration and failure at the edge of tlie 
core/potting compound interface. 
Inspection of some of the end crushing failures show that it is 
important to square off the face sheets and extend them all the way to 
the loading block. Any loading transferred from only potting compound 
to the face sheets resulted in end failures within the end clamps. 
The edgewise compression test provides an excellent means to test 
off angle, thin gage, fiberglass-reinforced plastic laminates for 
strength values. The same test may be used forO° and 90° orientations; 
however, extreme care must be taken in test procedures. Modulus values, 
if obtained, would have to be reduced to delete the effect of the core. 
This reduction would be a function of tlie core density and most likely 





The edgewise compression test should be used in conjunction 
with a spherical seating apparatus to provide a means to test thin 
gage fiberglass-reinforced plastic laminates at all load angles for 
ultimate strength values. A 3/16 inch cell size core should be used, 
Adhesive prepregs produce a high quality, tough, lightweight, 
aircraft type sandwich structure and should be considered for general 
service in the airfranis industry, 
Further Studies 
Tests on thin gage laminates are needed to compare the theoreti-
cally developed reductions of strength and stiffness due to reductions 
in laminate thickness. 
Accurate determinations of Poisson's ratios at various load 
angles on fiberglass laminates are needed, 
Means for measuring the initial waviness of the interior surface 
of the face sheets of single stage layup fiberglass-faced sandwich 
structure should be developed. With the more accurate measurements, 
the face wrinkling analysis should be reinvestigated and more extensive 
tests conducted to substantiate such analysis. Specimens should be 
redesigned to preclude strength failure and promote face wrinkling. 
The intracellular analysis should be placed on a firmer 
theoretical basis and confirmed with tests on larger core sizes and 
thinner face sheets. 
Development and extension of the photoelastic teclmique should 
be pursued. This teclmique can be a powerful tool as a quality control 
device, qualitative analysis aid, and quantitative measuring instrument. 
The shear crimping analysis [9] should be discarded for this case, 
and a realistic rationale substituted. The assumption in [14] that [9] 
presents an acceptable means for predicting shear crimping failure for 
FRP faced sandwich structure should be examined in more detail. Addi-
tional tests should be conducted to verify the existence of such failure 
as discovered in this series of tests, 
Improved end clamps along the lines of the ASTM slotted rods 
should be thoroughly investigated to possibly preclude the end clamp 
failures obtained here. Means such as the FPL Marten's mirror conpresso-
meters should also be investigated to provide an easy method to verify 




QUALITY CONTROL DATA 
Section 1: Panel Process Data 
The following "part riders" accompanied each sandwich panel 
through the processing operations at the manufacturer, American Cyana-
mid Company, Bloomingdale Department, Havre de Grace, Maryland. Each 
"rider" lists the panel by an identification number. The following list 
identifies the panel and describes which tests were performed using that 
panel. 
Panel Number Core Cell 
Size 
Type Test Load Angle 
BP 919-158-2 1/8 Edgewise Compression 0° 
BP 919-158-5 1/4 Edgewise Compression 30° 
BP 919-148-6 1/4 Flatwise Compression, 
Flatwise Tension, 
Flexural Shear 
BP 919-158-7 1/4 E dgew i s e C ompre s s i on 90° 
BP 919-158-9 1/4 Edgewise Compression 45° 
BP 919-158-12 1/4 Edgewise Compression 60° 
BP 919-158-13 1/4 Edgewise Compression 0° 
BP 919-158-15 1/8 Edgewise Compression 90° 
BP 919-158-16 1/8 Flatwise Compression, 
Flatwise Tension, 
Flexural Shear 
BP 919-158-17 1/8 Edgewise Compression 45° 
BP 919-158-18 1/8 Edgewise Compression 60° 
BP 919-158-20 1/8 Edgewise Compression 30° 
BP 919-113-3 3/16 Edgewise Compression 45° 
BP 919-113-4 3/16 Edgewise Compression 60° 
BP 919-113-7 3/16 Edgewise Compression 30° 
BP 919-113-8 3/16 Edgewise Compression 90° 
BP 919-113-9 3/16 Edgewise Compression 0° 
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i | 1 1 
1 1 
1 I i i.l ! 




V • i i i , -H+ 
i T ! 
""10 1 — - - '--- 1 ' ' i ! 
"•DO i l J\"\ ] i i 1 
\ ! I 1 - j i i_M 1 i i i I'M ^-'m- > x 1 1 ! ; - _! v\ i n 
180 TV i 1 1 1 \ i ! i i j 
170 j i ! / ~TJ- ~VV "\ X . ! ~n r\ IT! 
1 M i • 1 / i ! I 1 \ V i 
ISO 1 ! 1 V i | i • i i i T T T 
140 U_i ! / / i i 1 | i l 1 i
 v 




! ' / J\ : j i i 1 i r~ (H I i i i i 1 ' 
/ 1 i 1 i 1 i ~v_ 1 u , y " \~r | i i • i i 1 1 I | 1 1 1 i 1 Nl 1 ' ' i 
100 L 
90 
a.- ! I -—] r ^
-
i i ] i i ] i n i \ i ! i 1 
/ i l l ! ! i i 1 | i 1 | | i i 1 s : | ! N J ! ! , 
SO 
70 
: / 1 i I I 
i i •• i -
i i i i 
l i i i 
i 
i i | |X ! 1 1 
/ ! i ! 1 1 1 ! i i 1 1 1 i 1 "̂—/ r ' 1 
i i i i 1 1 1 ! 1 l 1 N i 
i /^AT/VPNTP.N
- :A^AVT^ -^~y^r/ \ A 7 / ? ^ ^ 'T" ' 
v , . ^ • J. J - - --J. i 
m :< - H 
M ' fT ' 
• T I M E 
M 
j \ / \ / \ ~ A . A A A /^-7JS—A-^-7^. A A A " ^ ^ p ^ A A - A ^ ^ ^ A A / -
slflM/.TIIDP v V i ( / / • ' lllS< •'/'-' 
7 
DATE / / - ^ 7 - 7 
103 
• T O . 
..' 5A..DV/1CM DATA 5MEET. 
FROM 




_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 
PJeosc toaincte _ F . o .: nq _ _ _ _ - - pen-Is on- re;or! _ / . 
.• • . ( y 4 
&- rcsvlr. fc 










A , 00 A" 505 2 N ,50~ THI C K 
3-PLIES PREPREG 
_v. ._ rn„ TEELON _ 
YAFoZ > 5C-z*«s£; X _ _ 
. " . ' . _ _ r _ _ < . : . 
r.e> /C_r P ê y i r j _ PC _ • : $ : . s. 
20 WLL @- __L__L_____ 
. - - 51 _ _ /y'xz-O" I/SAP-P 2-° 
COtf- Zitsof/ 2>/?^<rr/o/J ___:___ 
*v"FfLL " Ff\cr. si__. ._.-•.• _r . ' . . 
Pressure: 
Kcot-'Jr ^ ; ' : 
C i i r c l . c -
Ccolinq . ! _ 
Vac VENT TO ATMOSPHER'E Ar?!. /.?' R.T. 
Air _L _ _ P i _ _ Apply Ar ___fLI-
R.T. TO 2 5 0 E IN 50 MIN. 
________HOLD AT 2 5 0 E 
• 2 HRS. TO I 2 5 E 
_nov. p.css,. .r END_Q.F_C_00.L_DQ. W_N. 
POST CURE: Tir-.e (Mrs.) _ . _ _ £ ; . 
TcnP . ( . . ) -
REMARKS: 
P A N E L i i iAT; . ' ._TS TI;:- ABOVE O B J E C T I V E S is !._.'._•_ _ n 
H'.o-_ By _. 
.___!_____________ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ On ._ _ _ _ : _ ? _ _ . _ _ 
104 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
«.. BL.OOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
BATCH NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 
LAMINATE NO: Q f - V /'/'" / ^~ C 
SIZE: i9'7y lo" *0 >•*-•*?? 
NO. PLIES: _,> -v, p_ 
<?s:nr PROJECT NO. 
CUSTOMER J>Jl>±L^:-2-




RT - -;.S(';r ,»-. 
3 - I P C T * . 





/ c - ^ 







I 0^ C 
10 V3 
/ / / o 
//<*£ 
Temp. Stations 
I^± ^ ' A S O V 
AUTOCLAVED-
s P I T A.?,/? 
?! 5 no 
no 
If! 
/S - i 
5GC 












6 c ,<? 
Steam 
Pressure 
fc p.) 6 
Air 
Pressure 






/ / . - ^ 
US 
HS-831. »!». «/24/J< 
v.. 
AMERICAN Oi«rUM!D COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
^TJ fiP<?/9-/jrt-c 
'ANEL NO. PROJECT NO. 
360 1 \ 1 ! I | I l I 
350 ! i i 1 i 1 1 





1 1 i i i 1 | 1 | 
I 
i 1 




2 s d 
270 
260 
:• i M i ! i | !• i 




| | 1 ! i 1 1 i i i 1 i I I i i ! 
M7u I | i i 1 i 1 
1 i ' ' i 1 i. 1 1 i 1 I i 1 i 
^ - 5 0 i I 1 ~ T T i n j 
1 ! i ' i 
' • ' 1 
^ 240 _, ^ ! ,1 /I r ! [ \ i I ' i ! I j 1 ' i l | X 
5 2 30 ; : / ! 
• | f , K i — ' ^n~r 1 i ?0 
> 220 - L U - '-/ I ' i i \ I j I 1 M i I I ! I l 
c"- 210 I_J_ Y 1 ! ! 1 \ I I 1 ! | i ! i | 73 
m 200 i h/ 1 ! j ! i \ 1 i 1 i i ! • 1 i i i I ! •n 190 i i i i' i i 1 1 | \ i i 1 | i l l i 1 i 
ISO T 1 i / I 1 | h • I i- | | 
i i | I i 1 | 
. 170 ! i i /i [ i 1 j i i \ i 1 
1 i i ; i s i i 
160 : 1 ! ! 1 1 | 1 \ j T— M i l l 1 
1F0 
; r 
i f\ i i 
i 
i I i ; \ i 1 1 I i 1 1 i i i ! 
UO V i ' ' ! ! V x 
1-
1 ! i rz 1 • 130 
120 
; _[_/! i ! ! | | l 1 i \ 1 ' ' 1 i 1 i 
i \~TT~ i I H~n~ I 1 . ' \ | 1 | i r I T i 
110 I i .• [ i • 1 .! i 1 : i i i 1 l \ 1 i i l i i 




V | 1 i i 1 ' 1 ! I | 1 ! I i , I i i ' i i | 
' 1 1 I i ! i i i i i 
i 
1 ! | • i i ' • i 1 ' i i 
y ; ; 1 1 i M ! 1 i 1 1 1 1 ! i 1 1 i r 1 1 - ! i i 1 i i i ! !• 
/y A " / V / \ ^ / \ / S " ' Vy-jS A A ^ A A ' ' N / 
• -J • 1 • \i'A"H 1 
V A A /jS A / 
'! TTT'' 
^ S\ / j \ / \ /Ti , 
I I I 
«, / ^ • ^ / ^ / • ^ / K ^ ^ ^ / y ^ • % 
m ^ „ H 
TIME M SIGNATURE ±±s. 
DATE _ / / - y - ^ - V 
106 
.*-:••/• -'• -•• • :' . .. : " , . ' 5ANDV/1CH DATA 5H£:CT. .. ' : .. ; " ~ ' r ' . " ""7 ~J 
• • • • . • ' • ' ' • * • . ' • • ' " " • • ' • ' " ' " " " ' " • ! • • " • " " " - " : ' . " • " " " " ' • • " " • • ' ' . . " > r : " : : " ' " ' • - ; • • • • - { 
1 0 L _ • 1 !_FR0M ' • • HATF 1? ' t V ^ V ' 7 - 7 
\ ^ 'rpose Tor malm- t»,e pone! J ^ _ _ _ S T M 2-2' 5 0 6 ; " '_J_ • 
Please Ici-mafe r!ic following t r rm-S^^ paacrls ami ro;or: •• . TV 'P'C- A C 
tlis rcsuTfs to: . L_ 
•HAT ERIAL . '~z A t//q- / rs 
• • 
r " 
^ CO €£. CLCf./f/'/^ 
. - _ / • • • . 
._# 
• 
- T O O L COVER 
. . M Y L A R 
L/ 
f r - ^ 
S{. : ..... 
i>PHF 
..,;_ J... / ^ r^ -r * 
VAFeZ '2>5C-z<-«Si 
. " . . . . . - - . JD.TXJL*..: 
• • l€cr^;c Fieri T E F L O N y 
-
" « 
ci ". , • 




f S S 
-
\J4 
3- PLIES PREPREG *F 
C0?£ , 0 0 4 ! 5 0 5 2 N .50~THICH 
• * - F l L L 
RE Afp'v A'" 
- Ap?!r At 
"50 M!N. 
~2 5 0 ° F " 
n; . 3 - P L I E S P R E P R E G ir-> £iS€ctf 7>/?^cr, 
"Fncz Si^5. 
_ FLlL_ 
'OfJ . _ . 
r^.c-f-i-r • . , r r-v 
'"a 'tff-SL. r/t - T E F L O N 
— ^77•.-"/,:" Cfi •-' i •••/*.•.,:?: 72 50 ' 





Ccofin^ F\cto . 
Rernov; Press 
POST CURE: 
Vac V E N T TO 







6 0 M I N L 
_2_5_Q!F 
NIHIL 
T O i ; 
" IN 
A T " " 
-
: 
• 2 H~Rs7 
o 
> 5 F 
_ . . - -
, j reaf END OF COOL DOWN 
Ti«cOi,s.)NQ_N_E 
Teop. (*F.) 
. : , . . . 
" • -
- - - - • • - " . • - ' 
j Oil'J 
, . .. 
' • • • ' 
... ._ 
------
• • - • • • ; . 
mnni :L m •MM[UTS Til EL Ar.O'.T O'ijfCTIVES IS NU 
'"• V.3*-. BY ... "V •J^-'-r-
— - — 
"~^-f/r 
^ ' v. -;; : ^ " 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
<.BLOOM:NGDALF. DEPARTMENT 




lM 'L -7 
BATCH NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 
LAMINATE NoT^ < r ^ i ' W lo <?- 7 DATE 
SIZE: ^ " x O o " * 
NO. PLIES: * T c „ — "3 ~B J T { a l-*. 
TYPE: ;>C- • VAC.D PRESS D AUTOCLAVES 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: " ? T - — ^ ^o"->"»-' 'i «o '7,-. o-,'. N: , C i- «>i"-^ V ^ O . J L (7 ^ .5 f'o a K' 
^ A / ^ V . 75 <Jc.-/ To MrJ*/'. f.-Ki-t- c . /r. C\-,-. I 7 ) ^ ,-J 
{__ T emp. Stations 














'£• ^ ^ / / ^
; +/c-t- / / *<-/cf f- -?Vv 
?;/<> / ^ 
t^OT. /( o-/uFh Z>:J yi. - \ 
. </;/.^ /o'r 
//cd c < "7^' i J'1/''''1' fit* 
?:?o K-?
s if C^ / 1 " • / * / > • £t/y-> v v! \ V? 
u, 
" ; M 8 <4 c/-c 
if-Ct' / c 
"''At? .TlfJ^ 
O ^ ' \ 
L V 7 ^ 
Ui' '£?<!* s/.L-O / • 1 C't-: &4f^ 
l.'M 2Zf t /c- i - /< 6 U . 5 ^ J / ; * - ) 
f-'df ~*'J Vcr- " ' Ci* r - ^ J 
XS // i"~ij 
I T - T ra_ <J 1 -
, ^ , , , : 
Ac' (•};>*• h<->'*~ 
ur ^ v , ' / T , T > £-.^> 
A>.\/<T v_ v, ,\ a 
5 
M.o Cn. oo^<. 
9 ft K. Y* (!c-./ 
To \*>'t. 
N G - S J L » r v . e ' 2 4 / « j , V 
. ^ - v_ \. v. ^ > 
o 
- 7 , 0 - <lv<\- 1*5 9 - 1 
AMERICAN C MMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
IIAVRF DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
/ / n h C l,\i t. I A <" \~_ 9<~- « r r 
PANEL NO. PROJECT NO, 
360 
1 
1 1 1 1 ! ! 1 
350 1 ! j 1 
340 1 1 1 1 j 1 
3 30 
1 
' • 1 1 
320 1 | 1 1 ! | 1 
310 1 1 1 




290 i 1 l ! 1 1 1 1 1 I |" 1 | 1 
280 .1 \ 1 1 ! 1 
270 i 1 i ! i 1 zT- 1 260 I i \ 1 1 MI 1 I i 
250 1 i 
1 
1 I i i j ! 
240 1 / i 1 ^ N ^ 1 ! 1 ! i i 1 i i M i 
210 
1 1 V\ 1 1 1 | \ ^ 1 j MM ! ! - I I ' 
220 1 i 1 1 A ' i 1 _ 1 J Z N . 1 1 | 1 | M i . 
210 i i ! I M ! M ! 1 1 ! 1 „ i 1 i M M M 
200 — ! I I I f / i 1 1 ! 
! 1 1 M L _ i \ i 1 1
 ; ' 
1 1 1 < 1 1 
190 I 1 / M i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1 






i ! ! ! 1 / 1 1 I i 1 j 1 : 1 ! 
! ! 1 I M 1 !. i i 1 | : 1 i 1 H M M 
jrvru 
i 1 ! V 
i 1 1 1 1 ( | | ' ! MjM^ I 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 i ! 1 1 1 ' i 1 1 1 1 ! • 
I I / ; ' 1 
; 1 
1 MM 1 1 I i ! 1 M i > J i 1 | i 
120 1 / 1 1 1 ! i i j ! t 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 11 M k l i 1 i 
1 10 ~r J-U ! ! 1 | 1 1 i ! 1 1 I I 1 1 ! h ! ! 1 i. 
-1 
1 
100 1 / i 1 1 1 ! ! i 1 i__L 1 1 1 | i 1 1 M l i i 
90 t/i i ! 1 1 1 | i 1 1 1 1 1 1 I i rp 1 i 
SO / i 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 i I 1 1 1 i M i 1 ! ! 
70 / ; j" 1 M ! ! M ! ! i i I i ! 1 1 1 | 1.1 f " T rM 
Vr, 








? ' r ' i - / > ' V ? \ / N A A ' A / \ , v\ / X / rs / j \ /% /»» / 1 ' t\ y [' M 
A <̂ . / ^ / ^ / N / ^ / N / N / ^ O •% 
M i l ! 
m i= ~ H 
TIME SIGNATURE 
DATE 
,(•<-; • t / 
109 
70. 
• " • J i * " 
' ' .SANDWICH DATA 5MEET. 
FROM 
>.... ..PROJECT NO. __3t)_ir!J _ 
DATE 
( ^ . tfrpose for nollns l?.e poncf S T M 2 -2 ~ 5 0 5 ; 
.1 
-I 
/ • r •<"*' .^ 7 •. •; 
PJcose laminate t!ic follov. ing-c.^-cTjh-Tir f onefs onJ report 
tJ>e r t suhs to: _ J • L_ ' 
•MATERIAL:. 
. TY££ A.C 
T ^ - 9 i s - / sr ? 
• - T O O L C O V E R 
; . . M Y L A R 






,00 4" 505 2 N .50" THICK 1 
. 3-PLIES PREPREG 
• . 
.". ' ' . ' * V ^ <-;<L - r / i , , T E E L O N 
COZCE. Ctefxrtn/£ . . / # < ? r ^ r s 
K / t p^£ > 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ; * X 
'.. : . jp_rv /> t< . . : . : 
'•'...€ 0/££ P£Yl"Jf-> P€OCF_$_5_, 
•Sl-2.t r . ,'9 * -? V/f;P-P 2 
CP/?l- £l££or/ 7>/?rcr/o/J . L-U 
. " F I L L * ^ c ? SIP?. ^c-,w.oir <̂< 
^77-"v.: r / - , /?,,;?; 2 5 0 
pfessurC: vcc \ ^ N j r j ^ ^ A l M ^ _ S _ £ h X P v E Apply At ^_ELT^ 
AT 2 5 BS_T . Apply At _ R J L 
Hcor-Ur Rate " ; R ' . T . " " T Q " 2 5 0°"F . I N "50 M I N . ' 
c U lime 6 0 M IN , HOLD AT 2 5 0 ° F 
Ccof;n3 Ret, H_L"i_H RSilO_L2^F _ J 1 _ 
R«move Preside of I K Q _ 0 _ F _ C _ 0 0 L__D_ 0 W . N . 




PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: 27-y/f~-y.p?^:f 
_ui_.' onJ'^s£^££. 
AMERICAN CYAN'AMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 




LAMINATE NO: V? ~9sf-<S?-f 
SIZE: 
NO. PLIES: Z r~c« £,*? 
TYPE: VAC.n 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: 
CURING CYCLE DATA 
PRESS • 
PROJECT NO. _ 5 L < ^ 2 i Z _ 
CUSTOMER . 
DATE . . . 
AUTOCLAVES 
Temp. Stations 
Gauge Vac. Steam I Air 
Time 1 2 3 4 Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure Remarks 
ft ?!> 7 A / fSf 
JC 97 " 
15 1/7 " 
93c %3 >S py,-
3S IVf " 
Wc '<3 * 
,i 
</i /if ^ 25 FSf 
£c la •/ 
55 %J? // 
/£" m ;s p*r 
. si %Sc ±_ ts 
- —//, k / ^ ^ * -s>7sr ... £ £&•> l/f/SJ is^i. 
//OS' 




H 6 - B 3 L Kit. 8 / 2 4 / S 4 
u 
Bf'?/r-/.$?- 9 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOM1NGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
/L (/ ; <" r/.//;••<' ?S -JV 
^ANEL NO. PROJECT NO. 
360 1 I I 1 
350 ' 1 1 j 
340 1 i 
3 30 1 1 ~~\~| j 
320 1 1 1 
310 | i 
300 1 1 1 i ! 
290 1 1 1 1 1 i 





2 * 2 50 M H _ _ J _ 
m 
^ 240 \ | 1 i ! 
m ; '230 X ! ' 1 I : i 
^ u - o 
5 2 l ° 
J \ N 1 I 1 i 1 i 
/ 1 1 n \ c ^ c o o — / i ^] \ 1 ! ! i 
TI 190 \ 1 ! i I 
' ^ ' l B O 
1 / s n i i ! 
. L70 I tL 
' ^ hSO !. i j 1 
140 
1 i / I [_L_L_LJ 
\J I 1 1 r 1 ] • 
' ' M 3 0 \f ! 1 120 / 1 1 1 1 
' " l l O ' / ! 1 i "I 
100 / ! ! 1 
' ^ 9 0 / / ! 





1 I 1 1 I" ! 
/ 
i, 
\ A / 
A ^ 





V 7 *N / K/ *\ A A As / v / 
L̂ 
V 7 K /\ / % / V A A A A /N A /v A A A / \ / ? A ^ . /V /^ A A / \ A ^\ A A 
\ < u Mh — —^-*- ' SIGNATURE iV. ^ - ^ i ^ ^ i ^ - v ^ . . . . Fl a= — H 
DATE : //Yf-(? 
112 




DATE ^ /? x':.'V/>7\ 
/ 
• j e lor moving rfic pone! 
STM 2-2 — 5 0 5 
P i e o s c laralnate tJic following -crTTjh.-~> pane l s cncJ.report 
iLe r e s u l t s to : • : ! 
-KATERIAL: L 2 J > I : CW'C\ ~ > S" f ' '' 
. TYPC A C . 
TOOL COVER 
-— ..MYLAR 
-: ZEt.r.rs £ ra.^ TEFLON 
• 
• 
°- " v 
-
. . . g.. 
CoZE-"fa" . 
3-PLIES PREPREG 
.00 4" 505 2 N .50" THICK 1 
."' • . 3-PLIES PREPREG 
l! .. . 
- • 
- . 
£ttf. •r.c ncs TEFLON 
COEiE- Ci-^A//•/*/£ PJZOCFZS 
VJ\FG£ T>5C-ZfS£\ X 
. ......I O.T#££..'. -
:S:-:'...CO/C£ P ^ Y i ^ . o P^oc.rLSLS_ 
20 tA)tJ. & 130 °f 
_. 51 £ f_ ;9 y^ '* ' • vJf'.P-P* fiJ 
CC££- Ziteof/ 7>/.?ec7-/a/j' __m -
V "FILL ' f(\cz sir>~. rv - i - i ^ i - f.,; 
TTP7 7-.-A: f/:^ / ^ / r . 2 5 0 
Voc VENT TO ATMOSPHFRF ApplyA," R-T. 
A;r 2 5 P S I * Apply Af - _ R J \ _ 
Heat-Up Rote 
Cure 1 ir.\c _-
Cooling Rctc 
R.T. TO 2 50 F IN 50 M I N. 
6 0 MINI. HOLD AT 2 50 F 
• 2 HRS. TO 125 E 
Remove Pre ssure ot END OF COOL DOWN 
L 
POST CURE: Time (Mrs.) N0_N_E 
Tcnp.j°F.) :_ 
REMARKS: . . _ 1 — 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: 
: • • • . - • • - . - • • • • \ • . • ( • 
Z T ^ - ?; °- '' t"? - / £ -
MocJs l 7 -"--
/ • • : • • . 's u .- '•- / 
113 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
"•' BLOOM'NGDALF. DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
BATCH NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 
LAMINATE NO: ' ! l - ' 3 ' ' s - »J 







NO. PLIES: '• ' -| 





-"-'• 'i\> C*~-! \ / ; • " • * / 
AUTOCLAVEn 
/-;/r, .-1v-
Temp. S t a t i o n s 
G a u g e V a c . Steam Air 
Time 1 2 3 4 P r e s s u r e P r e s s u r e P r e s s u r e P r e s s u r e Remarks 
.7 ;• . 717. ... • 
r ' •''. / / - . - ' - / • " • / 
/. '-' ' /•/ • • / ' ; ' • ' . ' • :' , ' / / 
/ 7 ' • -'/ - ' 
/ • 
/ y 
1 ' -! 3 ' 
in-
• • I -• ^ 
i. i 'J \ J 
1 1 ' • , y 
r 




i , . 
' • ' ' -
' - ( „• - -/y, i , < - > ' . • ' • ' • / 
/ * • ' - • 
- - " • * • -r-"- '• • • / . , r -
''' -.' ' - / - • • - - ; ', -i"-' 
' • ' / ' ' - " 
• 
' '. ' ' A:' •'" • | - - • • - •• ' -/"-" 
,:,- .,.. -
• - / - • • -
z' , •' '" V - / , 
_ _._̂  
r \ 
.= / J " -
A-' V J 
L : ' • • • ' : ; 
. - " ' . - • • . • ' > ' a • '- I ' <• . ; 
~{ , / > ' ' v / : 
' 1 0 V 
' ' '_ 
• ' ' ' ' " ' . • / 
->' ' 1 ."' - .- I'r |. 
\ 
l' ! y^~ ' . ' • • ' ' . ~ • , / , / 
s^"~y 
H8-S3L HEV. 6 / 2 4 / 8 4 
o AMERICAN CYAMAMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
"?0- o,, .. ^ - V.) f> - \X r!(l A »o \\. 
PANEL NO. PROJF CT NO. 
360 
i | i i ! ~r I 1 1 { 
350 1 1 1 1 ! 
340 \ i i 1 
3 30 1 [ 1 ! 1 I 
320 1 1 | i i 1 _ , i .J M i 
310 I 1 I | i 
• 
1 1 i 1 ! ! I ! 
'•00 1 1 i 1 | 1 1 | M | ! 1 
290 I ! 1 ! i ! 1 1 i 1 ! 
280 — l 1 
1 \ i 1 i i 
270 ! 1 ~* 
260 1 1 1 i ! 1 ! 1 1 I ! 
250 I 1 1 j 1 ! I | 
240 1 1 ! / 1 ! 1 1 ! i 
210 
i 
: 1 y * ^ V , i i i 1 i i : ' 
i | i | , 
220 1 I / ! ^ 1 ~ i \Z i l l ! ! 1 i i i ! 
210 1 I / 1 j ^ r^ \T ! j i ; j 
200 ! i • V i | i i 1 1 1-
190 i • _L/ 1 i i I 1 j i 1 I 
180 
i 
i j ! i ! |_T 
170 1 \ J / I ! 1 ~ kl 1 M | ! > 1 ! 
4f>0 i 1 / 1 i i • i i j 1 * 1 1 M 1 • 
150 i i i 1 1 i 1 r ! ^ M l : ' ! 140 i v 1 1 H ! | M 1 > 'j 
130 1 7 J 1 — ~n \ i ~ ! ! i ! 1 l > J i ! 1 1 I i 
120 /: ' 
i 
; l _ ! 
r 1 | ^ ' ! I i 1 
110 i 
9 
\ • ! ! M I ' ! ! 
100 
1 1 i 
1 . 1 ! 1 1 ! ! ! ! 
90 
1 l | i i '• 1 I | ! I ! 
R0 ' / 
1 1 i 1 i ! M l ' 




V 7 w 
^i \\ V 
v.v. 
*2 
\ / 'N / w •v / \ / • V • \ / k / ̂  / ̂  / \ / \ > N / "s / k j k / \ / v J k , \ / "• / \ / v /\ /is /v yp / TTT'T 
I I I ! 
f 
1 
i ' r T T 
! i 1 
m =e « H 
TIME SIGNATURE 
DATE 
•J ,' •, 
\\~ ^ ' U"l 
115 
.r t w j L v̂  i 11 
70. 
; 5ANDV/ICM DATA SMciET. 
•_ . < " . . .. _ l i . . 
F ROM - _ _ _ _ DATE 
V̂  urpose for n o l i n j r!ic panel STM 2-2 — 5 0 6 
:7_" 1 tJcs: 
. \ 
. _ . - J 
i^i7/ 
P i e o s e lominatc 'lie Following-c^Tich.-~l> ponefs and report 
t&e results to: _ • - : '. 
•AiATERIAL: "R ? • Vri- I f f - '  
T Y / ^ A C 
iQ0LJC0Y_E_R_ 
.MYLAR 
cone c t- f> // " / < .. PJ?O?£ : s 
tut,:*. FH-* TEELON VAPOZ V££Z.fS?'_ 




"[X" ,00 4" 505 2 N .50" THICK 1 
. - 3-PLIES' PREPREG 
C.o/€£ P£yirJ'-> Peocf_$,5_ 
. 2 0 r ^ <£ 130 ° f 
._ . T .5 lJ£ . / j / / ? ' iV/; £ £> 
. ' " F I L L ' fY.C£ S'i:>5. r,.C-?-.»:5ir ^ 
'-**±£fllz- rn,x T E E L O N 
T^fl7- r̂ L- ̂ ^iZ^iZil, 2J21 
Pressure: ' Voc V E N T TO ATMOSPHERE Apply At" _ i L L _ _ 
Air. 2 5 _ E S i Apply At T L J T I 
Heo!-Up Rote __ 
Cure 1 i-ic 
0 
Ccoling Rctc 
R.T. TO 250°E IN 50 M IN. 
_6 0.M1NJ1^.LQ_. AJL-iio^JF 
2 HRS. TO 12 5 E 
L 
REM-
' Rtmovc Press, , ot \ E N b _ Q . r _C00 L_"_DQ W_N_ 
-POST CURE: Timc(tlrs.)NO_N_E_ . : „ __ 
• ' . Tenp. (°F.) : _ - - — 
,?ss: — _ : '. 
PANEL THAT MITTS THE /.COVE OBJECTIVES IS NUV.rERED: 
- " " ' • " • • ' \ ' . ' . ' ' • ' Q 




AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BI.OOMINGDAI.F DEPARTMENT 
*-." HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
BATCH NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 




SIZE: i'f'K M " 
NO. PLIES: ' ' / . •= • 
TYPE: /{' 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: 
DATE / / - - ' - V 
i -i >j~rj' 
VAC.D PRESS • 
•'•. ' / / - . : •• '? ' • • - . • • £'•- ' 
AUTOCLAVED 
Temp. Stations 
Gauge Vac. Steam Air 
Time I 2 3 4 Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure Remarks 
K-\3.. i . :• - A - " " ;i-'...// " /ZrZ ' ' ' / ' ' . ' 
. - - • . - • - - r - - ^ 
" • ' - ) 
i>:£'- r <= . / -- ' • ' • y ' ' Z *- *- / - Y ' • 
. ' • - V - ' •-• '• • 'V" 
-1 i •/. vi ™k;, : tv, 7 i - > • ' ' / ' ; : . - : / - " • ' / V • / . r . -
• / - , - / 
/ - • • " / -
/ , • • • " • ' 
'-h--
ft' 
7 '"'A /" / 





••j r , 
l ; 4 -
4,,, •?f-/u f- *T'- V 
r- V " 
•if 
I. .yz 
• £ . ' 0 
J~t- / / " ' < % < < • ,r-r. 1 1 . 1 V -
• / / • ' -
? •' i ' 1 • 
- 1 
; 'I "T" \ 
/••'. i ' 
? '.' '< ' 7 " • ' " ' • ' - I 
i-:- '•' b- '•' 
C ••-/' z'r 1 1 
H ; : * • • . • "V i 
•'''• v 
'1 
1 I _( • z '• >• 
,-. I J ^^z^z 
If'-:- - ' - ' 1 1 "f \ 
«S-S3L KEY. t/2'./H 
o AMERICAN CYA..AM1D COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
<V,o ^ !'f 
360 
3 SO 
PANEL NO. PROJECT NO. 
i ~| 1 1 i i i 
1 1 ! 1 ! i 1 1 1 
340 1 ' L_ j j ] i i j ) 1 I 1 i 
330 1 1 M M I 1 i 
320 : ! ! i | i ! 1 i i i i 1 i ' 1 
310 N 1 i i i i I 1 1 | i I . MM 
300 -LM±r M M ' M 2^0 
280 
^ 1 T 1 ! 1 . M 1 1 \ M M ! : i ! 
! i ! i i i i i | | 1 i I i 
270 i , \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ! i 1 ! ! i i 
260 i 1 1 — 1 1 1 i I 1 . 
1 
1 i 1 i M M 
3 250 4hM U7 h ! i i i j _ i _ui 1 i 1 i m 
^ 2 4 ° 
l l i i i i i i / i • I | i 1 ,vs MM 
£ 230 ! i ! M i n i. 1 
I 1 
1 i i [ _ i i M i l TO 
> 220 
1 i • 1 1 i / ! I i i h ! 1 i ) M i ! 
^ 2 !0 i hrn-fT- 1 ! i M i l ! i "1 TO n 200 i i j 1 i i ; / | | - 1 ' 0 
-o 190 1 ! i i ! .'' i 1 
V M I f 
180 1 1 1 l / i 1 i | I V M 
. 170 1 MMM 
j | | ; ; 
1 1 ! 
!60 •'/! i i i 1 i \ 1 . i ; ! 
150 i / i i i i 1 1 I I M i i _ M _ 
140 1 ! i/ _._ . _1 J i 1 i M i i i i J 
130 M£ZU 1 j ^ \ i i i 
120 1 i ^ H i 1 1 I i M . i 
' 110 v< l_|_i_|_i_ 1 s ' I • 100 U ' 1 1 I I 
' 90 / ! 1 1 I i i l I 
80 [ ! i i i i 
70 / i i i i —J -1 1 i i i MM 





\ / \ / ̂> / \/ ^ ^ •> / \ / ^ / s , S / ^ % z
1 
% /> \ / \ / k / \ / \ A / \ A S\ / \ K SS J 
II i i II i(j" 
V V N />• / 
\ A1 
•". :A /'A vs /sr/\ / \ y\ A /js /\ A ^ 
m •£ - H 
TIME SIGNATURE 
DATE 
/ / • - . / / - (•'{ 
118 
-:A PROJECT NO. 9f ' J 
TO. 
Purpose for making tfie lane! 
SANDWICH DATA SHEET 
FROM : : DATE -2
: 7 sS: ̂  /' 7 ' 
S ^ M , -> ? - g"c (• 
Pleose Icmiricfe trie following «n£3ChrcV panels onJ report 
Hie results to: _ 
MATERIAL: _ -z.OSrtjLirr  
Lcc^JzSJ ~> /'-.'. r ••>£•> * 
TY^£ /?• ^ . 
"TooL Cov^tl COE(L CLefir//'/£> PjP0<r££S 
-p>\./\tK lg>A 6i 
tELtt-ie. Fn.^ f^yu.AiZ 
T.fPt *4) 
VAPoZ T>56Z/?*S£;\ y 
;_. . tfX//.>r<...: 
/ 
CJc3r£t£S= 
3 p L i f S P^c= pfl c<5 
CO?EL >4 .ai 'rxr* j - . j - ^z . A; .fO~T^iCK 
; CC/Ze D£Y\^C-> Peoc£_S_5_ 
/ o ' M M ; , fg. / ' - > ° / r 
3 P L I E S P R £ P ! > £ - 6 
31££A±<L 
_S\^<L /<)<<{? lt/£P-f> / ? * 
* _- - •> _ 
. F A C E SIDE. /Ac-Aifjsr r /̂??i 
f?ELF*i(L FlLfy ^z^ 
YCTTQ'A CAtst. r'i.ATS- . ZC*j' 
Voc _ y ^ i ± To * U « « * < £ ! ! _ _ Apply At _^LJH 
Air 5 ^ £ i ^ Apply A f _ ^ H 
Heat-Up Rale 
Cure Time 
T ? X —7 2SO"F | \ j SO' rAi-o. 
6 0 M * ^ . HOLD <£. "2.5"^ ' 
Cooling Rofe T ^ C ? tr LE-^ST- ZH)?S. r<? / i . r '^ 
Remove Pressure at E U D £ ;
r f e c i . D r ^ ' J 
POST CURE: Time (Hrs.) ^l<LLljL 
Temp. ( V . ) . 
.EMARKS: 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: r?f- <? I *' ^ " / f 
U>- v 
Ma<Je By - J ^ Z U - ^ - r - — 0 n 
/ / - ±7 "L / 
119 
/ AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
BATCH NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 
LAMINATE NO: Ty*'- V ~\- l^?3 " K 





/- >7-6 7 
T ' VrjAVf) 
NO. PLIES: 'y lo •, -
TYPE: _ . / f j . 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: 
1 vi J t To ,-.-. 
VAC.D PRESS D 
# fra 
AUTOCLAVEQ 
. 3r:-/ n /yC'f- ^ ^ c / : c ; < - ' / > / , y 
Temp. Stations 





















( V I " 









' / t S 
L/ rf-
V'T.-TT /'<> 





















J !/• • 
CM 
•--^s7>/J. 
J ^ V o -
r 
' • ~ l ' - " ' < ^ ' \ , 




•J <:'-•-,< i . 
•'J^Lf '••'•'-
• ( / ^ 
\ (U. 
\ 
V c C & t •-i'-'i &'*;. 




• r ' 
K. . 
JJl:-1'-. 
, J - ^ 
'; r " ~ ĉ 
trv 




AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
C\ i d c. C i_iA_Lll 
^ A N E L NO. 1 'ROJEC1 NO. 
360 ] ~1 1 
350 — ._ 
340 1 
H 330 
320 1 1 — 1 i 
310 1 1 i ! 
300 1 i ' 
290 1 1 1 
280 . M 








— - - , — — - — — - — — — 





-U -- ~l 1-H 250 
1 : 
1 ! 
-i-l-i-m '<• 240 
— 
-"0 
r^ 210 ~ 
1 -+H-i > 220 — 
- — — 
- \ <H 210 ! / > — — - - _ j - — — — - — - — " j j r u 




m i l : 
180 
170 
— — — - / 
/ 
— - — - — — — — — — - — \ ^ 
^ V 
^ 
- x n i m x 
v 160 j 
150 1 — i 
140 | - — 
130 ~j\ 1 




80 1 1 1 
70 , 1 \ 1 
V I -
^ / y 
< < • 
\ A A.-/ 
'̂ 1 N * ^U V 
V / 
1 ^S 
\ / ̂  / \ / s~> •* y \ s \ / \ s\ / \ /\ / \ /K / \ / \ /\ /V. / \ / \ /"s >> S\ /\ 7\ -"• / \ A /"v , 
1 ! /"N 
—- TIMF » SinMATIlPP-^- . - ' - . .. 
1 1 
m 2; ~ H 1 • • * w . 1 -
X DATE //- 'J'l't
 ; M KJ 
O 
121 
.PROJECT NO. _ i D i K J . 
SAJJDV.'ICH DATA SHEET. 
FROM 
vtpoic for moJcing tfie pane ! J I IV; C.- <— U D 
DATE V 7 ? > ^ • ^ ' ^ ! 
P l e a s e leminate t!ic following -cTTTch^i- pcne l s c.ia repor} 
tJie r e s u l t s to: __: '. '. 
TYPE A C 
-MATERIAL: Tie- c/i<?- /s-r 
-•TOOL COVER 
" - • :MVLAR 





Co?£ T'/8"0009' 5052 N ,50" THICK. 1 
3-PLIES PREPREG 
. 
££CfsZ£_ mr, TEFLON 
CC£E CLefi'f'S^ .. P£oc*:s 
VAPoZ PE^z.f^S£-'t A 
. . . je.r^A<.: . : 
C O/C£ PZ y ir-j^ P€ocr_$_5_ 
20 rM,J. (2 130 °f 
C0(?£- £i££os/ 7>/.?Zcr/i)/-j /£'!_ 
\v _r~> I I »f 
_" r | L L - FfiCE S ID=. r \c- jM.Oir C'< 
Pressure: V n W £ N T T O A T M O S P H E R E Apply A. __FLJL_ 
/L;, 2 5 P S I ' Apply At. ELX-
Kec-Upncc . R.T." TO 250°F IN 50 M I N. 
Cure Time 6 0 M I K H 0 L D AT 2 50_F_ 
Ccoling Rc!» 2 H R S . TO 1 2 5 F 
Remove Pressure „» , _ _ _ E ND__0_F_C_0 0 L__D 0_W.N_ 
POST CURE: Tim. Wrs.) NjOK'.E, : . 
Temp. ( ° F . ) : 
REMARK'S: 
PANEL IHATMCETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: / S~?-/t-
122 
AMERICAN CYANAM1D COMPANY 
•• BLOOMINGDALE DLPARTMF.NT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
BATCH NO: 
LAMINATE NO: / /< / • - / f f ' ^' 
SIZE: J'i"'/I? " / f " ^ ' " ^ 
NO. PLIES: !? To., — 3 ""& t*T Yo v-> 




TYPE: AC VAC.DsJ PRESS [H AUTOCLAVED 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: ^ 1 ,.T P .oso ,- i*. 60 »r.rJ . / . - . / ; . / r , J]bll; Q JTc'f 
HS-63t. » t v . e / 2 4 / « < 
&fl; /<A IC-
AMERICAN Cr AN AMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
M '"/lul AM/ 
PANEL NO. PROJECT NO. 
360 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 i I ! ! ! 
350 i 1 1 i i i 1 1 i i i 
340 ! I 1 _L : 1 i i i '! 
330 i | i i i- i 1 
320 1 j i 1 M M ! j 
310 1 j | 1 1 1 I ! i 1 
300 i 1 1 1 ! i 1 P ! L_J ~^ i "i i ! I 1 i ! 290 1 1 ! 1 i r I ! ! 1 M i l . M M 1 1 
280 ! i i 1 1 | i 1 I _ J I \ i 270 ! i 1 ! ! ! 1 1 i 1 I j ! I j 1 ' | : 1 
~ 
I : 
260 1 1 1 ! 1 i 1 1 1 1 i | ! i P i 1 1 ' '• ! 1 
2S0 ! " ! , | 1 ! i i LJ 1 i • 1 
240 i ! / ^ 1 ! i i i ; rri ' 
: ' ! i 
i 
230 1 ' ! / 1 1 IP K K 1 1 i : i i 220 i ' 1 IP l \ i I I ! ! M M M ; 210 i 1 n i 1 ~1 ! ' j ! ! i ML, i 
200 
- ^--P-, i 7i 1 i i 1 I 1 lM I ' l l i i i 
. i 
190 LTTl^ / ! r i M i i \ M i l ! i i ! i i 
180 i 1 I 1 / 1 i i 1 1 | i ! P 1 M ^ M i ! ! i 
170 i j i i / i i 1 ! j l j 1 i M M '•• ! 1 : i ; i i j 
160 1 ! 
1 
1 1 ; 1 1 
l 
i J 1 i i ^ M ! i 1 1 1 : H~ : | 150 i 1 1 | I i 1 J ! i Mi J I i 1 1 
140 / | | 1 1 ! 1 i ! I i 1 H . M i i I | 
130 1 PTl | | | | ! | j 1 | 1
 v \ ! 1 1 j i 
120 1 1 ! I ! ! ! i ! 1 P ! ! V M ! ! | i 
110 1 1/ i i i 
i i M I 1 1 i i 1 
100 / i i j J U I I i i l l ! 
90 / 1 I 1 i ! 1 i M ! i ! 
80 [/ 
i i I i 1 i M t M- ! 
70 7\ 1 1 i i 1 i i I i 1 M I •  1 
M \ A A / •»M ^ 
vol^UVj 






\ A ' \ / j \ /N A / • \ / S~A / 
TIME 
"\ /\ /\ s\ /\ /\ s\ /,\ A /•>. /> /r\ y\ y\ /p / i \ A / N /"> ^ /• 
<- S I ^ N A T U R F V JM .1 ic u 
^ A A A A A A X \ ^ A ^ 
i V ' i 
m i : - H 
DATE f,/ u :(-? 
124 
'TO. 
' 3ANDV/1CH DATA SHEET. 
'- *.' - - " % - ~ 
FROM . ~ : : 




-i •/ Z>^f. <?-/•! 
' ' u rpose for ma'icinj t'lc panel STM 2-2 — 5 0 6 
P l e o s e Jcn ina le the following -c.Tfrjh.-~t- pc. '?!s enc* report 
tfie results fo: __J '. 
•MATERIAL: ^AlllljL ^ f  
. TYPE AC. 
TOOL COVER 
Co? 
- • • • . .MYLAR 





['/V.OCOQ ' 5052 N .50" THICK, I 
3-PLIES PREPREG 
. 
€tcf*-;<_ mr, TEFLON 
Tzar?/.-. rs VL ft/-,i\ ^ 5 0 ' 
cone ct-tA/Z/s/t. ._ process 
VAPoZ 'J>£C-Z.<«*S£\. X 
.. - - . :cx#££. - : . 
.C.O/ZE P ^ S ' I ' V ^ P€ O c ?_ Sl s... 
-ZQ_j^nL GL !30 °F 
/ /-7 \/J/; P- f~-> 
co/?£* eizsos/ 7>/?zcr/n/j 1;_ 
V'FfLL "Fritz s ID-. rV-,-i;vr cc>\-: 
Vcc ^ E 1 1 L J L Q _ A L M 0 ^ P F L E P V E Apply AI __B,I„. 
Air. 2 5 p"sr Apply A, _ E L X , 
R.T." TO 2 50°F IN 50 MIN. 
6 0 M I N. H0LD AT 2 5 0 F 
Kcoi-Up Rare 
Curc'Ti.-.ie 
Cooling Rc„ ^ ^ l _ H _ R S O 0 - 1 2 J ° L 
' Remcv. P r e s s , , o. L b L Q ^ X X O Q k J l ^ K 
POST CURE: Time (Hrs.) N - Q R E - -
Temp. (°F.) _ . . _ : 1 
'EMARKS: . 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: 
...- ' . ' ' ' MoJs By I Z I ^ _ ^ l r i i > ^ : i _ 
/5V* ;?/V'-' '/"yj''-"/7' 
O n . . Zl^ZrliZ_lji 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINCDAI.F DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DF. GRACE, MARYLAND 
/ PROJECT NO LA " V 7 — 
BATCH NO: 
LAMINATE NO: t4i lfti \<\ ^ T / 
SIZE: K " * l V ^ ' *>*\y 
NO. PLIES: 3 "TV n — 3 ~B^< K>>~v 
TYPE: r!(? VAC.D 
CURING CYCLE DATA CUSTOMER 
DATE _ Z L l Z l £ Z 
PRESS D AUTOCLAVE 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: "l?-Y- — ' " > 2Vo°_ l *\-•:• ^ ^ ' ^ ' . (>o 
© A/r<. '(o <?-^*f /* 17 f t i ' i - ^ - ^ = 
f 








^ . r r ^ 





































































^ ^ / c / ^ ^ ^ / Y r 
v ckv 
iV K X r \'f 
AMERICAN CYA.^AMID COMPANY 
BLOOM1NCDALE DEPARTMENT 





. N 0. PROJECT NO. 
360 r j l 











320 ! I 
— — 
310 | JfXj I




I • i ~' 
290 ! 1 1 i L_ Lr i | ! -i-U 280 | [ i : I n — i ! i 
270 ^ l - - ! -
1 . ] 
J ] . 
I i ! i I 
260 1 I ! | ! ! | 
H 2^0 1 - - : U- - I | ! i -
, 
— - — — -
i I 




— ! 73 
> 220 T • T r-J IZ7 i I - - _ , 
£ 2 1 ° I I I | j 4"/ j •• I - I I i 
^ 200 - - L_L -W 
1 / 
-i ! - — " I i J o 
^ 190 I ___: i — i^ ̂  
I 
I j 
180 i i ftjy 1 i 1 I i 
170 
i 
i 7 A i_. __ ATA 
160 
• 
r 1 ' ' - ' >M M 
• i 
ISO n c / 1 i 1 i T • f ' j 140 | /T1 j / II i j -
130 1 ! . 
r r — / > ; 
1 -rV 
/i •~ i r~ I i i 
120 i i 
no i> V t / . 1 
•ITL/T" -
— ^ i 
100 
90 / ] i I 
80 rrT- i i 1 
70 A i ! • j
 : 
k I I 
^ 
s' /fr>^ r^ 'TV?^ ""VWiV \ 'Y s^' w •v / N y \ / *> / ̂  / \ / V / \ / k , S / \ / 
>v / S / N / \ .. ^ / 
I 
V- / » /*• SK S\ ^ s\ /S **• S-
m •£ « H 
TIME SIGNATURE 
DATE 
l ^ - ' X c v. . t v v. ' 
/r-r c7 
127 
.PROJECT NO. ^ 5 ^ _ M -
10, 
^AN'DV/iCH DATA SHEET. 
FROM . : .._ DATE 
:>'/>^.'77'"'{ 
Pwrpase For mating fTie pane! T M 2 - 2 — 5 0 6 
Pleose Ic-ninafe the following-c^T;h>~> pcnels cn<f report 
ffie results to: ^^ . .. . ,. 
MATERIAL:. g / W / f ' / - ^ 
• / > / / / ^ * / ^ ' 
TOOL COVER 
MYLAR 
Iter.?:* FttS*\ TEFLON 
-
TYP£ A C.  
VPtVcZ &ZC-Z ••?* S£~\ A 
Co?£ 
3-PLIES PREPREG 
,'/8' .0009" 5052 N ,50" THICK, 
CC/££ VZ^x^C-t P€oc,-_S^ 
20 v»j Q 150 °F 
3-PLIES PREPREG vJf ?- P 
r 
. 
€tcf.se f/Lf. TEFLON 
~l:c?7 .-v.: rt ~n J^L^LLCL 
_ . S i i £ ._ 
C0££- &tS£of/ ?>/.?rcr/c)/J 
. ""FILL ' FACE M ? ; p-c-,\n:^r c~ 




__2_5_PSJJ APP!y At _ _ R . I . 
R.T. TO 2 5 0°F IN 50 Ml N. 
6 0 M I N . HOLD AT 2 5 0 F 
Ceolin3 R=:, _ 2 _ H E S i _ . I O _ L 2 5 f 
R«move P r , „ U : . o. E N J D . _ 0 F _ L Q Q . L _ D O W _ N „ 
POSTGJRE: Tir.cQtfs.) N C N £ . 
Tc.̂ p. (°F.) . 
REMARKS: .. 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: 
• . ; M o d s B y £_£L_Z__ 
:4v"-^/>.7r/ "r_/y 
On _ J ^ ^ L 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
^BI.OOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
BATCH NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 
LAMINATE NO: KP VVV -/^'S'—f $ 
SIZE: 
NO. PLIES: 
PROJECT NO. JLliJ/_JL 
CUSTOMER L 









? 2 ^ 
7.3 c 
CJ ^ 
7 V ^ 
J ' O i 
c/so 
tfr< 
/ f £ ' 
Temp. Stations 
VAC.D 
i l L ^ L L Z Z ^ — i l i l UJL.UJ^JH 

































C^ t 57- ">' 
'>7/V/>;- cr/' 
NG-sJi. »rv. i/n/n 
AMERICAN C.ANAM1D COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
"^ 
HP V/ $ - M-.V - K' ?*"7.r 
• \ \ N E L NO. PROJECT NO. 
360 
T 1 1 ! ' 
1 i 
uo 1 | i I 1 
340 | 1 
330 ~t i i i 320 * ' 1 
HO _]_J_L j _ — — i i 1 
TOO ipu_ L 1 I - 1 290 1 - — — i i 
280 • L ; j-^-i ^ j i I ^ 
270 i 1 ! S - — _J l_ i j i 
260 | 1 • — 1 1 j 1
 r~1 
2<0 _i 1 ! 1 p 
K 
— i.n 24 0 ! Q • I - ^ 
210 — 
i i i i i ' i 
V 
i~U 4— 







. , i . i 










— - - — 
-
— ."I 





p ,r i 
-r-p 
. 1 
- H - — 
— 1 M~FH 
ISO | i . L 
i 





1 . H " i \ \ K — - ! - • ! - ! -1 ' 
150 
140 
1 ' ! , j ! 1 \ 1 I 1 
^r --' | ! i ' 
V 
N k 
130 / ( \ t 
120 • X i 1 1 
110 i ' i — 
— 
— — — v~ *\ r ^ 100 — — — — — — X _| 






!> •A ^ 
! 
n 
i ~> T~? ^ ~̂> v^ \— k / \ / *.—? i ~ \. / i K . ^ i ^ r ^ V 
u J ••>! J J V J .S i i i 
' i w VTfv / 
I ! r 1 I I I 




~--r~* " PROJECT NO. 
( 
t o _ 
urpose for making tfie i j n e l 
. SANDWICH DATA SHEET 
FROM DATE L^JL--±J.~ 
S ^ v "• ?. - f c ''• 
L c r ^ H C P /'- • -•>£•> * 
. Please Icmiriafe file fol lowing -eC^3thrv> panels end report 
rfie results to: . 
MATERIAL: ? ~> n / ? - t * T • .1 (" ; 
m/Pa rf- c-
T o o C Ca\j£il 
T^LAC k. & A Cn 
eEtes-zf, F't-^i /yi/L.-t-Z 
r~£/?i<"J 
f ^ . ^ 5 . 7 -^jC^f^o-^-rSj 
3 pues P££?r-z6 
CoZE-
c 
>/,:„ s^t" S-:ST- *J .SO T^tCK 
ccee ctfAs/'///< Process. 
VfiiPoZ ,P5C-Z£^S£-\ ^ 
. ... OTM£-£-'. . 
/ 
3 Pt- ES P R £P?>f6. 
J 3 5 £ ^ „^ 
eetr+r£. FILK / *££*= ii t£^L=-
-'ZCTTQfA f / - e /*<: A TS- . 1C-3" 
-".:. cc/ee wy iAj f , p-eoctLsis, 
. ' M;A/. @. °£ 
_!_.._ Sl£-£L I 5 X ! 9 i/JAAP /C/ 
co/z£- zizeos/ 7>/.Fccr/osj ,c" 
/ " F f l C £ S I D E - / f t c - ^ i O i r c * ^ -
Pressure: Vnr y F ' ^ r T o ftTMOSTygte Apply At J ^ H 
A i r . 5 r J L H i ^ A p p . y A t J V . i l 
Heat-Up Rate "R X . — ^ 2 S O T t N J _ J ^ T A I N ] ^ 
Cure Time 6 0 * M ^ . H O L D _. 1 5 " ( ? ' ^ 
Cooling Rate 
Remove Pressure of 
TPKe AT u f ^ r I H ^ 5 . To f2-S" 
£ v J D C r f C r L D J o u ' J 
POST CURE: Time (Hrs.) ^ A I ^ J C 
Temp.(°F.). _. 
REMARKS: 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: 'P> F ?/ 9 " J ZTFf - ?-Q •__ 
Woe!, By . (Ld—A^2L ^__ On L - " C< ~~ (' 7 
131 
AMERICAN CYANAMiD COMPANY 
vBLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE. MARYLAND 
BATCH NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 
PROJECT NO. 
CUSTOMER _ 
9 S T V 
P ci I 9 - ' *"S> - * ^ LAMINATE NO: H ' > ' . ' • 7 
SIZE: / 9 ) ^ l f 
'( 
NO. PLIES: r:p,;c.>j T V / ? ^ ?JC^. •% 
VAC.D 
DATE L A _ 1 ^ A _ L 
»actr.<, . V .<& I-
PRESS D TYPE: 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: 






S > ^ 
<; J * 
i u . S 
3 oc 
5 Q ' / 
<7<Y ^>" 7* 
Temp. Stations 
^ ~̂ ?-:!• /? ,' /? 
1 
I 1 0 
/-qt« 
/ '"̂  
/ < • 7 
/ v / 
2 - ^ -• 
.i-Si 
1 ^ 
.̂  ST.. 
3 
H « - 8 3 L Hit. 6 / 2 4 / 6 4 
Gauge 
Pressure 

















i T /+ ,>• r 
/ / . ? £ . 0 f.\Q i..,,. 
£ i-SL-i±L-Jz^>:'_±L 
c-f-Tn- - O ^ l 
AMERICAN OTANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
r
v
( 9 ^ i -s ^<* Zo ') I 
^ A N E L NO. PROJECT NO. 
360 | 1 1 1 | 1 l 
3 50 \ n^ _ j I i • 
340 i 1 i 1 1 ! I 
330 ! ! 1 1 
320 r !. | 1 ; S 310 
i r 
1 1 1 
300 I 
— 1 ~ 
1 I 
~\ — — 
! • ! i 
2(>0 ~H" j 1 I 1 .._ — — — -
t - 1 i 





270 —LJ j 1 - -
r 
1 





















• ! " • 
-I t~ .L 





































170 I — ̂ - 7 -
i 160 /J — X 
150 ! U L L ! " v i 1 1 
140 T* - - ! ! 1 









100 < i — 
1 • 
1 . I \ 
90 i/i l 1 X 
80 A 1 1 1 
70 d L 
3:1.; 






Y y > / *\ / v ; \ ; V 7 \ / S~/ \ • l. , \ • *> / 
<* • 
f \ / \ / 
*v / V. / * . • v /\ /^ /". ^ ;\ / \ / \ Tf. s\ v̂ , 
1 1 1 
"> A-.A. < « > • • • 
r 
r- <*> /A, 
m a: - i H : IME SIGNATURE 
DATE . _ 
L^^LJJL 
\1 ~(» ~L. 7 ro 
133 
.PROJECT NO. 1 > - *> 
SANQV.'JCH DATA SHEET 
. FROM . _ '. _ DATE 7/C s,'rf 6 7 \ 
A i n j tfie p e n s ! 
jmofc fhe following -cr.C?i=v> pcr.sls cad report 
,ti fo: •  
.UAL: 7g 'P - ^ / ? ' / / / 
TYPE si- C 
/ 
TOOL COVER 
« • BLACK PAG 
tftrtse. F". ^MYLAR 
Te-flcsJ 
- L . A C X U . C L - - ^ 
C<0££ ct-eArft'/z .. PAOCFSS. 
VAPoZ P£6-Z**->SZ"t_ 
._ oI#£.£-.'. __ 
ir_L7:^--\';V/0>1 
. 3 PLIF.S PR F: PR EG 
"°? £ . 1915.0Q25' 50-?. N .50' T ' 
/ - 5 PLIF^ RREPRFG 
. .-.. T-yrfli/tf 
coca 'P£Y\^>P> p?ocf^$_s 
____________ <§. > ' ° ^ ' 
. . 5 I £ £. ____£_Z_Ll_L u//./Zf> _•-"' 
CO££- £i£$3<-y ^/Crcr/o/J ~'" 
\ 'F1 'LL "FACE SlP£- rV-i-uJsr <V*;_ 
_*itr*-zt.. r/tn^X^jQZL 
P«:ssurc: v.,VENT TO ATMRGPMFPE AFP!yAt ELL, 
Air 25 PS1 Apply At BGL 
H.ot.up Rote _ I L _ _ J £ _ _ Z 5 Q _ f l _ l ^ ^ 
Cor, Ti,e _ _ ^ 0 1 J ^ N , A L 1 2 ; ^ L F _ 
Cooling Rctc 2 HR_. TO 125' F 
Remove Pressure c, _ F N l L C ^ C O C l ^ C C } ^ 
POST CURE: Tire (HrS.) _______E . 
Terr,?. (°F.) 
,RK5: 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUM.SEP.ED: G _ i _ _ ^ j £ / _ _ L z L 




AMERICAN CYANAMIO COMPANY 
Bt.OOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT • 
'HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
NO: CURING CYCLE DATA 










YPE: ^ C 
CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: 
VAC.D PRESS D AUTOCLAVE \V{ 
h c l X © 2S~v"f. 
2 U2<. f o t c ^ l To IP^r • £ » ^ ^ < ^ ' ' > • - * 
Time 
/Ayr //~ 
/ / ^ /<>/' 
,/n w15 
/ / . ^ i * / 
/ / -o5" 
u / s i J 
/ / . / ^ / f r f 
//v' ] % " 
II:H> 
iT 
II'-n' " 9 ^ '
J 
/ / • ' ^ 
9-f.V 
/Aitf S)\ o 
//.3s' 
; / -vi' 
/*"'4i 






> l i T 
\ o 
Gauge 






























& K / o i : h 
O ^ / o F r 
C-M 
£ <H 
o s <.;> f 
Air 
P r e s s u r e 















5 T -tu. 7 o l : 
M&-83' . » E V . 6 / 2 4 / 6 4 
15 \>- < ^ M \»a- "i 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
I3LOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
ft-- / / 
' A N E L NO. PROJEC1 NO. 
360 — i i 
1 1 | 
350 
1 1 
1 ! 1 
340 j 
3 30 
320 1 | 1 ' 
310 ! | M i ! i i 1 ' 
100 i | 1 ! | ; 
200 1 1 ' 
->80 1 1 l ' 1 




->50 - i i 
240 ! - / 1 ~+~i r ?30 ! / 1 L-̂  220 | \~\A 1 | [ I ! ' ' i 210 y ' i —_ 
200 r/r 
I • l i 
190 | / < t ! ] j ' 
isn 
t 
i V 1 1 1 MM 
170 — / 1 ! — 
i ! 
160 / i ! ! i 
150 — 1 1 ' — ^ h_. 140 ' 1 1 I i ! ! i 
130 ^U^ r - 1 1 -
I "S^ i 1 j I 
120 h-H-y /
 f 1 1 1 
110 • 1 1 i i I | 
100 i j 
90 r/r i ! l I ! 
RO 
/ir 
- i I ! I i 
30 t U , ( 1 \ w ,* [\ T ^ * • ? 1 1 i ! i VL W-s \ \ 2 \ ^ 3 M '5 •3 
-Tr 
M-* 




v^ \ / "> / S / k / V } \ A. /\ ,A , 
1 1 
f ' \ / \ Sf- / "K /T\ /"V / v .*• / ̂  /"• /f- /S /K *-
M i l l ! 
T T 
1 
V -T 'N 
TIME SIGNATURE 
DATE 
kK l i k i ' d i 
4- .̂ y -̂ 6 / 
u-i 
.._. . _. .PROJECT NO. _ _ _ ! _ _ _ _ _ 
' ^SAKDV.'ICH DATA SHEET . ••* . • '•'• ' -':'~ 
T O . . _ j F R O M L '. ___ DATF '9-Z£ - 6 7 
Purpose for rucking the pone! ' . • , . 
Please laminate the following -c'J "ZZk. h^j- panels onJ report T Y r t ' f L > 
tfic results to: _ _ . _. 
MATERIAL:. ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ Z J L L - _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
TOOL COVER 
BLACK BAG 
teierse. ru* MYLAR 
TEFLON 
COZC. Ct-fA't'"-' PSJSFSS 
VAFcS 7>5G-Z/?"Sc',_ 
cofzc P<£ Y i/y'-> Peocf^^s.. 
t_ 3 PLIES PRFPRF.G .. ^ n»j. & tso °_F_ 
C°?L l f io ,00 25 ' 50^2 N ,50' T" I 
-• .. . _ 3 PLIFG PREPRF.G 5,£_ / f r zc " ^^_____* 
s . __ coz£- ni.£sofS 2>/J??cr/o*j -7c-'' 
FILL " Fr\C£ S IDL r'-r-i'-ii-)\r CS'l-L \*. 
*£t»ft- rn,y T E F L O N 
2^7 r?/-: CA-.n rt A ?\ 2 5 0 
Pressure: Vac ylKXAKLAJlX^PhHl^ Apply At BGL 
Air 2 5 PS t Apply At ELJL 
Heat-up Rate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J T L ^ 5 0 1 F _ L L L _ 5 _ _ J _ I _ _ _ - ! 
CreTi.e . _ f l ^ l I _ _ A _ L _ ^ G _ E \ _ _ _ _  
Coalino Rate _2_Jt^SiJl6j2^±: L _ _ L l _ l J l 
Remove Pressure c, J ^ l Q ^ ^ J ^ Q O k ^ O ^ L ^ . , _ 1 _ 
POST CURE: Tirce (Hrs.) -__C___ . . . __ _ -
Temp. (°F.) . . 
REMARKS: 
> 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: , ^ / f _ i Z _ _ _ _ _ j ; _ _ _ L 
Mao. By — . On . 
137 
f 
/ ' • • 
«-• B L 
H A 
BATCH NO: 
LAMINATE NO: ^ 1^ - M 3 - 7 
SIZE: '9 * 1 - 0 
NO. PLIES: 
TYPE: A ^ • vAc.n 
AMERICAN CYAN AM ID COMPANY 
- OOMINGUALE DEPARTMENT 
VRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 





f- P6 - 6 7 




i- o -ro • <v HoVt'L (2/ ^ ' ° c ^ 
3 ^ s . "Tu Coc\ Tc ' ^ - c r . fc^ o f C*o O 
Temp. Stations 
I Gauge Vac. Steam Air 
Time 1 2 I 3 4 Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure Remarks 
f ' s f vr. ^eo I't-.. f To (M~f ?rv<. ~iffrcT^ N 
f S'o v* 
tt .4 r>/^. e"Vc- rr- i p s y ^ - ) 
r s i ' vf t' 
i i 















i t i < QL/U f\^ 
•zr/sjc. 
( Cy 






5S p o 
r^ ^ r 
1 / \ \ C ^ 9 i p 4 -
1 
•I-Y >1* (f M <U 5 r II<.^ / 
<\Y t-c \ ' \ , » j VoK( £/ 2<f / F 
5-fAaT C'f- C :oei\ LOw J C.ol 
10'^ 






HS-63L «EV. 8 / 2 4 / 6 4 
^ 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
l̂lMO -4 fs^rr 
"•ANEl . NO. PROJECT NO. 
360 1 I "1 \ 1 
350 I 1 340 i 1 
330 ! ~^z 320 \ \ \ i 
310 ! | I K ! 
300 1 i II 290 i 1 - | 
280 ! ~ ^ i \ '• 
270 | 1 ! 
260 1 _ — ! 
H 250 P_L __ — ^ 2-10 ~ 1 




^ 210 1 , / i r̂  200 . / f\ i o r 
~n 190 , I — V K i 
180 ^ V i I 
170 ! i — \ , — J J 
160 - H - U 
150 / j _ 1 
140 i 
130 -h _ L 1 . 120 1 
110 ! \£_ — 
100 1 / ' 1 1 
90 — / i 
1 1 
80 i 1 i i 
7 0 , 
_<> t . 
V ^ l <Tv. 
, , i 1 Li-i-i 
< A - A A •*> A 








V? ^ / W \ • ^ / ^ y V / 
W 
S / \ / \ / \ / V > 
A"I, I J . 
\ s\ /•- s^ /\ , 
m •£ — H TIME SIGNATU! 
DATE 
f - / 6 ~ O Y 
00 
139 
- . . ; . . v-. . — •_- . • -_ - ' , . . . . . . . . _ . . _ . - , . _ . . . P R O J E C T N O . . ' 
,- '• - - • " • : . . ' ' ' * - ' " S A N D V . ' I C H D A T A S H E E T 'J •• --••"-'- ; 
T 0 „ . . _ F R O M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ : HATP ' £~ Z -7- 6 7 -\ 
Purpose for making tfie panel _ _ " _ _ - : : 
Please Fcminafc fhe following -ci T3oi^-W ponels ond* repcrt l i r e , ; 
trie results fo: _ _ i _ — t_ 
MATERIAL: _-^JE^111Z-LL2J1 . _ _ _ _ _ 
4 
a . TOOL CC\ F P • COE£ ct-et\/(tf/z P.?OCF'&* 
_ BLACK_EACL _-___ ~ ~ . " — . . ; — 
/.</>._ ^ ^ MYLAR . ' VAPOZ Pzc-.z*"s?; ^ 
_ ; TEFLON •_ ; Ar.#£< : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
. . j _ . • . - : _ . _ _ _ Z-'.CO/ZC t>£Y'lN<o P?OCK,S.5._ 
3 PLipS PRFTRF : ._ ^[i/7. @. _ f £ 
CD?E. 1%",QQ25' 5 0 ^ 2 N .50" T" 1 
. /5 PLIFS PREPP" : 5 , ^ £ . _ ___Z___. 
*_>'. . . _ . ' c#££- mtsosS ?>/j?£cr/o/j . 
. : _ _ • \ ' F I ' L L " Ff\ct S i? - . ^6;--ii.)sr f.'< 
*. ./>-__. rn^ TEFLON -. 
_ ^ 7 r . " / . ; ^ ^ /^-X7v , 2 5 0 " •' _• 
Pressure: Vcc V £ K L J ^ ^ J l ^ £ h l R ~ Apply A, . B X 
Air. 2 5 P S t ApplyAi ELX. 
Hec-up Rote _ R J L J ^ L ^ 5 0 l F _ _ i i N L . _ _ } _ M J _ , 1 
Cure Tine . 6 T L J ^ _ ^ i _ 2 i ^ _ _ E _ ] I I _ 
Cooling Rate _ h R ^ J K L J 2 ^ L l _ _ 
Remove Pressure c( S N P _ £ L j C C ^ J L £ . Q V ^ 
POST CURE: Tirr.e (Hrs.) J _ _ J _ _ . 
Temp. ( °F . ) . '. 
REMARKS: : . : . " . 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NUMBERED: 'Ijf^'Jl/Jj: LUjlJL 
Ma<fc Ey i _ . _ On . 
BATCH NO: 
LAMINATE NO: ^ 
SIZE: 1<V i 1 ,* '' 
AMERICAN CYANAWID COMPANY 
**' BLOOMINCDAl.E DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
S V / / / 7 / ^ / 7 • rt £~/r//p 
' sv- cc^ c-v 
CURING CYCLE DATA 








*<*> Tc r 5 l?c.TTt»'V.. 
VAC.D PRESS • AUTOCLAVE0 
/ 
y i<..rf )h 5V r»i. #-.. to .'V'^- hc\i_ (JV, -?o< ff\ CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS: !v. t ^P'O, 
2*{ZS. To Cso\ Tc iW'.f- a i o F C ^ l D c w , 1 
Temp. Stations 








Pressure " Remarks 
f.-Sc 'KT. S-c?o 
t-;-.- j i & 
/I Mo" . 
OfP ^>
rS p-jL 5^r > 
r:35" 
5 He 
^ S 6 
u, 
1 9 ^ 
#>< 





H c ^ C 
"wM-i : 
&^'/t- r i -
f6f^-
$5 p . ; 
9 1 f •£•'<• 
let ni° q c - c - \ \ ^ / o fH •?6 PA 
U ir^ H° L I I ^i«^ .y5 .o.±.<L 
-1*5 > c - ^ - 4 c c \ \ - • •«^lor-f •*3fSl 
t i t , VOt* 4. c—<'• f \ * - / ^ r S T •<xSjU^ 
1,5 04 \
c '.L w-C- 1 t -vW i-yy/L. 
f-V o-:^ 4-^. 1. c ^ L r̂_L_ 
1:> ( 
0 
, t . -, i \ . wj. ^^ ^\ 0-- ( ^ . o5o* ^ f l c i ^ 
fo:)c 
<; 'frc 
/ « ' • 
e*i\ > , , - ('nl\. 







(WO. \V>>- n 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOMINGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 





''ANE , NO. PROJECT NO. 
i 4 L. ] 1 ' | i 
i 
j . . r 1 330 3 i 320 i 1 
• 1 
1 
310 i \ I 
300 i 1 1 290 I — i ~r 280 i ! • t 
270 ! 1 | 1 
260 i l , - 1 i M " 1 
3 2S0 | • _ •i 
% 2 4 ° i i i / \ j ^ 2 30 i l l ! / r 
> 220 i _t-t!z ^L H 
<~- 210 i i ! ! I 
r*i 200 - i i - / ~T~T~ 
- i 190 r r i 180 ~^f ! 1 
170 i U- I 
160 i z 1 ISO i ; — ^ 1 
. UO i j / i i _ i v. \ [ i 
130 / ! ! i \ l i 1 
120 7 i i p ^ A \\ ]" 110 ±3Z i j & * " 
100 i i 1 1 i 1 
90 i \ 
80 ' i i 
70 / r 1 , 1 i 1 
i • 
^ ^ • > /p. >T\ yp ^ \ / j s < 
JU;LilVivk-Uj^l : 
uv..Ljvlu-iuJ 11*-* lo-
\ / u 
\ / \ / *v A / \ ^ \ / \ A A A /̂ > A A /^. / \ / \ / 
1 ' ' , i. 
* /r-~ /\ /^ /\ 
TIME SIGNATURE-^ 
DATE 1 «> J'I- c-7 
142 
.PROJECT HO. - I f - J 
TO. 
' 'SANDV/1CH DATA SHEET 
• . - . . t - . . . . . . . . 
L___ FROM _ _ _ _ _ __ DATE _J^JL-L¥£-*Z i 
! / 
.pose fjf r .^Vinj tiie pone! 
<T tJ/FFFP \.jl. L KH P 
P i e o s e Icn inaJc the f o l l o w i n g - c - J J c H v s - p o n . l s c n j report 
tJie r e su l t s ro: _ _ __ _. 
MATERIAL: " ^ ^ ' " ' ^ " - / 7 ^ 
/ <? -OCT-- &J 
TYPa A, c. 
TOOL COVER 
B-L ACK BAG 
tetcse. m^MYLAR 
f£f£cj • 
COElE- CLE A'( *'SZ PfOZfSZ 
T ^ ' C7 K ~ r ?2 ;_' ^ ^ • 
€>*#.££..I _ 
^13=S^^i£iMAii£^t 
;/ 3 PL1FS PRFPRFG 
P°ee- F%'',QQ25' 50fi2 N ,50' T 
r — -
coze. PAY i^c-> Pzocii$_s. 
7: MM. (g. ' ""• ° / r • 
5 PL IFS PfiEPPFG ^ / 2. \//;p- l-> S 
£££/L£J*L. 
__£cC{t-j£.. r/c^p^u'^r-^^r 
YclTc.:. t/-xn_ KATCJZ 5 C L 
_ 5l£<_ 
cozt^ zizsor/ 2>;.?fcr/osj _S_i__ 
*_lFTLL * 'Face S I ^ E . ^<r,-.u.i_-r C. 
P r e s s u r e : vac V^NJLJCLAlMG£Eh££F Â iy A/. RX. 
2 5 PS"f Apply Ar__J_RJL AJ 
Hcot-up Rafc _JEJLlfCLJ^XllfLJiOCLAilii . 
6 o ' M1M A.'~T 2 50"F "' Cure Time . 
Ccoiin3 RCC 2^iLHBS^^jI£f^J_ 
Re.ove P r . ss . r c c. J ^ T . „ £ F _ ^ 1 ^ 0 ^ 
POST CURE: Tire (H.-s.) M 2 K £ . 
Ten?. (°F.) 
MARKS: 
PANEL THAT MEETS THE ABOVE OBJECTIVES IS NU.'-.'.SEP.ED:Xlil___Z_ V / ? ^_$_ 
- ^ . ^ ^ . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . 









AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
BLOOV.1NGDU.E DEPARTMENT 
L' HAVRE DE GRACE. MARYLAND 




9 ^ 7- j " 
VAC.D PRESS D 
2±£r(:7 
AUTOCLAVE0 
nj - is? -y / /: - 5 T > ; ,v •; £-c /n;**' C7- xoccr x£ p<,£ rtif{ 










/ H i 
I 0 3£-
: fO X 
/<wc 
/ f V i 
/05Z 
IO 'S~> 














del D &c / • > 
VzSJi t 
To. 
,Ab ?±1 $ Tr)/?T. 
2-5T-P it 
2$PsX 
< G - « 3 L * [ V . « / 2 4 / « < 
A M E R I C A N C Y A N A M I D C O M P A N Y 
BLOOM1NGDALE DEPARTMENT 
HAVRE !)E GRACE, MARY!,AND 
RP9/9- \13-# M^L 
'ANF. . NO. PROJECT NO. 
360 i ^ .; ! 1 | 
3̂ 0 ! 
340 ! 
3 30 
320 1 ! i ! 
i 
i i 
310 U_L! L 7 
300 i 1 i 
! 2^0 1 j - _ i 1 j j | j 
280 i — • ~r 
! 
?70 i - i 1 I 
260 ] — -
1 — ' 
! 
2 SO I 
^ 
1 j " I ; j • 
240 / — — 
1 ! . 
?m j I *\ 1 '•• 












• ~ — \ 
\ 
170 " .17 - \ 7 — -
| 
160 i — 








i / — - — 
i 
i 




120 / i \ \ 
no — - /- \ \ i 
100 \ 1 I 
90 / i \ 
so / \ | 
70 / i i i L-l a-, ^ > 1 7A-
I 
S~7 V~> 
| \ 4 / A 
N. 
ff^^W^^ 
4 -i a H I ^ 3 3 ^ 
1 
! 1 1 
^ ' N ^J\ / T 
\ A / . ^ ^ ' K A ^ ' ̂  A J 
r 
f> /A /^ /K < t- ss \ , 





» t V . 6 / 2 4 / 8 4 
145 
PROJECT NO. ?r - <r J 
'\ X 
SANDWICH DATA SHEET 
FROM DATE " / 
/: 7 
^•»iposr for naming tfie pans! 
Please IrTiInaf; ?K; following •cJ^Tch'.'S-paaaIs caJ report 
l i e rcsu?!i to: ___• _ _ . 
TYPE /^ 
MATERIAL: _ _ _ 2 _ ^ i l _ / / X 
TOOL CCA'FR 
BLACK PAG 
tEtrrzc jTfc^i M Y L A R 
-TsfU/J 
coze Ct-CAA'/s/.^ P,?O?F;Z 
VAFoZ Z> Z C-Zir--> s £ \_ 
OTM.4.Z. : 
3 PUFC> pKfTOR 
C o ? £ N,S.Q0?:5 5 0 ^ N ,50 T 
r 
JZ2L&J&S. 
/VY/>.-£. m fy ^ z t ^ ^ r r t r 
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Section 2; Panel Flexural Shear Quality Control Test Data 
The following equations were used to calculate failure stresses 
Core Shear Stress -
(psi) 
(Load)/[(Panel thickness + core thickness) (width)] 
Face Sheet Failure Stress = 
(lbs./inch width/face) 
(2) (Load)/ [(Panel thickness + core thickness)(width)] 
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RECORDED TEST DATA 
Section 1: Lairinate Test Data (12 Ply 75DE181/BP919) 
Tension 
Load Soecimen Width Thickness Ultimate Ultimate A Load A Strain Initial Failure 
Angle Number Load Stress Modulus Description 
(inch) (inch) (#) (nsi) m (in/in) (nsi) 
0° 1 0.502 0.1232 3750 60,700 I960 0,01 3.17 x 10b Net 
7 
i* 0.504 0.1254 3700 5S,500 2025 0.01 3.20 x 10b Net 
3 0.500 0.1250 3790 60,600 2010 0.01 5.22 x 10b Net 
4 0.500 0.1228 3560 58,000* 1910 0.01 3.11 x 10* Grin 
5 0.504 0.1249 3740 59,500* 2060 0.01 3.27 x 10b Cr I'D 
6 0.503 0.1238 3700 59,400 1955 0.01 3.14 x 10* 
3.185 x 10b 
Net 
Average 59,800 
90° 1 0.501 0.1231 2500 40,500 2000 0.01 3.24 x 10b Net-Radius 
2 0.505 0.1234 2520 40,600 1910 0.01 3.08 x 10b Net-Radius 
3 0.500 0.1230 2570 41,800 1760 0.01 2,86 x 10b Net-Radius 
4 0.505 0.1242 2580 41,300 1800 0.01 2.88 x 10b Net-Radius 
5 0.502 0.1242 2570 41,300 2035 0.01 3.27 x 10b Net-Radius 
6 0,502 0.1246 2550 40,800 1775 0.01 2.84 x 10b 
2.98 x 10b 
Net-Radius 
Average 41,050 
45° 1 0.505 0.1240 1835 29,400 600 0.005 1.92 x 10b Net 
2 0.500 0.1242 1645 26,500 480 0.005 1.55 x 10b Net-Radius 
3 0.501 0.1226 1445 23,500* 534 0.005 1.74 x 10b Net-Radius 
4 0.502 0.1241 1700 27,300 584 0.005 1.87 x 10b Net-Radius 
5 0.502 0.1240 1755 28,200 514 0.005 1.65 x 10b Net 
6 0.502 0.1237 1590 25,600 470 0.005 1.51 x 10b 
1.71 x 10b 
Net-Radius 
Average 26,750 
*Not used in average, failure unacceptable or irceasurement suspect 
Comorossion 
Load Specimen Width Thickness Ultimate Ultimate A Load Gage A Strain Initial Failure 
Angle Number Load Stress Length Modulus Description 
(inch) (inch) C#) (psi) 00 (inch) (in/in) (psi) 
0° 1 0.704 0.1232 5720 66,000 3000 1.071 0.00934 3.70 x 10b Center 
2 0.700 0.1258 5680 64,500 2970 1.071 0.00934 3.61 x 10b Center 
3 0.703 0.1263 5370 66,100 2980 1.071 0.00934 3.59 x 10b Center 
4 0.704 0.1235 5400 62,100 2900 1.080 0.00926 3.60 x 10b Center 
j 0.704 0.1245 5420 61,900 2900 1.073 0.00932 3.55 x 10b Center 
6 0.705 0.1250 5610 63,800 2680 1.063 0.00936 3.26 x 10b 
3.55 x 10° 
Center 
Average 64,100 
90° 1 0.702 0.1206 4570 51,600 712 1.040 0.00240 3.50 x 10b Center 
? 0e700 0.1207 4340 51,400 1525 1.047 . 0.00478 5.78 x 10
b Center* 
3 0,700 0.1210 4190 49,500 1350 1.053 0.00475 3.36 x 10b Center 
4 0.701 0.1207 4440 52,500 1310 1.062 0.00471 3.29 x 10b ^enter 
5 0.700 0.1208 4160 49.200 1690 1.045 0.0047S 4.18 x 10b Center* 
6 0.700 0.1214 4130 4S',600 
50,500 
1250 1.053 0.00475 3.10 x 10b 
5.31 x 10~b 
Center 
Averse 
45° 1 0.702 0.1212 1660 19,500 liS 
n 0.705 0.1239 1880 21,600 S40 1.045 0.00478 2.02 x 10b Support End 
3 0.702 0.1205 1900 22,500 820 1.065 0.00469 2.07 x 10b At' Clamo 
4 0.702 0.1245 1820 20,800 ES 
5 0.702 0.1250 2040 23,300 1040 1.045 0.00478 2.48 x 10̂-r At Clamp 
6 0.702 0.1200 1350 22,000 Support End 
Average 21,600 2.05 x 10b 
45° 1 0.68S 0.1152 1700 21,400 1190 1.055 0.00948 1.58 x 10b ES 
Rerun 2 0.632 0.1152 1530 21,000 1260 1.046 0.00956 1.31 x 10b ES 
5 0.683 0.1150 1600 20,200 1595 1.042 0.00960 2.10 x 10b ES 
4 0.683 0.114S 1620 20,700 1160 1.064 0.00940 1.57 x 10b ES 
5 0.669 0.1145 1530 20,000 1145 1.050 0.00952 1.57 x 10b 






































































2.11 x 10b 
2.03 x 10b 
1.83 x 10b 
2.27 x 106 
1.96 x 105 


















































2.39 x 10b 
1.93 x 106 
2.20 x 10b 
2.21 x 106 






Average 2.21 x 106 
Note: ES - Some 30°, 45° and 60° specimens failed in an edgewise general instability mode. 
Flexure (3-Point Loading, 2-Inch Span) 
^lanufacturer/Material Code: AC American Cyanamid 
LG Lockheed- Georgia 











A Load A Deflection Initial 
Modulus 
(inch) (inch) C#) (psi) no (inch) (osi) 
AC 1 0.902 0.1211 365 82,300 252 0.1 3.15 x 10b 
AC 2 0.920 0.1213 370 32,000 259 0.1 3.15 x 10b 
AC 3 0.93G 0.1208 331 83,700 257 0.1 5.11 x 10b 
AC 4 0.929 0.1202 375 83,800 258 0.1 3.20 x 10b 
AC 5 0.932 0.1206 378 83,700 262 0.1 3.20 x 10b 
AC 6 0.929 0.1205 331 84,700 256 0.1 5.15 x 10b 
AC 7 0.937 0.1199 376 83,700 
83,500 
254 0.1 3.14 x 10b 
Average 3.16 x 10b 
LG 5-1 0.935 0.1146 358 87,400 238.5 0.1 3.59 x I0b 
LG 5-2 0.937 0.1149 360 87,300 247.5 0.1 3.48 x 10 b 
LG 5-3 0.939 0.1144 361 88,100 245.5 0.1 3.49 x 10b 
LG 5-4 0.937 0.1146 352 85,800 244.5 0.1 3.47 x 10b 
LG 5-5 0.937 0.1148 357 86,700 248 0.1 3,50 x 10b 
LG 5-6 0.955 0.1152 362 87,500 249 0.1 3.48 x 10b 
LG 5-7 0,956 0.1144 358 87,700 249 0.1 3.55 x 10b 
LG 5-8 
Average 
0.937 0.1148 351 85,200 
87,000 
243.5 0.1 3.50 x 10b 









A Load A Deflection Initial 
Modulus 
(inch) (inch) w (psi) w (inch) fosi) 
3M 6-1 0.934 0.120 382 85,200 272 0.1 3.37 x 10b 
3M 6-2 0.935 0.118 365 84,100 260 0.1 3.39 x 10b 
3M 6-3 0.935 0.121 380 85,300 268 0.1 3.24 x 10b 
3M 6-4 0.938 0.120 372 82,600 266 0.1 3.34 x 10b 
3M 6-5 0.935 0.120 383 85,300 270 0.1 3.54 x 10b 
3M 6-6 0.937 0.119 364 S2,300 260.5 0.1 3.30 x 10D 
3M 6-7 
Average 
0.936 0.120 385 85',700 
84,100 
269 0.1 3.33 x 10b 
3.32 x 10b 
Section 2: Sandwich Quality Control Test Data 
- i - i i i • • • • • • ' i i i • -
Flatwise Tension 
Specimen Type Panel Average Ultimate Ultimate Failure 







1 1/8-.0009"- BP919-158-16 1.98 2800 909 Load Block Bond -
Core Fracture 
'i 
L 5052-NP 2.01 2860 901 Core Tension 
3 -.50" 2.02 2960 924 Core Tension 
4 (3.7£/ftd) 2.02 2960 924 Core Tension 




1 3/16-.0025"- BP919-113-10 2.01 
2 5052-NP 2.02 2170 677 Adhesive 
3 -.50" 2.00 ^zbo 716 Adhesive 
4 (6.8-Vft^ 1.98 2000 650 Adhesive 




1 1/4 -.004"- BP919-158-6 2.02 1620 505* Load Block Bond 
2 5052-NP 2.00 2720 866 Adhesive 
3 -.50" 2.01 2650 835 Adhesive 
4 (Sff/ft*) 2.02 2650 827 Adhesive 
5 
I 




:\!ot used in average, failure unacceptable 
Flatwise Compression 
Specimen Type Panel Average Ultimate Ultimate Failure 







i 1/8-.0009"- BP919-158-16 1.990 1185 381 Core Buckle 
? 5052-NP- 1.990 1130 363 Core Buckle 
3 0.5" 1.915 1055 366 Core Buckle 
4 (3.7#/ft^ 1.980 1260 409 Core Buckle 




1 3/16-.002S" BP919-113-10 2.035 3070 944 Core "Buckle 
2 5052-NP- 2.020 2940 917 Core Buckie 
3 0.5" 2.030 29S0 921 Core Buckle 
4 (6.3/7ft3) 2.040 3020 924 Core Buckle 




1 l/4».004" BP919-158-6 2.030 
{- 5052-NP- 2.015 5570 1747 Core Buckle 
\ 0.5" 2.025 5500 1708 Core Buckle 
4 (8.Off/ft3) 2.020 5450 1700 Core Buckle 

































































































































































Note: (1) Core thickness taken as 0.5" 
(2) Failure stress equations same as those in Appendix 1, Section 2 
Section 5; Edgewise Compression. Strength Test Data 
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Section 4: Edgewise Compression Strain Gage Test Data 
Tlie following data has been reduced from readings talien d i rec t ly 
off tlie BLH s t r a i n indica tor . The Rosette Strain Gage Data Reduction 
Program as l i s t e d in Appendix 3 , Section 3, was used to produce th i s 
reduced s t r a i n gage data output. 
THE rOLLOWlNO SPECIMEN. CC 0 8 FRP, WAS TESTED ON 7/l3/$8 
ORIENTATION 0 WARP NUMBER OF PUT - 3/FC WJOTM • 1.9J0 
ULTIMATE STRESS - 1095. LBS/INCH WIDTH/FACE 
C-E STRESS MODULUS POISSONS 
NO. SECANT RATIO 
IL0S/1NCM WIDTH/FACE) 
STRAINS MICRO IN/IN 
AXIAL TRANSVERSE $5 DEGREES 
77. -137957. *0.194 -563. no. -230. 
77. -128291. 0.198 -606. 120. -253. 
2 3. -126374. 0.170 -209. __ 39. -47. 
7.5 . -123343. 0.190 -210. 40. -66. 
91. -132839. 0.192 -390. 75. -133. 
91. -12*374. 0.207 -410. _ 85. -130. 
77. -135169. 0.200 -579. 113. -220. 
77. -125333. 0.201 -620. 125. -233. 
103. / -13*891. 0.204 -797. 153. -BOO. 
101. -124104. 0.209 -839. 173. -313. 
129. -137072. 0.2O1 -949. 190. -380. 
129. -123363. 0.209 -1049^ 220. -400. 
194. -138786. 0.201 -1399. 283. -363. 
194. -122973. 0.213 -1379. 340. -390. 
299. -13893?. 0.200 -1869. 373. -760. 
299. -123369. 0.211 -2099. 449. -770. 
NO. OF FACES • 2.000 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS 
PMI MEASURED 
CCWISE FROM AXIAL 
no. -963. 1.90 DEO. 0 TO 90 
120. -606. 0.71 DEO. 0 TO 90 
40. -210. 8.78 DEO. 0 TO -90 
*•
 -211. 4.32 DEO. 0 TO -90 
T*. -391. 2.7* DEO. 0 TO -90 
15. -410. 1.44 DEC. 0 TO -90 
119. -373. 0.83 OEG. 0 TO -90 
123. -620. 0.9* DEO. 0 TO -90 
133. -757. 0.06 DEO. 0 TO -90 
173. -835, 0.83 OEG. 0 TO -90 
190. -94J, 0.12 DEQ. 0 TO 90 
220. . -1030. 0.67 DEO. 0 TO -90 
283. -1400, 0.23 DEO. 0 TO 90 
340. -I960, 0.89 OEG. 0 TO -90 
379. -1870. 0.31 DEQ. 0 TO 90 
*<46. -2101. 1.29 DEQ. 0 TO -90 
399. -136331. 0*200 -2849. 370. 
399. -122201. 0*213 -3179. 663. 
318. -13*930. 0.193 -3939. 7S0i 
318. -120496. 0.212 -4299. "~ 913. 
647. -134930. 0.199 -4799. 910. 
647. -118187. 0.209 -3479. ~ 1139. 
777. -136112. 0.182 -3709. 1039 
777. -114294. 0.202 -6799. 1379 
906. -139069. 0.180 -4319. 1179. 
906. -139069. 0.180 0*. 0. 
036. -133813. 0.174 -7629. 
1} 
1)29. 
0)6. -133913. 0.174 0.~" 6. 
1139. 370. -2830. 0.33 DEQ. 0 TO 90 
1139. 687. -3182. 1.39 OEG. 0 TO -90 
1339. 730. -3840. 0.06 DEQ. 0 TO -90 
1319. 920. -4303. 1.89 OEO. 0 TO -90 
1839. 910. -4800. 0.33 OEG. 0 TO -90 
1899. 1130. -3490. 2.33 OEG. 0 TO -90 
2179. 104}. -3713. 1.31 OEG. 0 TO -90 
2319. 1398. -6818. 2.72 OEG. 0 TO -90 
2379. 1181. -6321. 0.66 DEO. 0 TO -90 
0. 0. 0. M..99 DEO. 90 
•30*9. 1130. -7630. 0.31 OEO. 0 TO •90 
0. 0t 0. 44.99 OEG. 90 
^vj 
t^o 
THE FOLLOWINO SPECIMEN* EC 0 9 rRP. WAS TESTED ON 7/11/4,8 
ORIENTATION 0 WARP NUMBER OF PLY • 3/FC WIDTH • l » » * l 
ULTIMATE STRESS - 1139 . LB3/INCM WIDTH/FACE 
GC STRESS MODULUS POIS50NS 
0 . SECANT RATIO 
(LD3/INCM WIDTH/PACE) 
STRAINS MICRO IN/5N 
AXIAL TRANSVERSE 43 DEGREES 
7 7 . - 1 1 3 6 * 6 . 0 . 1 7 6 
7 7 . - 1 1 7 0 9 0 . 0 . 1 8 9 
2 3 . - 1 0 7 3 3 2 . 0 . 1 8 7 
2 3 . - 1 1 7 0 9 0 . 0 . 1 8 1 
3 1 . - 1 0 8 * 6 2 . 0 . 1 6 S 
3 1 . - 1 1 3 2 3 0 . 0 . 1 8 6 
7 7 . - 1 1 4 4 8 8 . 0 . 1 6 3 
7 7 . - 1 1 3 3 4 2 . 0 . 1 9 4 
1 0 3 . - 1 1 4 4 8 8 . 0 . 1 8 1 
1 0 3 . - 1 1 3 8 3 3 , 0 . 1 8 7 
1 2 8 . - 1 1 4 9 9 9 . 0 . 1 8 3 
1 2 0 . - 1 1 3 9 8 1 . 0 . 1 9 0 
1 9 3 . - 1 1 4 9 9 9 . 0 . 1 8 4 
1 9 3 . - 1 1 3 6 4 6 . 0 . 1 9 1 
2 3 7 . - 1 1 4 9 9 9 . 0 . 1 3 3 
2 3 7 * - 1 1 1 9 6 1 . O . K O 
- 6 8 0 . 
- 6 6 0 . 
- 2 4 0 , 
- 2 2 0 . 
- 4 7 3 . 
- 4 3 3 . 
- 6 7 3 . 
- 6 7 0 . 
- 9 0 0 . 
- 9 0 3 . 
• 1 1 1 9 . 
• 1 1 2 9 . 
•1679 . 
•1699 . 
• 2 2 3 9 . 
• 2 2 3 9 . 
120< 
1 2 3 . 
43 . 
40 , 
8 0 , 
6 5 , 
1 2 3 . 
1 1 0 . 
163 i 
1 7 0 , 
2 0 3 , 
2 1 3 , 
1 1 0 . 
3 2 3 , 
4 1 3 , 
4 3 0 . 
•100 . 
0 . 
• 1 1 3 , 
0 , 






• 4 6 0 . 
0 . 





NO. OF FACES • 2 . 000 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS PHI MEASURED 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS CCWISE FROM AXIAL 
1 . 4 3 DEC. 0 TO 90 
1 7 . 1 3 OEG. 0 TO - 3 0 
3 .30 DEO. 0 TO 90 
1 7 . 1 4 DEC. 0 TO - 9 0 
1.28 DEG. 0 TO 90 
17 .20 DEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 .71 DEG. 0 TO 90 
17 .00 DEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 .40 DEG. 0 TO 90 ! 
17.18 DEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 1 0 DEO. 0 TO 90 
1 7 . 1 1 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 .14 DEO. 0 TO -9G 
1 7 . 0 1 DEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 4 8 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
1 7 . i l OEfl. 0 TO - 9 0 
1 2 0 . - 6 8 0 . 
2 0 7 . - 7 4 2 . 
4 6 . - 2 4 1 . 
6 8 . - 2 4 8 . 
BO. - 4 7 3 . 
1 4 2 . ' - 3 1 2 . 
1 2 3 . - 6 7 3 . 
2 1 2 . - 7 3 2 . 
1 6 3 . - 9 0 0 . 
2 8 1 . - 1 0 1 8 . 
2 0 3 . - 1 1 2 0 . 
rss . - 1 2 7 0 . 
1 1 0 . - 1 6 8 0 , 
3 3 6 . - 1 9 1 1 . 
4 1 3 . - 2 2 4 0 . 
7 1 1 . - 2 3 4 1 . 
U i 
1 186* -112692. 0.112 -3429. 629. 
2 386. -113646. 0*189 -3399. 640. 
1 . 919. -110597. 0.178 -4699. "~ 830, 
2 ?13. -112982. 0.163 -4939. 839. 
1 649. -109337. 0.173 -9889. 1019. 
2 643. -112194. 0,177 -3759. 1019. 
1 772. -106887. 0.168 -7229. . 1219. 
2 772. -110089. 0.170 -7019. ' 1199. 
I 901. -104816. 0.161 -0999. . 1389. 
2 901. -107846. 0.162 -8339. 1399. 
1 1030. -10314J. 0.196 -9989. 1939. 
2 1030. -103142. 0.156 0. *' 0. 
1 1199. -10298?. 0.130 -11299. 1499. 
2 1199. -102983. 9.150 0. v" 0. 
% 
•1J49 . 6 2 9 . - 3 * 3 0 . 0 .74 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . " 1 0 6 4 * . - 3 8 2 6 . 17 .16 OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
• 1 8 1 9 . 8 3 1 . - 4 6 6 1 . 0 . 9 9 OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 1 4 1 9 . - 3 1 4 0 . 1 7 . 3 1 OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
• 2 2 9 9 . 1 0 2 2 . - 9 8 9 2 . l . l l OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 1 7 6 2 . - 6 4 8 2 . 17 .46 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
• 2 8 2 9 . 1223 . - 7 2 3 3 . 1 .14 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 2 1 2 9 . - 7 9 4 9 . ' 17 .64 .OEO. 0 7 0 - 9 0 
• 3 3 9 9 . 1 3 9 6 . - 6 6 0 6 . 1 .40 OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 2 4 8 9 . - 9 4 4 9 . 17 .86 OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
- 3 9 1 9 . 1 3 6 7 . - S 9 9 T . 1 .44 DEG. 0 70 - 9 0 
0 . 0 . 0 . 44«?9 DEO. 90 
- 4 4 0 9 . 1 7 1 1 . - 1 1 3 1 1 . 1 .71 OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0 . 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 OEO. 90 
^J 
-Fs. 
THE POUCHING SPECIMEN. EC 30 4 FRP, WAS TESTED ON 7/19/61 
ORTEN7ATION 30 WARP NUMBER OF PLY " 3/FC WIDTH • 1.94J 
ULTIMATE STRESS • 627. L65/INCH WIDTH/FACE 
GAGG STRESS MODULUS POISSONJ 
NO. SECANT RATIO 
(LBS/INCH WIDTH/PACE) 
STRAIN5 MICRO IN/IN 
AXIAL TRANSVERSE 4» DEGREES 
1 51. -102583. 0.150 o* 405. 35. 
2 91. -17107. 0.328 -330. 280. 00. 
I 2). -T36S*. 0.530 -340. , 190. 13. 
2 25. -e04l6. 0.562 -320. 100. 10. 
1 51. -73002. 0*52* -705. 370. 20. 
2 31. -79793. 0.5*2 -6*5. 330. 20. 
1 T7. -71481, 0.527 -1079. 370. !i 25. 
2 77. -81263. 0.557 -950. . 530. 40. 
1 102. -70502. 0.5*4 -1*59. 795. *0. 
2 102. -80*16. 0.574 -1279. 733. 73. 
1 128. -68805. 0.556 -1869 . ; 1039. 63. 
2 126. -7942*. 0.586 -1619. ; 930. 105. 
1 1?I. -6*119. 0.588 -3009. ;- 1769. 170. 
2 191. -73664. 0.622 -2619. . 1629. 255. 
1 257. -37958. 0.623 -4439. 2769. 350. 
2 297. -66666. 0.663 -1859. . 2559. 470. 
NO. OF FACES - 2.000 
G 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS PHI MEASURED 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS CCWI3E FROM AXIAL 
19.79 OEO. 0 TO 90 

















9.37 DEO. 0 TO -90 
8.87 DEO. 0 TO -90 
9.61 DEO, 0 TO -90 
9.30 DEO. 0 TO -90 
9.37 DEG. 0 TO -90 
9.33 DEO. 0 TO -90 
9.14 DEG. 0 TO -90 
9.31 DEG. 0 TO -90 
9.12 DEG. 0 TO -90 
9.45 DEG. 0 TO -90 
9.14 DEG. 0 TO -90 
9.72 DEG. 0 TO -90 
9.09 DEO. 0 TO -90 
9.61 DEO. 0 TO -90 
--J 
921* -3U39. 0.666 
321. -59021. 0.713 
386. -44266. 0.713 
386. -31398. 0.772 
430. -39821. 0.740 
430. -38S21. 0.740 
314. -30274. 0.794 
J14. -30274. 0.794 
379. -27185* 0.000 
379. -27193. 0.000 
627. -19507. 0.000 
627. -19607. 0.000 
-6289. ' 4189. 
-3449. 3589. 
-8719. " 6219. 
-7309. " '" 5799. 
-11399. 8889. 
0. '""" 0. 
-14999. 13499. 
0. '" 0. 
-21299. 0. 
Or" :" " 0. 
-31699. "." 0. 
0. " 0. 
643. 4437. -6337. 8.96 DEO. 0 TO -90 
833. 4161. -3721. 9.33 OEO, 0 TO -90 
1079. 6374. -9074. 8.46 DEG. 0 TO -90 
1379. 6163. -7973. 9.28 OEO. 0 TO -90 
1639. 9068. -12078. ' 8.43 OEO. 0 TO -90 
0. 0. 0. 44,99 0C0. 90 . 
2879. 14187. -17687. 8.44 OEO. 0 TO -90 
0. 0. 0. 44.99 DEO. 90 
0. 4411. -23711, 22.30 OEO. 0 TO -90 
0. 0. • 0. 44.99 DEG. 90 
0. 6369. -38263* 22.30 DEC. 0 TO -90 




THE FOLLOWINQ 3PECIMEN. EC 10 9 FRP. WAS TESTED ON 7/13/69 
ORIENTATION 30 WARP NUMBER OF PLY • 3/FC 
ULTIMA7E STRESS - 619. L6S/INCM WIDTH/PACE 
WIPTM • 1.938 
OAf.E STRE5S MODULUS POISSON5 
NO. SECANT RATIO 
(LBS/1NCM WIDTH/FACE> 
STRAINS MICRO IN/IN 
AXIAL TRANSVERSE *9 DEGREES 
1 31* -77014. 0*398 -670. 260. -963. 
2 91. -69729. 0.398 -7*0. 295. -369. 
1 29. -67094. 0.*07 -380. . 199. -10. 
2 25. -62926. 0.402 -410. _ 169. -190. 
1 31. -66580. 0.406 -773. 313. 0. 
2 31. -70684. 0.431 -730. _ 319. -349. 
: 77. -67503. 0.421 -1149. 483. 0. 
2 77. -73713. 0.442 -i049. 465. -313. 
1 103. -63312. 0.439 -1629. 710. o< 
2 103. -7068*. 0.463 -1499. 6eo. -710. 
1 128. -62620. 0.4*6 -2099. 920. 0. 
2 126. -70108. 0.470 -1839. 
» " 
880. -899. 
1 193. -38*38. 0.477 -3309. 1979. 0. 
; 193. "6**9?. 0.SC6 -2799. ' 1919. ^1439. 
1 237. -3*007. 0.496 -4769. 2369. 0. 
2 237. -3*309. 0.940 -43*9. 2349. *213«. 
8 
NO. OF FACES • 2.000 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS PHI MEASURED 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS CCWISE fROM AXIAL 
689. -1099. 29.26 DEO. Q TO 90 
31*. -739. 7.69 DEO. 0 TO 90 
17). -398. 10.48 DEC. 0 TO -90 
172. -417. 6.60 OEG. 0 TO 9Q 
361. -821. 11.44 DEO. 0 TO -90 
132. -747, 7.37 OEO. 0 TO 90 
990. -1219. 11.06 DEO. 0 TO -90 
497. -1082. 8.16 DEC. 0 TO 90 
797. -1717. 10.73 DEG. 0 TO -90 
726. -1306. 8.32 DEG. 0 TO 90 
1029. -2165. 10.46 DEG. 0 TO -90 
941. -1901. 8.48 DEG. 0 TO 90 
1728. -3498. 9.74 DEO. 0 TO -90 
16)1. -3111. 8.63 OEG. 0 TO 90 
2366. -4966. 9.28 DEO. 0 TO -90 
2336. -4931. 9.39 DEG. 0 TO 90 
-J 
922. -48419. 0.918 
)22. -92860* 0.981 
966* -407)6* 0*948 
396* -43976* 0*636 
491. -4)976. 0**3* 
491. -14333. 0.290 
941. -14333. 0.250 
941. -14447. 0.000 
606. -1*447. 0.000 
606. -12764. 0.000 
619* -12764. «*O.C0C 
619. -12369. 0.000 
-6649. "" 3449. 
-609?. ~*r" 3949. 
-9499. ; 920*. 
-8799. '_" 9999. 
0. 0. 
-31499. " 7899. 
0. 0* 
-37499. "" 0. 
0. ""•" 0. 
-47419. "~ . 0. 
o. • - o . ']' 
-49999. " 0. 
Oi 
•3019. 
3697. -6897. 8.78 DEO. 0 TO -90 
S899. -6409. »»94 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0. 
P-4S49. 
9916. -9806. 8.12 DEO, 0 TO -10 









0 . 0 . 44*99 DEC. 90 
8808. -32409. 8 . ) ) DEO. 0 TO - 1 0 
0 . 0 . 44.91 DEO. 90 
7766. -452*6, 22 .90 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 DEO. 90 
9837. -973)7 . 2 2 . 9 0 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0* 44 .99 DEC. 10 
10)99. -60)99. 22 .90 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
^J 
00 
THE FOLLOWINO SPECIMEN. EC 45 > FRP • WAS TESTED ON 7/13/61 
[ENTATION 49 VARP NUK3ER Of PLY • 3/FC WIDTH • 1.114 
.T!MATE STRESS • 596. L8S/INCH WIDTH/rACE 
GE STRESS MOOULUS POISSONs STRAINS MICRO IN/IN 
NO. SECANT RATIO AXIAL TRANSVERSE 49 DEGREES 
(LOS/INCH WIDTH/FACE) 
51. -64966. 0.481 
91. -54096. 0.476 
23. -96144. 0,478 
25. -79960. 0.900 
91. -54659. 0.497 
91. -67964. 0.926 
77. -93809. 0.527 
7?» =&45&6. O.34I 
103. -49906. 0.9*5 
105. -36761. 0.576 
129. -50039. 0.574 
129. -56144. 0.578 
193. -43900. 0.623 
193. -48913. 0.614 
298* -40393* 0.679 
258. -41994* 0.638 
-800. 383. -100. 
-935. 435. -140. 
-460. 220. -100. 
-340, 170. -70. 
-945. 470. -170. 
-760. 400. -149. 
-1439. 760. -239. 
- H 9 9 . 655. -220. 
-2069. 1169. -293. 
-1819. _ 1049. -305. 
-2539. 1459. -353. 
-2299. _ 1329. -370. 
-4219. 2629. -483. 
-3959. ___ 2439. -370. 
-6399. 4349. -603* 
-6149. 4049. -750. 
NO* OF FACES, - 2*000 
10 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS 
PHI MEASURED 
CCWISE FROM AXIAL 
394. -809. S. 
461* -963* 4. 
220* -460. ~ 1. 
170. -340. 1. 
473. -948. 2. 
401. -761. 1. 
764. -1444. 2, 
631. -1201. 1. 
1177. -2077. 2. 
1092. -1822. 1. 
1468. -2548. 2. 
1333. -2303. 1. 
2643. -4233. 2. 
2443. -3963. 1. 
4366* -6416. 2. 
4093* -6131. 1. 
14 OEG. 0 TO -90 
43 DEC 0 TO -90 
68 OEG. 0 TO -90 
61 DEC. 0 TO -90 
72 OEG. 0 TO -90 
72 DEG. 0 TO -90 
72 DEG. 0 TO -90 
70 DEO. 0 TO -90 
73 DEG. 0 TO -90 
59 DEG. 0 TO -90 
64 DEG. 0 TO -90 
II DEG. 0 TO -90 
91 DEO. 0 TO -90 
69 DEG. 0 TO -90 
23 OEO. 0 TO -90 









4 ) 1 . 
5 U . 
516* 
- 3 3 8 3 9 . 0 .728 
- 3 3 0 1 4 . 0 .499 
• 2 7 9 T 0 . 0 .784 
• 2 7 8 7 0 . 0 .784 
- 1 9 6 3 0 . O.OQ0 
-19490* O.OQO 
-14349 . O.OQO 
-14340. O.OQO 
-9339. 6949. 
-9219. " 6449. 
-13899. 10899. 
0 . '"• 0. 
-22999. 0. 
0. ~ 0. 
-33999. " 0. 
o . .*••'•' 0. 
I t 
• 6 9 0 . 6 9 7 2 . - 9 3 6 2 . 2 .09 OEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
• 9 4 3 . 6 4 6 2 . . - 9 2 3 2 . 1.40 OEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
• 7 S 0 . . 1 0 9 2 2 . - 1 3 9 2 2 . 1 .73 OEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0 * 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 DEG. 90 
0 . 4 7 6 ) . - 2 7 7 4 J . 2 2 . 3 0 OEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0 . 0* 4 4 . 9 9 DEG. 90 
0 . 7 4 3 3 . - 4 J 4 J 3 . 2 2 . 3 0 OEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0 . 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 OEG. 90 
CO 
o 
THE FOLLOWING SPECIMEN* EC 43 * FRP • WAS TESTED CN 7/13/48 
ORIENTATION 45 WARP NUMBER OF PLY - 3/FC WIDTH " 1.934 
ULTIMATE STRESS • 389. LBS/INCH WIDTH/PACE 
CAGE STRESS MODULUS P0IS30NS 
NO. SECANT RATIO 
ILBS/INCH WIDTH/FACE) 
STRAINS MICRO IN/IN 
AXIAL TRANSVERSE 45 OEGREES 
1 31. -79548. 0.992 
2 51. -53032. 0»3?4 
1 29. -68941. 0.600 
I 25. -63056. o.6$a 
1 7T. -64632. 0.6'JO 
2 7T. -635,73. 0.632 
103. -61555. 0.6J5 
103. -60830" 0.6^3 
129. -39296. 0.6|7 
129. -58757. 0.64.9 
193. -52977. 0.699 
193. -51844. O.673 
256. -49338. 0.7?» 





1 . 51. -65867. 0,5$3 -783. 

















720 . •' -260. 







3839. ' -730. 
4019. -720. 
NO. OF FACES • 2.000 
NCIPAL STRAINS PHI MEASURED 

















0*13 DEO. 0 TO -90 
1".3» DEO, 0 TO -90 
2.83 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0.00 DEG. 0 
1*03 DEO. 0 TO 90 
0.43 DEG. 0 TO -90 
0,99 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0.57 DEG. 0 TO -90 
0*32 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0.61 OEO. 0 TO -90 
0.32 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0.55 DEG. 0 TO -90 
0.23 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0.27 DCG. 0 TO -90 
0*23 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0*04 DEG. 0 TO -90 
923* - * 2 8 0 3 . 0 .0 )0 
353 . - 39266 . 0.752 
387. -33977 . * 0 . 8 8 7 
387. -35377 . 0.887 
0 9 2 . - 2 8 2 7 6 . 0.9ft2 
4 5 2 . - 2 8 2 7 6 , 0 . 9 * 2 
917. -20769 . 1.188 
317. -20765 . 1.198 
991 . -14376 . O.OyO 
981 . - 1*978 . 0.000 
969. -140)ft . 0.0^0 
989. - 1 4 0 3 * . O.COO 
- 7 3 * 9 . " 6 1 1 9 . 
- 6 2 2 9 . " 6 * 3 9 . 
- 1 0 8 9 9 . "" 9 6 6 9 . 
0 . ' 0 . 
- 1 3 9 9 9 , ". 19S99. 
0 • • "*" 0 . 
- 2 * 8 9 9 . r 2 7 9 9 9 . 
0 . " 0 . 
- S 9 8 9 9 . 0 . 
0 . "" 0 . 
- 4 1 9 9 9 . 0« 
0 . "- 0 , 
13 
•8*3. 4121 . -7391* 0 . 3 * OEG. 0 TO 90 
•919. - • • - • 6 4 4 Q t - 8 2 3 0 . 0.07 OEG. 0 TO 90 
• 9 3 0 . 9 4 7 9 . - 1 0 9 0 3 . 0 . 9 3 OEG. 0 TO 90 
0 . 0 . 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 OEG. 90 
0 . 1 3 * 0 2 . - 1 6 0 0 2 . 0 . 3 * OEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0 . 0 . * * . 9 9 DEG. 90 
• 9 2 0 . , - .• 2 7 * 9 7 . - 2 * 9 9 7 . 2 . * 7 OEG. 0 TO 90 
0 . 0 . 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 OEG. 90 
0 . C2&3. - 4 1 1 6 3 . 2 2 . 3 0 OEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0 . 0 . 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 OEG. 90 
C 8 6 * 8 . - 3 0 6 9 8 . 2 2 . 3 0 DEG. 0 TO - 9 0 
0* 0 . 0 . 4 4 . 9 9 OEG. 90 
OO 
tsj 
THE POLLOWINO SPECIMEN. EC 40 * FRP. WAS TESTED ON 7/19/6.6 
ORIENTATION 60 WA*P NUMBER Of PLY • 3/»C WIDTH • 1.992 
ULTIMATE 5TRES5 • 672. LBS/INCH WIDTH/fACE 
1 + 
GE STRESS M00ULU5 POIS50NS 
NO. SECANT RATIO 
UB3/INCH WIDTH/FACE) 
STRAINS MICRO IN/IN 
AXIAL TRANSVERSE M DEGREES 
NO. Or FACES • 2*000 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS 
PHI MEASURED 
CCWI5E FROM AXIAL 
S I . - 6 0 1 8 5 . 0 .412 - 8 6 0 . 355 . - 3 9 5 . 1 7 1 . - 1 7 6 . 6 .60 DEC 0 TO 90 
5 1 . - 7 9 6 3 0 . 0 .500 - 6 5 0 . 3 2 3 . - 3 3 0 . J 5 2 . - 6 7 7 * 9 . 4 1 DEO. 0 TO 90 
2 9 . - 6 3 9 0 1 . 0 . 4 } 6 - 4 0 5 . 193 . - 1 9 9 . 188 . - 4 0 8 . 4 .33 DEO. 0 TO 90 
2 5 . - 6 3 9 0 1 . 0 . 4 * 9 - 4 0 5 . 1 9 0 . - i eo . 1 9 8 . - 4 1 3 . 6 . 84 DEC 0 TO 90 
5 1 . - 6 8 1 0 5 . 0 .427 - 7 6 0 . 3 2 5 . - 2 8 9 . 3 2 9 . - 7 6 4 . 3 .94 DEC 0 TO 90 
5 1 . - 6 8 1 0 3 . 0.4(J7 - 7 6 0 . ; 3 3 9 . - 3 2 9 . 3 6 8 . - 7 7 3 . 6 .19 DEG. 0 TO 90 
7 7 . - 6 8 1 0 3 . 0 .423 - U J 9 . 4 8 9 . - 4 3 5 . 4 9 2 . - 1 1 4 7 . 3 .74 DEO. 0 TO 90 
7 7 . - 6 6 7 0 7 . 0 .482 - 1 1 2 9 . 3 4 3 . - 4 7 5 . . 3 6 4 . - 1 1 4 9 . 6 .14 DEG. 0 TO 90 
103 . - 6 6 3 5 0 . 0 .435 - 1 5 3 9 . 6 8 0 . - 3 9 9 . 6 9 0 . - 1 3 7 0 . 3 . 9 ) DEC 0 TO 90 
1 0 ) . - 6 7 2 2 0 . 0 .496 - 1 3 3 9 . 763 . - 6 3 5 . 7 9 1 . - 1 5 6 6 . 6 .06 DEG. 0 TO 90 
129 . - 6 5 3 3 3 . 0 .444 - 1 9 7 9 . 6 8 0 . - 7 6 0 . 6 9 3 . - 1 9 9 3 . 4 . 1 7 DEG. 0 TO 90 
129 . - 6 7 3 9 3 . 0 .313 - 1 9 1 9 . 9 3 9 . - 7 9 0 . 1 0 2 0 . - 1 9 5 3 . 6 . 29 DEG. 0 TO 90 
1 9 4 . - 3 9 9 0 7 . 0 .469 - 3 2 J 9 . 1919 . - 1 2 7 9 . 1536 . - J 2 7 6 . 3 . 0 0 DEG. 0 TO 90 
194 . - 6 3 6 3 9 . 0 .930 - 3 0 4 9 . 1679 . - 1 2 0 9 . 1 7 3 7 . - 3 1 0 7 . 6 .29 DEG. 0 TO 90 
2 5 6 . - 5 5 3 J 6 . 0 .469 - 4 6 3 9 . 2279 . - 1 9 7 9 . 2 ) 4 7 . - 4 7 2 7 . 9 . * 2 DEG. 0 TO 90 
2 9 0 . - 6 0 1 8 5 . 0 .584 - 4 2 9 9 . 2 * 1 9 . - 1 6 4 9 . 2 6 0 ) . - 4 3 9 3 . 6 . 2 1 DEO. 0 TO 90 
CO 
UJ 
323. -51926. 0.9}] 
S21. -56457. 0.6J7 
588. -47168. 0.529 
580. -47160. 0.529 
452. -38581. 0.555 
452. -38381. ' 0.5D5 
517. -33393. 0.574 
917. -3339). 0.374 
582. -28404. 0.10,4 
93 2. -£8404. 0.104 
-6229, 3199. 
-5729. '"' J539. 
-8229. ~. 4339. 
0. " 0, 
-11799. 6549. 
0. " . 0, 
-15499. 8899. 
0. .* 0. 
-20499. 2149. 
o. ;.' o. 
15-
2599. 3323. -6353. 6*47 OEG. 0 TO 90 
2099. 3647. -3837. 6.11 OEG. 0 TO 90 
3499. 4351* -8421. 6.98 DEO. 0 TO 90 
0. 0. 0. 44.99 OEG. 90 
•9079. 6872. -12122. 7.49 DEG. 0 TO 90 
0. 0. 0. 44.99 OEG. 90 
'6699. 9364. -19964. 7.78 OEG. 0 TO 90 
0. 0. 0. 44.99 DEO. 90 
•887?* 2159. -20303. 0.74 DEG. 0 TO -90 
0* 0. 0. 44.99 OEG. 90 
co 
• t * 
THE FOLLOWING SPECIMEN* EC 60 9 FRP* WAS TESTEO ON 7/13/48 
ORIENTATION 60 WARP NUM3ER OF PLY • 3/FC WIDTH • 1.909 
ULTIMATE STRESS • 993. LB3/SKCK WIDTH/FACE 
GAG£ STRESS MODULUS P0!S$0N3 STRAINS MICRO IM/IN 
NO. SECANT RATIO- AXIAL TRANSVERSE 49 OEOREES 
aCS/i^CH WIOTH/FACS> 
1 92. -96444. 0*430 -930. 400. -309. 
2 92. -80142. 0.412 -699. \ 270. -40. 
1 26. -69991. 0.4;« -379. 160. -113. 
2 26. -69173. 0.403 -393. '_ 133. o< 
1 92. -66029. 0.432 -793. 360. -270. 
2 92. -6*016. 0*4Q8 -320. 339. 0. 
1 T3. -49616* 0.462 -1199. 995. -405. 
2 T8. -64941. 0.418 -1219. 910. 0. 
1 io*« -61T97. 0.479 -1699. 813. -989. 
2 104. -61399. 0.424 -1709. 730. 0. 
1 lit. -40193* 0.493 -2179. 1079. -790. 
2 131. -9992<>. 0.458 -2189. 960. o* 
1 19ft. -56966. 0.521 -3479. 1939* -1219. 
2 196. -5960T. 0.413 -3339. _ 1639. 0. 
i 2*2. -3124J. «0.5o6 -3119. 2899. "1919. 
2 262. -49191. 0.491 -9J39. j 2369. 0. 
NO. OF FACES « 2.000 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS 


















CCWISE FROM AXIAL 
1.72 DEO. 0 TO 90 
9.U OCO. 0 TO -90 
0.80 DEO. 0-TO 90 
11.33 •OEG. 0 TO -90 
2*59 DEO* 0 TO 90 
11.38 OEG. 0 TO -90 
2.66 D L G . 0 TO 90 
11.13 DEG. 0 TO -90 
3.23 DEC. 0 TO 90 
10.94 DEG. 0 TO -90 
3.49 DEO. 0 TO 90 
10.66 OEG. 0 TO -90 
4.27 OEG. 0 TO 90 
10.07 DEG. 0 TO -90 
3.02 DEG. 0 TO 90 
9.64 DEO. 0 TO -90 
329. -4606?* 0.6CI 
JIB. - * 3 3 6 1 . ©.SCO 
'393. - * 1 7 * 9 . 0*64* 
S?3. - 3 7 * 9 5 . 0.521 
* 5 9 . - 3 * 0 2 3 . 0.725 
* 5 9 . - 3 * 0 2 3 . 0.725 
5 2 * . - 7 4 2 * 6 . 0 . 8 * 9 
>2<V. - 2 6 2 * 6 . 0 . 5 * 9 
595. - 20978 . 0.000 
595. - 2 0 9 7 3 . 0.000 
- 6 9 9 9 . ; * 2 5 9 . 
- 7 * 7 9 . ~ 3 7 3 9 . 
- 9 * 2 9 . •''• 6 2 6 9 . 
- 1 0 * 9 9 . " 3 * 7 9 . 
- 1 3 * 9 9 . 9 7 8 9 . 
0 . 0 . 
-19999 . 16999. 
0 . 0 . 
- 2 M 5 9 . ' 0 . 




*3B** - 7 1 2 * . 5.96 DEG. 0 TO 90 
* 0 * 3 . - 7 7 8 3 . 9.21 DEG. 0 TO -90 
3639. 6535. -9693. 7.35 DEG, 0 TO 90 
0. 566*. -iocs*. 8.71 DEG. 0 TO -90 
5**9. 10332. -1*0*2. B.57 DEC 0 TO ?Q 
o. 0. 0. ***99 DEG. 90 
(599. 18312.- -21112. 10.*l DEG. 0 TO 90 
0. 0. 0* ***99 DEG. 90 
0 . 
0 . 
5891 . - 3 * 2 1 1 . 22.50 0E3. 0 TO - 9 0 




THE FOLLOWING SPECIMEN. EC 90 h FRP• WAS TESTED ON 7/1J/4B 
ORIENTATION 90 WARP NUMBER OF PLT - 8/rC 
ULTIMATE STRESS • 902. 1.85/lNCH *IDTM/FAC£ 
WIDTH « 1.9*0 
GAGE STRESS MODULUS POISSON3 STRAINS MICRO IN/IN 
NO. SECANT RATIC AXIAL TRANSVERSE *9 DEGREES 
(L3S/INCM WIDTH/FACE) 
1 7 7 . - 1 2 9 7 2 2 . 0 . 1 9 9 - 6 1 5 . ; 1 2 0 . - 3 3 9 . 
* 7 7 . - 8 * 9 0 2 . 0 . 1 8 0 - 9 1 9 . 1 6 9 . - 3 8 2 . 
1 2 9 . - 1 6 4 2 7 8 . 0 . 2 5 * - 1 9 9 . * 0 . - 1 0 0 . 
2 2 5 . - 6 7 8 2 * . 0 . 1 S * - 3 8 0 , 7 0 . - 1 5 3 . 
1 9 1 . - 1 3 3 6 8 6 . 0 . 2 2 0 - 3 8 5 . 8 9 . - 2 1 8 . 
2 9 1 . - 7 9 3 0 2 . 0 . 1 8 * - 6 9 0 . 1 2 0 . - 2 6 5 . 
1 7 7 . - 1 2 5 7 2 2 . 0 . 2 1 1 - 6 1 9 . 1 3 0 . • - 3 * 0 . 
: 7 7 . - 0 2 2 5 * . 0 . 1 8 C - 9 * 0 . 1 7 0 . '• 
I? 
- 3 8 0 . 
i 1 0 ) . - 1 2 2 7 2 9 . 0 . 2 1 * - 3 * 0 . i 1 8 0 - - * 6 0 . 
2 1 0 3 . - S 3 1 3 9 . 0 . 1 0 1 - 1 2 3 9 . 2 2 3 , . - 9 0 0 . 
1 1 2 S . - 1 1 9 J 2 0 . 0 . 2 0 8 - 1 0 7 9 . 2 2 9 . - 9 8 0 . 
2 1 2 8 . - 8 * 7 0 0 . 0 . 1 8 0 - 1 5 1 9 . ; ; 2 7 3 , - 6 1 9 . 
1 1 9 3 * - 1 1 6 * * 9 . 0 . 2 1 0 - 1 6 5 9 . • 3 9 0 . - 8 9 5 . 
2 1 9 3 . - 8 6 2 9 * . 0 . 1 6 3 - 2 2 3 9 . _ ; * 1 0 . - 9 2 0 . 
1 2 9 7 . - 1 1 * 0 * 0 . 0 . 2 1 0 - 2 2 9 9 . * 7 3 . - 1 2 0 9 . 
2 2 5 7 . - 8 7 6 6 3 . o.leo - 2 9 1 9 . 5 3 0 . - 1 2 1 ? . 
i.8 
NO. OP PACES • 2.000 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS PHI MEASURED 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS CCWISE FROM AXIAL 
1)0* -429. 6.69 DEO* 0 TO 90 
163* -919* 0.17 OEQ. 0 TO 90 
40. -163. , 11*77 DEO. 0 TO 90 
70, -ISO, 0.00 DEG, 0 
9*, -19*, 8,06 DEO. 0 TO 90 
120, -650.' 0.00 DEG, 0 
1*2* -627. 7.9} DEG, 0 TO 90 
170, -9*0, 0.23 DEG. 0 TO -90 
196. -956. 7.13 DEG* 0 TO 90 
229. -12*0. 0.29 DEG. 0 TO -90 
2*2. -1097. 4.37 DEG. 0 TO 90 
279* -1920. 0.23 OEG. 0 TO -90 
>78. -1686. 6.71 DEG. 0 TO 90 
*10. -22*0* 0.10 DEO. 0 TO 90 
311* -2296. 4.9) DEG. 0 TO 90 
330. -29*0. 0.2* DEO* 0 TO 90 
CO 
•^J 
06 01 0 *O30 CZJt •C«Z6« •CI9I 
06 Ol_0 «930 9«»t •OCli- «0ZU 
06 01 0 *D30 *1»0 » U U - 'IVCT 
06 01 0 *030 6SU •»TC9- «V6CT 
06 01 0 •030 9C0 
06 01 0 •OSO H«9 
06 01 0 *030 IZ'O 








•6iTS- »6Ctt _.. •69*1- 611*0 •C«Z98- «*%9 
•69*C^ »6SZX »61I9- SOZ'O '092*01- »*%9 
•69«rZ- «6fi0l »606fi- 6iT*0 'fiUlS- » « H 
•6C9Z- «CS6 ^SB*- CJZ'O •00S901- 'SIC 
•618X- »008 _ '68CV-
•668T- »SZ1 ' •tZSC-
•6SZ6- ftt*0 »619t9- »SU 
'6IS1- OOZ'O •8X8Z0X- *tii 
Z8t»0 »£90BB- «98£ 
SiZ'O »ltS60;« »98C 
THE FOLLOWING SPECIMEN. EC \0 J fRP. WAS TESTED ON T/lS/68 
OFl!ENTAT!ON 90 WARP NUMBER OF PLY • 3/FC 
ULTIMATE STRESS - 880. LBS/INCH WIDTH/FACE 
WIDTH " 1.930 
GAOF STRESS MODULUS POISSONJ 
NO. SECANT RATIO 
(LS5/INCH WIDTH/FACE) 
STRAINS MICRO IN/IN 
AXIAL TRANSVERSE 03 DEGREES 
1 T7 . - 1 3 0 4 2 2 . 0 . 1 3 1 - 3 9 3 . 9 0 . - 1 3 0 . 
2 7 7 . - 9 0 9 0 0 . 0 . 1 7 3 - 8 3 3 . 1 3 0 . - 2 1 0 . 
1 2 3 . - 1 3 6 3 3 1 . 0 . 1 0 3 - 1 9 0 . 2 0 . - 8 3 . 
2 2 3 . - 8 0 9 5 8 . 0 . 2 0 3 - 3 2 0 . 6 3 . - 9 0 . 
1 3 1 . - 1 3 6 3 3 1 . 0 . 1 3 7 - 3 8 0 . 6 0 . - 1 4 0 . 
2 3 1 . - 8 7 8 1 9 . 0 . 1 7 7 . - 3 9 0 . . u 1 0 3 . - 1 7 3 . 
1 7 7 . - 1 3 1 7 2 9 . 0 . 1 3 2 - 3 9 0 . 9 0 . - 1 9 3 . 
2 7 7 . - 8 8 3 1 8 . 0 . 1 7 6 - 8 3 0 . 1 3 3 . - 2 6 0 . 
1 1 0 ? . - 1 2 8 7 2 9 . 0 . 1 6 1 - 8 0 3 . . 1 3 0 . - 2 3 0 . 
2 1 0 3 . - 8 * 3 3 3 . 0 . 1 7 6 - 1 1 3 9 . 2 0 3 . - 3 4 3 . 
1 1 2 9 . - 1 2 6 9 9 3 . 0 . 1 6 4 - 1 0 1 9 . 1 7 0 , - 3 2 0 . 
2 1 2 9 . - 9 1 2 2 0 . 0 . 1 7 6 - 1 4 1 9 . • 2 3 0 . - 4 1 3 . 
1 1 9 4 . - 1 1 9 9 3 8 . 0 . 1 7 2 - 1 6 1 9 . 2 8 0 . - 4 ! S . 
2 !9-W - 9 1 6 3 1 . 0 . 1 7 9 - 2 1 1 9 . 3 8 0 . - 6 2 3 . 
1 2 3 9 . - 1 1 6 6 9 7 . 0 . 1 7 1 - 2 2 1 9 . 3 8 0 . - 6 3 0 . 
2 2 3 9 . - 9 3 8 6 3 . 0 . 1 7 7 - 2 7 3 9 . 4 9 0 . - 8 2 0 . 
2 0 . 
NO. OF FACES " 2.000 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
PHI AXIS MINOR AXIS 
PHI MEASURED 
CCW15E FROM AXIAL 
1 1 1 . - 6 1 6 . 9 .84 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
169. - 8 7 4 . 7 .91 DEC. 0 TO - 9 0 
2 0 . - 1 9 0 . 0 .00 DEO. 0 
6 3 . - 3 2 3 . 3 .31 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
6 0 . - 3 8 0 . 2 .39 DEC. 0 TO - 9 0 
i n . - 3 9 6 . 3 .49 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
94 , - 3 9 4 . 4 . 3 9 DEC 0 TO -9 0 
163 . - 8 9 0 . 3 .60 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
138 . - 8 1 3 . 3 .30 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
2 1 7 , - 1 1 7 2 . S . *9 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
179 . - 1 0 2 9 . 3 .00 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
2 6 7 , - 1 4 3 7 . 3 .73 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
297 . - 1 6 3 7 . 3*30 DEO. 0 TO - 9 0 
4 0 ) . - 2 1 4 3 . 3 .34 D E C 0 TO - 9 0 
4 0 7 . - 2 2 4 7 . 3 .86 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
320 . - 2 7 9 0 . 3 .48 DEC 0 TO - 9 0 
00 
s e e . - H 0 0 8 5 . o . i 6 f 
398 . - 9 * 7 8 0 . 0 .176 
518. -10727* . 0.170 
518. -94896 . 0.175 
6 * 7 . - 1 0 * 1 2 6 . 0 .165 
6 * 7 . - V 2 7 6 9 . 0.173 
7 7 7 . - 1 0 2 5 3 3 . 0.163 
7 7 7 . - 3 9 5 3 9 . 0 .168 
880. -101595 . 0.000 
080. -101595 . 0.000 
- 3 5 2 9 . 6 0 0 . 
- * 0 9 9 . """ 7 2 5 . 
- * 8 2 9 . ' 8 2 5 . 
- 5 * 5 9 , 9 6 0 . 
- 6 2 1 9 . 1029 . 
- 6 9 7 9 . r 1209 . 
- 7 5 7 9 . 1239 . 
- 6 6 7 9 . 1 * 5 9 . 
- 0 6 6 9 . 0 . 
0 . ' ' 0 . 
2 1 
0. 1066. -3996. 17.67 DEO. 0 TO -90 
1219. 769. -*U*. S.*l DEC. 0 TO -90 
1J39. 901. -*906. 6.59 DEG. 0 TO -90 
16C9. 1023. -5523. 5.63 DEG. 0 TO -90 
1679. 11*3. -6333. 7.OA DEO. 0 TO -90 
2019. 1500. -7070. 3.96 DEG. 0 TO -90 
1999. 1392. -7752. 7.*2 OEG, 0 TO -90 
2*49. 1591. -8911. 6.** DEG. 0 TO -90 
0* 1795. -10*63. 22.50 DEO. 0 TO -90 




(All Computer Programs Written in FORTRAN IV) 
Section 1:_t MIL-HDBK-17 Orthotropic Transformation Equations 
Ihis computer program was adapted from an existing program 
developed at Locklieed-Georgia Company according to Reference 37. The 
program solves the following equations presented in MIL-HDBK-17, 
Reference 27. 
x and y are the orthogonal axes 
at which the strength and modulus 
values are desired. 
a and 3 are the orthogonal ax.es 
at which the strength and modulus 
values are known. 
y 
\LL i 
<j> i s the angle between a and x or 8 and y. 
F a , Fg, Fx are axial s t resses in the d i rec t ion indicated 
by the subscr ip t . 
F a g > F^y are the shear s t resses in the plane indicated by 
the subscr ip ts , 
Ea> Eg, Ex are the moduli in the di rect ion indicated by 
the subscr ipt . 
Gag, GXy are the shear moduli in the plane indicated by the 
subscripts. 
vag is Poisson's ratio. 
0, 90, 45 subscripts refer to actual orientations, in degrees, 
of the property related to the major lar.iinate axis, 
Axial Stress: 
(Tension or Compression) 
L. - 9°?L± + SinNfr + 
Fa2 F3








[JL + _ L _ + JL 
LFa2 FaFR F R
2 j 
Sin22<f> 
Modulus of E l a s t i c i t y : 
(Tension or Compression) 
1 Cos4* S i n ^ 
Ex Ea Eg 
r 1 2v a3 
GaB E a 
Sin2^Cos2<J> 
Modulus of R i g i d i t y : 
1 Cos22<}> 
Gxy GaB 
• r - l * -
1 2v aB 
LEa E0 Ea 
Sin224) 
No shea r t e s t s were performed t o ob ta in F a ^ and Gagj however, 
a x i a l t e n s i o n (and compression) t e s t s were performed a t load angles 
of 0°, 90°, and 45°. 
The shear values were calculated by substituting in the three 
known load angles and solving the above equations to obtain Fa(3 and 
Ga£ as follows: 
F a 6 = l" L _ w 
F F / \ F 2 / \ F 2 / F 2 
^(T90 MS ^0 V *90 
Ga3 
^ a G ^ x / 4 N , 1 , 
+ 
F / \ F / \ u / 
c 0 L45 "90 
Such equations are solved by the computer program which then 
solves tlie first set of equations for Fx, Ex, F^, and G-̂ y for every 
5° increment of <j>. The input values required are FQ, FQQ, F^r, EQ, 
^90* ^45* v0 90 *n tension mdt if desired, in compression, 
C ORTHOTROPIC TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS MIL-HDBK-17 
C 
DIMENSION TITLE(20).PHl(18).ID£G(ie) »EV0D(18 ) . TEM5 ( 1 8 ) . SPH I ( 19 ) » 
1MDEG(19) »SR«OD(19J iTMM 19) »S5MAX{ 18) • TERX6< 1 8 ) .SRXAXU9) . 
2TRM3( 19) 
100 READ! 2,501 ) (TiTLEd ) »I«1 ,20) 
IF(TITLE(1 ) )200»201 .200 
2 00 WRITt(3.601J(TITLE(H.I»li20> 
READ', 2.50 2) TFOO.TF9O.TF45»CF0 0»CF9 0»CF4 5»XNU 
READ(2,503) TEO0»TE90.TE45.CEO0»CE90.CE4 5 









GO TO 107 
108 IF( C F 0 0 ) 1 0 9 . 1 0 9 , U 0 
110 I F ( C F 9 0 ) 1 0 9 , 1 0 9 , 1 1 1 
111 IF(CF45)109.109,112 
109 NC=NC+1 












DO 13 1 = 1 118 
IDEGd J«5*I 
QI=I 
PHI ( I ) = 1 . 5 7 0 3 * 0 1 / 1 8 . 0 
TERN'S ( I ) = T E R M 1 * C 0 S ( P H I < I ) ) * * 4 + TERM2*S I N < PM I ( I ) ) * * 4 
1 + T E R M 5 M ( S I N ( P H I ( I ) ) ) * * 2 ) * ( ( C O S ( P H I ( I ) ) ) * * 2 ) 
I F ( T E R M 6 ( I ) ) 1 1 7 » 1 1 7 , 1 3 
13 SSMAX( I l =SCRT( 1 . 0 / T E R M i 6 ( I > ) 
WRI TE < 3 , 6 0 5 ) F 0 O 
W R I T E ( 3 . 6 0 6 ) 
DO 115 1=1.18 
115 WRITE(3.607) IDEGI 1) iSSMAXCI i 
IF(NC)108.108,117 
103 IF(NC)108,108,125 

















GO TO 120 
119 FSHR=CFSHR 
120 TRMl«liO/(FSHR*#2tO) 
DO 121 1-1.19 




GO TO 124 
123 TRM2=1.0/<TFOO**2.0)+1.0/(TFO0*CF9O)+1.0/(CF9Q**2.0) 
124 TRM3< I )=TRM1*COS(2.0*SPHI (I ) )**2 + TRM2*SIN(2.0*SPHI (I ))**2 
IF(TRM3(I) )125 .125.121 























N O l 0 
W R I T E < 3 . 6 1 3 ) 
130 TE.V1 = 1 . 0 / E 0 0 
T E M 2 = 1 . 0 / E 9 0 
T E M 3 = 1 . 0 / E 4 5 
T E V 4 = 2 * X N U * T E M 1 
R S H R = 4 . 0 * T E M 3 + T E M 4 - T E M 1 - T E M 2 
G S H R = 1 . 0 / R S H R 
DO 136 I = 1 »1 8 
IDEG( 1 )=5*1 
P I = I 
PHI ( I ) = 1 . 5 7 0 e * P I / 1 8 . 0 
196 
TEM5( I )=TEM1*(C0S(PHI ( I J ) **4 ) +TEM2*(SIN(PHI ( I J )»*4) 
l+(RSHR-TEV4)*((SIN(PHl(I))**2)*{C0StPHI(I))*»2)) 
IF( TEM51 I ) )137 .137.136 
136 EMOD( I )=1.0/TEM5( I J 
WRITE13.6161E00 
WRITE(3.617) 
DO 138 1=1.18 
138 WRITE(3 .618) IDEG( I> »EMOD(I) 
137 IF(NC)131.131.139 
126 IF(NC ) 131 .131.140 
139 CONTINUE 
C SHEAR MODULUS VS. LOAD ANGLE 




TD1 = TC1-TA1-TBH-2.0*XNU*TA1 
T G 1 = 1 . 0 / T D 1 
- C A 1 = 1 . 0 / C E 0 0 
C B 1 = 1 . 0 / C E 9 0 
C C 1 = 4 . 0 / C E 4 5 
CD1=CC1-CA1-CBH-2.0*XNU*CA1 
C G 1 = 1 . 0 / C D 1 
IF( T G 1 - C G D 1 4 1 , 1 4 1 . 1 4 2 
141 G=TG1 
GO TO 143 
142 G=CG1 
143 TM1*1.0/G 
TM2 = 1 .0/CEOO+l»0/TE90+2.0*XNU/CE00 
TM3»1.0/TE00+1.0/CE90+2.0*XNU/TEOO 
DO 144 1=1.19 
MDEG<I )=-50+5*I 
T 1= I 
SPHIII ) s-o.8727+1.5708 *T1/18.0 
IF(MDEG<I ) )145.145.146 
14 5 TM4 <I )=TM1*C0S(2.0*SPHI(I) )**2 + TM2*SIN(2.0*SPHI( I) )**2 
GO TO 147 
146 TM4(I ) = TM1*C0S(2.0*5PHI( I) )**2+TM3*SIN(2.0*SPHI(I ) )**2 
147 IF(TM4(I))100.100.144 
144 SRMCD( I )=1 .0/TM41I) 
WRITE(3»620) 
WRITE(3.621) (MDEGtI ) .SRMODtI )» 1 = 1119) 
140 GO TO 100 
501 FORMAT120A4) 
601 FORMAT(1H1 .20A4.//) 
502 FORMAT(7( 1X.F6.2) ) 
503 FORMAT(6( 1X.F4.2) ) 
602 FORMAT(1H0.//.15X.15H TENSILE STRESS) 
603 FORMATt1H0.//.15X.19H COMPRESSIVE STRESS) 
605 FORMAT(1H0.31H MAX STRESS AT 0 LOAD ANGLE IS »F7.2) 
606 FORMAT?1H0.9X»11H LOAD ANGLE.9X.llH MAX STRESS./) 
60 7 FORMAT(1H.13X.I3.15X.F7.2) 
622 FORMAT(1H0 .//.15X,13H SHEAR STRESS) 
608 FORMAT(1H0.15HTENSILE SHEAR =»c7,2 . 2X»1?MCOMPRFSSIV£ SHEAR =.F7,2) 
609 FORMAT(1H0.5X.41H SHEAR USED AT ZERO DEGREE LOAD ANGLE IS .F7,2) 





















//•15X.16H TENSILE MODULUS) 
//•15X»2CH COMPRESSIVE MODULUS) 
3X.35H MODULUS AT 0 DEGREE LOAD ANGLE IS .F7.2) 
lOXtllH LOAD ANGLE»l2Xt16H ELASTIC MODULUS./) 
U X t I 2 . 2 2 X i F 7 . 2 J 
//.15X.14M SHEAR MODULUS) 
10X.11H LOAD ANCLE.8X.l4H SHEAR MODULUS./) 
14X.I3.15X.F7.4) 
Section 2: FPL_1810A Face_Wrinkling Program 
This program was written solely to solve the sandwich face 
wrinkling equation presented in the text in the Edgewise Compression 
Tests, Face Wrinkling Section of the Experimental Results and 
Evaluation discussion. The program was used for all load angle varia-
tions of the three types of sandwich construction investigated. 
C FACE WRINKLING ANALYSIS 
c 
DIMENSION TITLE<20) 
READ (2flO0O) BLANK 
200 READ (2,1000) ( T I TLE(I ) . I = 1 • 20 ) 
IF(TITLE(l)-ELANK) 201.999t20l 
201 WRITE (3,1004) (T I TLE( I ) , I = 1 ,20 ) 
PISQ=3.14159*3.14159 
READ (2,1001) TF»TC,XL.XKO,TT,ECZ 
SOTF«=TF*TF 
DO 202 J = l»5 
READ (2.1002) EF»VI2»V21,ANGLE 
XLAM=1.-(V12*V21) ' 





202 WRITE (3,1003) XL , ANGLE,5 IGMA»STRES 
GO TO 200 
1000 FORMAT (20A4! 
1001 FORMAT (F5.3»lX,F5e3.1X,F6.4,lX9F5.3,lX,F5.C,lX,F7.0) 
1002 FORMAT (F8.0,1X,F5.3,1X,F5.3»1X•A4 ) 
1003 FORMAT llHOi1 CELL SIZE = •,F5.3,4X,•LOAD ANGLE = ',A4,' DEGREES', 
14X,«FACE WRINKLING STRESS = ',F3.0,» Psl = »,F6.0t 
2' LBS/IN WIDTH/FACE') 
1004 FORMAT (1H1,20A4///) 
999 CALL EXIT 
END 
199 
Section 5: Rosette Strain Gap,e Data Reduction Program 
This program allows data input directly from the readings of any 
strain indicator. The strain readings may be input in any order as long 
as appropriate keying has been done to allow the computer to sort the 
strain gage arm readings and assign them to the proper rosette. If a 
reading is negative, the program calculates the compressive strain in-
dicated. The program handles axial gages as single arm rosettes and 
biaxial gages as double arm rosettes. The program assumes a three arm 
rosette is a rectilinear gage with arms oriented 0°, 45° and 90° to the 
rosette axis. 
For any set of strain readings, the corresponding load reading 
must be input. Depending upon the strain gage arms available, the 
program calculates the stress, secant modulus, Poisson's ratio, principal 
strains, and the angle (PHI) between the major principal strain and the 
rosette axis. The strain readings are also reduced from the raw test 
data and displayed. 
The following equations are used, if needed: 
Secant Modulus = (Stress/eg) x 106 
Poisson's Ratio = e 9 ( / G 0 
Major Principal Strain 
Er. + £ 
~2 
0 9 0 1 W r 2 
" + T ( £ 0 ' C90) + 
2e 45 ( c0 + C90) 
Minor Principal Strain 
c0 + e90 1 i\ 
2 2 L 0 90; Ze L 45 " (£0 + e903 
The angle PHI = i T [2C45 " (r0 * e90^" 
2 an 
e0 ' e90 
where £Q = axial strain gage arm in micro inches/inch 
£90 = transverse strain gage arm in micro inches/inch 
e45 = 45° strain gage arm in micro inches/inch 
are arms of the rosette, 
DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM 
THE PURPOSE OF 
GAGE TESTS AND 
BE CONSTRUCTED 
THIS PROGRAM IS TO ACCEPT THE RAW DATA 
PRESENT THE DATA SO THAT STRESS-STRAIN 
FROM STRAIN 
CURVES MAY 
THE PROGRAM ACCEPTS DATA FROM UP TO 8 RECTANGULAR ROSETTES WITH 
APPROPRIATE KEYING DONE TO ALLOW ThE COMPUTER TO SORT THE GAGES 
AND CYCLE AS MANY TIMES AS READINGS ARE IN^UT. ADDITIONAL TEST 
SPECIMENS MAY ALSO BE STACKED AS DATA BLOCKS AND THE PROGRAM WILL 
CYCLE THROUGH THEM 




1000 FORMAT (3A4» IX >2A4 .1X.F5.3»1X.F5.3»1X.A4.1X.F6.0»1X»I2»1X,2A4.I3. 
11X, II ,/,4( 1X.F7.0) ) 
10C1 FOR MATI 24< I2.1X) ) 
1C02 FORMAT!1H1»'THE FOLLOWING SPECIMEN* '.3A4.'» WAS TESTED ON '.2A4. 
1//' ORIENTATION '»2A4.6X.'NUMBER OF PLY •- » »AA . 8X . ' WIDTH * ». 
5>F5. 3.8X,'NO. OF FACES = '.r5.3.//' ULTIMATE STRESS » *iFS.O. 
2' LES/INCH WIDTH/FACE'///' GAGE', 1 X»'STRESS'. 2X. 
3'MODULUS' »3X, •POISSCNS' »10X, 'STRAINS MICRO IN/IN*«12X, 
^'PRINCIPAL STRAINS' .1CX, 'PHI MEASURED') 
101C FORMAT(1H .' NC.'.9X. ' SECANT ' • 4X , •RAT I 0' t7x••AX IAL• »4X, 
1'TRANSVERSE' .4X. '45 DEGREES' »6X»•PHI AX IS• »2X , 'MI NOR AXlS'i6X. 
2'CCWISE FROM AXIAL'»//) 
1003 FOR MA T !F7.0»/8(I2.l4.Il.Il.Il.lX)./8( I2.I4.I1.I1.H.1X) » 
l/8( 12.14,1 
100A FORMAT(/1X 
1F 8 . 0 . 4 X • F e 
1005 F 0 R M A T ( 1 H + 
1CC6 FORMAT(1H+ 
10C7 FORMAT(1H+ 




1013 FORMAT!/I X 
1014 FORMAT!/I X 




l'MUST EE SOME 
READ (2.1009) 
97X , F 6 . 2 . ' DEG. 0 TO 
97X • F 6 . 2 . ' DEG. 0« ) 
97X • F 6 . 2 t ' DEG. 9 0 ' ) 
97X • F 6 . 2 , ' DEG. 0 TO 
.11 . II .IX) ) 
I2.1X.F6.0.2X,F9.0.2X.F5.3.4X,FI 
0.*X) 













901 READ (2.1000) SPE»CIM,EN«01 ,02.WIDTH.THICK,PLYNC,ULTLD.KEY.DA.TE .M 
2.LP ,XL .XH.YL.YH 
KRD=KEY 
N=3*M 
IF (PLYNO-BLANK) 903.999.903 
903 READ (2.1001) l(I GAGE I I.J). ) = \ . 3 ) •I-1»M! 
DO UO2 1=1.M 
DO 402 J=1.3 
NA( I.J) *C 





WRITE (3.1002) SPE.CIM.EN.OA.TE.01.02•PLYNO.WIDTH#THICKIULSTR 
WRITE (3.1010) 
902 READ (2.1003) XLOAO.(ICK(KJ •LI(K) .L2<K) • L3(K) .L4(K)»K*1»N) 
WRITE (3.1011) 
DO 500 I»liM 
DO 500 J-l#3 
RCSETlI.J)=0.0 
500 CONTINUE 
DO 2 0 7 K » l i N 
A 1 ( K ) « L 1 ( K ) 
IF ( A l ( K ) J 2 0 1 . 2 0 2 . 2 0 2 
2 0 1 A l ( K ) <=( 1 0 0 0 . + A K K ) J M - - 1 . 0 ) 
202 A 2 ( K ) = L 2 ( K ) 
A 3 ( K ) = L 3 ( K ) 
A 4 ( K ) = L 4 ( K ) 
A 5 ( K ) = ( 1 0 . * * A 2 ( < > ) * ( 1 0 . * * A 3 ( K ) ) 
I F < A 4 ( K ) ) 2 0 3 . 2 0 3 . 2 0 4 
203 A 4 ( K ) = 1 . 0 
2 0 4 DO 2 0 6 1 = 1 . M 
DO 2 0 6 J = l » 3 
I F < I C K ( K ) - I G A G E ( I » J ) > 2 0 6 t 2 0 5 . 2 0 6 
2 05 RCSET ( I i J ) = A 1 ( K ) * A 5 ( K ) * A 4 I K ) 





DO 300 1=1.M 
AA=2.*ROSET(I.2)~<ROSET(I.1)+ROSET(1.3)1 
B5 = ROSET( I .1)-ROSET(I.3) 
IF(BB) 501.502.501 
502 TOPHI=1.5706 
GO TO 503 
501 TOPHI=ATAN(ABS(AA/BB)) 
503 PHI=(TOPHI/2.)*57«2958 





I F (ROSET( I i D J 3 0 1 . 3 0 2 . 3 0 1 
301 XNU = ABS(ROSET! I .3 )/ROSET(I.1 )) 
ESEC=(STRES/ROSET(I.1)>*100000 0. 
302 NC=NA( I .1 )+NA( I.2I+NA(I»3)+1 
GO TO (314.303,306.313). NC 
303 IF (NA(I.2!) 304.305.304 
304 WRITE (3.1012) I • STRES•ESEC,XNU.ROSET( I .1) .R05ET( I .3! 
GO TO 300 
305 IF (NAU.3)) 307.306.307 
306 WRITE (3.1013) I »STRES.ROSET(I .3) .ROSET(I.2) 












WRITE (3.1C14) I »STRES.ESEC,ROSET( I .1 ) .R05ET(I »2) 
GO TO 300 
IF (NA( I • 1) 1 310.309*310 
WRITE (3.1015) I .STRES.ESEC.ROSETI I»1) 
GO TO 300 
IF (NA{1,3)) 312.3ll.3l2 








IF(ROSET( I .21-TERNU ) 
WRITE (3.1005) PHI 
GO TO 300 
IF(ROSET(I .1(-ROSET( 1.3)) 210.211 .211 







I , STRES,ROSETlI ,2) 
I 
I .ST R E S . E S E C X N U . R O SET < 1 , 1 ) .ROSET < 1 , 3 ) , ROSET ( 1 , 2 ) , 
2 0 3 , 2 0 9 , 2 1 2 
GO TO 300 
211 WRITE (3,1007) PHI 
GO TO 300 
212 WRITE (3.1008) PHI 
300 CONTINUE 
KEY=KEY-1 
IF(KEY)904 .904 ,902 
904 IF< LP1905,' ?01» 905 
90 5 CALL SSCRV ( EPSIL, SIGMA IKRDI .XL • XHi >YL »YHi >1) 
GO TO 901 
999 CALL EXIT 
END 
Section 4: Standard Deviation Strencth Data Reduction Program 
This program adds up all the data points, input one value to a 
card; determines the number of data points to be averaged; calculates 
the standard deviation according to the equation presented in the Edge-
wise Compression Tests, Edgewise Compression Strength and Modulus Tests 
Section of the Experimental Results and Evaluation discussion; picks the 
appropriate k value from an input file; and calculates the reduced "B 
allowable" value, arithmatic average, maximum value, minimum value and 
80 percent of arithmatic average value. 
The k factors used are from Reference 36, and are as follows: 
n k n k n k n k n k 
1 - 11 2.280 21 1.906 31 1.767 41 1.691 
2 -' 12 2.214 22 1.887 32 1.758 42 1.685 
3 - 13 2.158 23 1.870 33 1.749 43 1.679 
4 - 14 2.111 24 1.853 34 1.740 44 1.674 
5 3.445 15 2.070 25 1.838 35 1,732 45 1.669 
6 3.028 16 2.035 26 1.825 36 1.725 46 1.664 
7 2.771 17 2.003 27 1.812 37 1.717 47 1.659 
8 2.593 18 1.975 28 1.799 38 1.710 48 1.654 
9 2.461 19 1.950 29 1.788 39 1.704 49 1.650 
10 2.361 20 1.927 30 1.777 40 1.697 50 1.645 
Where n is the number of test points, 
C STANDARD DEVIATION AND DESIGN ALLOWABLE STRENGTH VALUES 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO TAKE A GROUP OF STRENGTH VALUES 
C AND EVALUATE THE STANDARD DFVIATICN . IT ALSO COMPUTES THE 
C R ALLOWABLE DESIGN VALUE BASED ON A 95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE 
C THAT 90 PERCENT OF ALL VALUES WILL FALL ABOVE THIS B 
C ALLOWA2LE VALUE. 
C 
DIMENSION DATA(IOO). TITLE(20), FACTK(50) 
READ(2.111MFACTK(I)*I*li50> 
100 READ!2»101) (TIT-LE(I)» I - 1 • 2 0 ] 
IF(TITLE!1)J200.201.200 
200 NC»1 
102 READ12.103) DATA(NC) 
IF(DATA(NC) )10i20il0 
10 NC»NC+1 





DO 30 I«1»NC 
DMAX = AMAX2(DATA( I > .DM.AXl 




DO 40 1 = 1.NC 
40 SGERR=(DAVG~DATA( I ) > * *2+SQERR 
S T D E V « = S Q R T < S O E R R / I N C - l ) ) 
B V A L = D A V G ~ F A C T K ( N C ) * S T D E V 
P C A V G * D A V G * ( 0 . 8 0 ) 
1 1 1 F 0 R M A T ( 1 3 ( F 5 . 3 « 1 X ) J 
101 FORMAT(20A4) 
103 FORMAT1F10.2) 
WRITEJ3.105) (TITLE!I) . I »1 .20) 
105 FCRMAT!lHlt 20A4. //) 
WRITE(3.107) 
107 FORMATflH . 10X.'AVERAGE'•5X.'MAX I MUM'• 5X .'MINIMUM', 5X .'STANDARD' 
15X» «B' tlXi 'ALLOWABLE' ,5X, 'NUMBER' • 5X, •8 0 ' , IX , • PERCENT' f/ , 
212X.'VALUE' »7X. 'VALUE' »7X.'VALUE • . 6Xt • DEV I AT I ON' .7X . 'VALUE' »7X. 
3'CF'.IX.'TESTS'.4X»'OF AVERAGE' ) 
WRITEI3.1C9) DAVGi DMAX» DMIN. STDEV. BVAL. NC. PCAVG 
109 FORM£kT(lH0.10X,2(F8.2.4X) ,F8.2.5X.F8.2.6X,F8.2* 7X,I^,6XiF8.2) 
GO TO ICO 
201 CALL EXIT 
END 
APPENDIX 4 
SANDWICH FLEXURE ANALYSES AND COMPARISONS 




t + t. 
4\ 
P/2 
Isotropic Banding Analysis 
From various handbooks, such as Reference 38: 
The center deflection, 6 Q , for an isotropic, homogeneous 
beam: 
>CL 
(P/2) (a) r3 
6EI L4 
l2 - a2 
For the flexure tests, a = 2" 
b = width * 3" 
1 = 6M 
\ 6AEIy 
or 
^Experimental " ( ^ ^ ( ^ ) 
CL 
For such sandwich structure where the faces are of equal 
thickness: 
I • 2 Ad2 where A is the area of the face sheets and d is 
the distance from the center line of the sandwich to the 
center of the face sheet. 
I = b(t - tc) t + tc" 
Now: 
Effective = _ ! * £ • 
'Exp. j 
(3.8333)( ?) 
Effective - 2_£kL 
'Exp. 
Cb)(t - tc)(ULt£) 2 
Part of the 6CL in the above equation can be traced to shear 
deformation of the core which should be subtracted from the 6^ 




CL J Shear 
Deformation 
mjA) 
(G xz f (b)(t + tc) 
core 
can be derived from: 
% % 
^CO - 6|a 
S.D. a 
r T 6 61 T [ V| 
T = Gy or y = _ = _Jji. == __a = _Jji 
G dx a G AG 
« L « CP/2) 









_ _ _ _ 
Therefore, the calculated experimentally determined effective modulus 





(Gxz ) ( b ) ( t • t c ) 
score / 
(b)( t • t c ) / t j _ t c \
2 
4 
Effective Stiffness Analysis 
Star t ing with the sandwich beam having face sheets with different 
moduli (since one face i s in tension and the other in compression and 
E tension ^ Ecompression) ^ equivalent cross sect ion i s developed 
using an effect ive width calculated from the modulus r a t i o : 
Mfr) b ' 
A 
t 
t C i - ^ ) 
(c-fZ^SS - s erCT/o^^) 
N T A 
b 
t=-t ts-("<-*) 
( F ^ u i v / A L e A T <c/zosS-5^c:7-/o/y J 
The neutral axis shifts also. 








r • t . 
u 
b 




-*H El. (3- ̂  y) 
b e = 
t f - / c 
Find the centroid: 
c = 
Z Moment of Area __ (b tA (t + t ) /2 
_ _ _ _ _ 
E Area 
c = x n 
Cb) 
t - t c V t + t c ^ ^ 
0) t - t, 1 + f£ 
E<-
B[ut) Ct + t c ) 
2/1 + h.) 
E* / 
IN A * A_ Dx
2 + A2D: 
• o ^ f ) 
r- t + t 
C - 6 + (bt f)c< 
'MA 
t - t„ x r / E „ x r t + t 
Cb) 
L " t 
- C •f C ' 
and (EI) < E t ) IN A = (E t ) (b)( * " ^ 
Calc 3 Ply 3 Ply 
U-
£ompa£is<ons_ 
The data from the sandwich flexure tests and the three ply 
laminate tests are used to calculate the effective modulus and effective 
stiffness and are then compared as follows: 
• i ii i > i i n n i ! ui «. i P • ••• • • » I W . » « > W I > I I I . ..• . • • • W W W O I I I • • • • « — i w i m i w t w f p r t • mrc—«a«dr«.c.—i*-n» 
Core Ce l l Size 1/8 3/16 1/4 
P Load of Measurement ( l b . ) 
6CL Measured c e n t e r d e f l e c t i o n (in,) 
b width ( i n . ) 
t sandwich t h i c k n e s s (in,) 
t c core t h i c k n e s s ( i n , ) 
Gxz core shea r modulus (ps i ) 
core 
Et 3 p l y t e n s i l e modulus (ps i ) 























3 .0x l0 6 
3 .35xl0 6 
( E E £ f ) (Using W n g ) (ps i ) 
Exp. 
5 Shear Deformation ( l n « ) 
6Bending (6CL " 6 S h r . D e f . ) C i n 0 
^ E x p e r i m e n t a l ( U s i n g *CL> W-in.*) 
^ E I Eff .^Exper imenta lCas ing l e n d i n g ) 
( l b . in*) 
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